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Abstract 
This study focuses upon the music of the now-neglected Polish composer Gralyna 
Bacewicz (1909-1969). Her success as both a composer and concert violinist is well- 
documented; a long list of accolades and prestigious appointments serve as evidence 
of this. Her posthumous reputation, however, has declined at an alarming rate both 
inside and outside Poland. 
The study is introduced by a biography of the composer compiled from both 
English and Polish sources, providing details of her roles as composer and performer 
and offering a brief discussion of her music in general. The main body of text is 
devoted to a contextual analysis of Bacewicz's series of seven violin concertos and 
the study concludes with a consideration of a number of factors affecting Bacewicz's 
career and subsequent reception, addressing issues such as Polish cultural policy, the 
status of women composers, and her juggling of a number of professional and 
domestic roles. Appendices provide comprehensive listings of both her catalogue of 
works and recordings. 
Most importantly, however, the study uncovers the merit and originality of a 
number of works which exhibit a creative approach to string writing and a highly 
imaginative use of timbre. Such research should provide the invitation to others for 
further investigation into a catalogue containing over two hundred works. 
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PART ONE 
1: Biography and Social Context 
During her lifetime, Gratyna Bacewicz (1909-1969) achieved a great deal of musical 
success. As a violinist she appeared with several renowned orchestras and was 
regularly invited to serve on the juries of international violin competitions. She was 
also one of Poland's most successful composers, the recipient of numerous awards and 
prizes and much critical acclaim throughout Europe and the USA. Her music played a 
crucial role in the development of twentieth-century Polish music. Its gradual 
evolution mirrors that of Polish music itself, in that it bridges the gap between the 
neo-romantic Karol Szymanowski and the more avant-garde Lutoslawski. 
In Poland, the composer's memory is still alive; there are numerous 
commemorative statues, streets, and schools, and concert programmes till include her 
music. 1 With a catalogue of over 200 works, including symphonies, concertos, ballets 
and an opera, this composer's output was immense. Yet now it seems all but forgotten 
outside Poland. In Britain, for example, it is almost impossible to obtain scores of the 
music, and very little has been published in terms of critical literature. 2 The 
tremendous disparity between the composer's reputation inside and outside her 
1 Linda D. Dickson carried out a brief survey of Polish tributes in her 1992 PhD dissertation, 
Violin Timbre as a Siructural Element in the Music of Gratyna Bacewicz (1909-1969) (Austin: 
University of Texas). She lists music schools in GdaAsk, Jaworzyna, Koszalin, Nowa S61, Warsaw and 
Wroclaw; a violin festival in C4stochowa; a music association in Ostrol&a; a womeres chorus; a 
Warsaw-based String Quartet; streets in Warsaw and Gdafisk-, a bust in Nowa, S61; a portrait in 
Jaworzyna, and a statue in front of the Pornorski Philharmonic Hall in Bydgoszcz. 
2 An introductory biography by Judith Rosen and a short study of her chamber and orchestral 
works by Adrian Thomas are currently the only books published in the English language; see, Judith 
Rosen, Gra. *)m Bacewicz, Her Life and Works (University of Southern California, 1984) and Adrian 
Thomas, Gratyna Bacewicz: Chamber and Orchestral Music (University of Southern California, 
1985). 
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country is indeed perplexing and raises the question of why her music has been 
ignored by the international community in the years since her death. 
Gra2yna Bacewicz (1909-1969) was bom in L6di, an industrial town situated at the 
time within the Russian partition of Polancl. The city, less than 100 km to the south- 
west of the former capital Warsaw, was established as the manufacturing centre of the 
country during the industrial revolution, earning it the nickname 'the -Polish 
Manchestee. 3 It did, however, retain its grand industrial, cultural infrastructure, 
allowing it to play a leading role in the subsequent development of Polish music. 
Bacewicz was the third child of a mixed-nationality marriage between her 
Lithuanian father, Vincas Bacevi6ius, and Polish mother, Maria Modlifisk-a. This 
union was later to create problems for the family when, following the First World 
War, Lithuania declared independence from the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
and relations between the two countries deteriorated rapidly. Fortunately, the 
'socialist fortress' of L6di was always a source of employment for Vincas, a trained 
music teacher. 4 
The Bacewicz family played an active role in the musical life of the city, first 
as frequent concert-goers, then later as participants. Vincas, taught all four children a 
number of instruments from an early age, implanting in them 'an imperative of self- 
realisation by inculcating everyday systematic learning and practising playing 
different instruments'. 5 Kiejstut (1904-1993) later became an outstanding 
accompanist and chamber musician; his appointments included Headmaster of the 
3 Mark Salter and Gordon McLachlan, Poland (London: The Penguin Group, 1996), 129. 
" Norman Davies, Heart of Europe: A Short Hisfoq ofPoland (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1984), 131. 
3 Malgorzata Gosiorowska, 'The Cultural Formation of the Bacewicz Family', in Ro&ehstwo 
Bacewicz6w (The Bacewicz siblings) (Lbdi: Akademia Muzyczna w Lodzi: 1996), 33, E. summary. 
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Secondary Music School, Dean of the Instrumental Faculty and the Rector of the State 
College of Music in L6di 
6 Witold (Vytautas) (1905-1970) also became a composer, 
7 living first in Lithuania with his father then later emigrating to the USA. Wanda (b. 
1914) became a successful poet and writer, working for a number of years as editor of 
the Department of Word-and-Music Broadcasts at Polish Radio in Warsaw. 8 
By the age of seven, Bacewiczs potential as a violinist had become apparent. 
She would give regular recitals accompanied by Kiejstut or Witold at the piano and 
even produced short compositions for such occasions. At this early stage Bacewicz 
declared she would become a composer, her manuscripts date from 1920 when she 
was only 11. 
Bacewicz was fortunate that her formative years coincided with a time of 
relative calm in Poland's political history. Following the First World War, the country 
had regained its independence from Russia, Germany and Austria, creating the 
'Second Republic' where, in contrast to the years of foreign oppression which had 'so 
seriously hampered cultural development', cultural variety was regarded 'a source of 
strength and vitality'. 9 In addition, the relatively pro-feminist climate, which saw 
Poland's first woman deputy installed in 1919, could also be considered to have been 
instrumental to the development of Bacewicz as a world-class composer and 
performer. 
Bacewicis formal musical training began at the age of ten at Helena 
Kijenska's conservatory in Udi, where she comPleted a course of study whilst 
6 Lucjan Cieglak, 'Kiejstut Bacewicz 
- 
Artist, Pedagogue, Rector of State College of Music in 
L6dz', in Rodzehstwo Bacewicz&, op. cit, 5 1, E. summary. 7 Krzysztof Droba, 'The Correspondence of Vytautas Bacevi&us to his Family in Poland', in 
Rodzehstwo Bacewicz6w, op. cit., 183, E. summary. 8 Agnieszka lzdebska, 'The Life and Literary Output of Wanda Bacewicz; 
- 
An Attempt at a Synthesizing Description', in Rodzehstwo Bacewicz6w, op. ciL, 80, E. summary. 9 Daviesý op. cit., 126. 
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attending the gimnazjum. At the age of 19, Bacewicz moved to Warsaw to join 
Kazimierz Sikorski's class at the Conservatory. Here, she also became a student of 
the Polish violinist, J6zef Jarzqbski (1878 
- 
1955) and the pianist, J6zef Turczyfiski 
(1884-1953). After three years, she was awarded a double diploma with distinction in 
performance and composition and a special concert was organized in her honour, 
intended as a showcase for her skills as both composer and performer. 10 Despite the 
great success of a number of works dating from her years at the Conservatory, they 
were later destroyed by the composer and excluded from her catalogue. Throughout 
her composing life, Bacewicz repeatedly proved to be the severest critic of her own 
work. 
During her time in Warsaw, Bacewicz fell heavily under the influence of 
Karol Szymanowski (1882-1937), then the Director of the Conservatory. 
Szymanowski had spent many years before his appointment to the Conservatory 'on 
the move, acquainting himself with the new directions in music being pursued in 
other European countries. " Well aware of the relative isolation of Polish artists from 
such developments, he persuaded Bacewicz, along with many of her contemporaries, 
to further her studies in Paris. Following a brief recital tour of Lithuania and Latvia 
accompanied by her brother Witold, she was able to make the trip to Paris with the 
help of a scholarship from the Polish composer and pianist Ignacy Paderewski, and 
from 1932-33 she attended the tcole Normale de Musique in order to study harmony 
and counterpoint with the highly influential Nadia Boulanger. 
The lively contemporary music scene in Paris exposed Bacewicz in particular 
to the works of Debussy, Ravel and Stravinsky, whose scores she studied avidly. A 
10 The concert featured Sinfonietta for string orchestra, Cantata for orchestra, choir and 
soloists, a violin sonata and a string quartet: Rosen, op. cit, 17. 11 Ludwik Erhardt, Mavic in PoJaW (Warsaw. Interpress, 1975), 60. 
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link with the music of her homeland was however always maintained, through her 
active membership of the Stowarzynenia ARodych Muzyk6w Polskich w Parylu 
(Association of Young Polish Musicians in Paris), an organization established in 1926 
to provide support for the large Polish musical community. During her year with 
Boulanger, Bacewicz received her first major accolade: her Wind Quintet (1933) was 
awarded first prize in the Composition Competition of the Society Aide aurfemmes 
de professions libres. 12 While maling steady progress as a composer, Bacewicz 
continued her violin studies in Paris with the great technician, Andr6 Touret. Indeed, 
after the year's intensive study, she chose to cement her reputation as a performer by 
undertaking a short recital tour of Southern France, Spain, Majorca and Northern 
Italy. 
It was to Udi, her hometown, that she eventually returned in late 1933. She 
accepted a position teaching hannony, counterpoint and violin at the Conservatory, 
although soon found it to be to the detriment of her own composing and performing. 
Within a year she resigned her post and returned to Warsaw where she worked 
towards a high profile recital, at which she was accompanied by Professor Jerzy 
Lefeld. This was effectively Bacewicz's professional debut The progrwnme 
comprised a selection of her major works- for violin and piano, of which there were 
already elevem 
13 
in the winter of 1934 Gratyna returned to Paris, this time to pursue her studies 
as a violinist 
- 
The attraction was the teaching class of the renowned Hungarian 
pedagogue, Carl Flesch. Bacewicis recollections of her time with Flesch were later 
12 For a complete listing of Bacewicz! s major prizes and awards, see Rosen, op. ca, 44. This 
was com? 3iled 
from information supplied by Wanda Bacewicz also seen by the author. Songfor Violin ad Piano (1927), Sonata (19291 Partita (193 0), One Piece Pour Efolon et Piano (19 31), Violin Sonata (193 2), Mind (193 2), Capf ice (19 3 2), A ndan te awJ A Ilegro (193 4), Lithuanian Song (1934), Caprice (193 4) and 77'eme whi Variationv (193 4). 
14 
recorded in her book, Znak szczeg6lny (The Distinctive Mark). 14 Whilst studying with 
Flesch, Bacewicz wrote one of her best-known works for the violin, the Partita for 
violin and piano (1935). It received its premiere on her return to Warsaw the 
following year in a concert organized by her publishers. Wanda Bacewicz, GWyna! s 
sister and now guardian of her memory, has in her possession a press clipping from 
The Warsaw Courier (undated and anonymous) referring to the Partita. 
This composer has no need for sensational effects and is to be 
commended on the beauty and seriousness of the work. There is a 
sense of youth in the composition while simultaneously there is a high 
degree of maturity. The musical impressions will overwhelm you and 
the musical thoughts will absorb you. She has a lot to say, and she 
already knows how to say it well. 
At the same time, Bacewicis reputation as a solo violinist was growing. In 1935 she 
entered the First International Henryk Wieniawski Competition, held in Warsaw 
I 
Although competing with the likes of Ginette Neveu and David Oistrakh, Bacewicz 
was given an honourable mention. 
In 1936 Bacewicz participated in a young composers' competition organized 
by the Polish music publishers, Towarzystwo Wydawnictwo Mwzyki Polskiei where 
her Trio for oboe, violin and violoncello was awarded second prize. Later that year 
she married a leading Polish heart specialist, Dr. Andrzej Biemacki. Himself a 
competent pianist, he came from a musical family; his father wrote acharming! book 
on Chopin. 15 Bacewicz kept her maiden name throughout her career, although legally 
had to be known on official documentation as 'Gralyna Bacewicz-Biernacka!. She 
14 (Warsaw: Czytelnik, 1970). Sometimes referred to as '7he Birthmark, this book is a 
collection of anecdotes by Bacewicz, compiled posthumously. Dacewicz was also an accomplished 
writer, she wrote a number of novels, short stories, notes and poems. 
15 Nfieczqslaw Biernacki, Dzielo Fryderyka Chopina (Lublin, 1933), referred to in B. 
Maciejewski, Twelve Polish Composers (London: Allegro Press, 1976), 59. 
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was occasionally refeffed to as 'Bacewicz6wna!, a colloquial way of indicating that 
she was married. 
In 1936 Bacewicz! s career took a very different turn. In an attempt to make 
the Polish Radio Orchestra more competitive, Grzegorz Fitelberg, its founder and 
Principal Conductor, asked a number of talented Polish musicians to become 
members. ý Bacewicz accepted the position of principal violinist for a period of two 
years, 'her main ob ective being to gain practical experience in symphonic writing 
16 j 
It proved, however, to be fruitful in other ways; Bacewicz performed her Violin 
Concerto No. I with the orchestra, and they gave the premiere of her Three Songsfor 
Tenor and Orchestra. 
Bacewicz visited Paris briefly in 1939 in order to attend a concert consisting 
entirely of her own compositions, at the tcole Normale de Musique. The Parisian 
critics were reportedly 'luke-warm'. 17 This would not be surprising if the work of 
French women composers such as Lili Boulanger, Cdcile Chaminade, and Germaine 
Tailleferre had been known to them, for Bacewicz! s work contrasted greatly with 
theirs. 18 But there is no evidence of their familiarity with this music, and thus there 
remains the general question of the reception of women composers in Paris at this 
time. 
Unfortunately Bacewicz returned to Warsaw just two months before the 
German invasion of Poland. The war saw the complete devastation of cultural life in 
Poland. Concert halls, opera houses and libraries were burnt down, orchestras and 
musical societies were scattered, and there was, of course, loss of life. 
16 B. Maciejewski, Mid, 59. 
'7 ibid, 60. 
'a ibid 
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'An inexorable persecution of the Polish intelligentsia was waged, 
denying the Poles the right to their own culture 
... 
all the Polish 
universities, indeed all educational establishments from and including 
secondary schools, were closed'for ever I. 119 
Bacewicz spent the wartime period participating in underground concerts 
given in private homes and coffee houses, usually organized by the Main Protective 
Council. She'devoted an increasing amount of her time to composing 
... 
oblivious to 
all else she could compose for hours each day'. 20 Obviously affected by the horrors of 
Nazi occupation, Bacewicz had more than most to cope with: she became pregnant in 
1941, giving birth to her daughter Alina. early in 1942. She was also badly affected by 
the 1944 Warsaw Insurrection which saw the destruction of the entire city. She and 
other family members were taken to the Pruszk6w concentration camp, then, later, the 
nearby town of Lublin. Many of her manuscripts were lost and her sister Wanda was 
criticallY injured. Bacewicz became a full-time nurse for the rest of the war, nursing 
21 her sister back to health and assisting her husband with his medical work 
. 
The liberation of Poland, masterminded by the Soviet army during the final 
stages of the war, saw the instaflation of a new 'Polish Peoples' Republic. The 
cultural infrastructure soon began to recover: the state department of Polish Radio 
started broadcasting Polish and Jewish music, the Polish Radio and Warsaw 
Philharmonic Orchestras started giving concerts, a governmcnt-run publishing house 
was established (Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne 
- 
PWM), the classical label Odeon 
Polish Phonographic Works (the precursor of Polskie Nagrania) was set-up and the 
Conservatory was reopened. Power was, however, assumed by a communist party 
(Polish United Workers' Party, PZPR) formed by Stalin himself from Polish exiles 
19 0. Halecid, A History ofPoland (Iondon: Routledge and Kegan PauL 1983), 313. 20 Stefan Kisielewski, 'Gratyna Bacewicz 1913 (sic) 
- 
1969', Polish music, No. 2 (1975), 13. 
21 Infonnation obtained in interview with Wanda Bacewicz (Warsaw, June 2001). 
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and Russians with Tolonized! names, effectively entering Poland into Russian 
administration. This had far-reaching consequences for the development of Polish 
music; in 1948 a sweeping 'cultural policy' was announced. Composers were 
encouraged to write music 'socialist in content and national in form', ie. based on or 
at the very least inspired by, folk music. 22 Demands were also made for a return to 
functional harmony and the major-minor tonal system. These directives were 
enforced by a number of newly installed state-run institutions, including a Ministry of 
Culture responsible for the national orchestras, opera companies and conservatories, a
state-subsidized publishing house and a tightly controlled music press. Works that did 
not comply, such as Lutoslawski's Symphony No. 1 (1947), which was accused of 
being too 'formalistic, were removed from concert programmes indefinitely. 
[The Bacewicz family] did not yield to defeatism, practising their 
'pure art', agreeing only to such compromises that did not infringe 
basic ethic standards. The Bacewiczes won the fight for moral 
survival, although we can find some influence of the doctrine, e. g., in 
the music of Gratyna Bacewicz, especially in her symphonies of the 
23 fifties. 
Bacewicz returned to the war-tom capital shortly after the declaration of 
peace. Catalogues show that a great number of her works were published soon 
afterwards by the newly-nationalized PWM. 24 It would be reasonable to assume that 
1945 was not actually the completion date for the long list of works published during 
this year, but that these works were the result of her reported hard work during the 
whole war period. 
22 Adrian Thomas, Polish Music since Szymmsowski (Cambridge: Cmbridge University 
Press, 2005), 42. 
23 Malgorzata Gqsiorowska, 'The Cultural Formation of the Bacewicz Family', in Ro&-ehstwo 
Bacewicz6w, op. cit, 33. 24 The most reliable list of Bacewicz! s works can be found in Malgorzata Gilsiorowska's 
monograph, Bacewicz (Krak6w: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, 1999). 
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The following year was spent preparing for a high-profile engagement as 
soloist in Szymanowski's Violin Concerto No. I. Accompanied by the Orchestre des 
Concerts Lamoureux under the direction of Paul Kletzki, the concert was held at the 
Salle Pleyel in Paris on 2 May. A hectic schedule of performances ensued: a recital in 
the Salle Gaveau featuring Szymanowski's Nocturne and Tarantella, Szalowski's 
Suite and her own Sonata da Camera; an appearance at the Franco-Slave Festival at 
the Sorbonne and a recital at thetcole Normale de Musique in Paris. Once back in 
Warsaw, Bacewicz gave a performance of the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto with the 
Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra. Her heightened profile as a performer led to 
invitations to sit on the juries of a number of international competitions for young 
violinists. 
1948 has been described as 'an especially rich year' for Bacewicz. 25 Itsawthe 
completion of a number of works, including the Olympic CantatA written for the 
London games. The Concerto for String Orchestra, awarded the National Prize! in 
1950, is perhaps the work for which Bacewicz is best known; the large number of 
reviews of this work collected by PWM is evidence of the international success of the 
work. 
The Concerto was shortly followed by a number of other significant works. In 
1949 the Piano Concerto received second prize in the piano and orchestra category of 
the ChoPin Composition Competition in Warsaw (the first prize was not granted). 
The Violin Sonata No. 4, premiered shortly afterwards by the composer and her 
brother Kiejstut, was also hugely acclaimed, receiving performances in London, New 
York, Boston, Berlin, Prague and Geneva. Towards the end of the year, Bacewicz 
23 R Loser4 Mitt 24. 
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completed a work in a quite different genre, an educational piece scored for four 
violins. The Quartet was accepted into the curriculum of a number of institutions, 
receiving many performances at, for example, the Royal Academy of Music in 
London. The year ended well for Bacewicz; she was awarded the Warsaw Prize in 
honour of her musical achievements and acts of humanity during the war. 
During the next year, Bacewicz was occupied primarily with a large-scale 
concert tour of Eastern Europe. She perfonned her Violin Concerto No. 3 with the 
Romanian State Symphony Orchestra at numerous venues within Romania, and then 
took the work to Hungary, appearing with the Budapest Radio Orchestra under 
Grzegorz Fitelberg. She also visited Czechoslovakia where she gave nine smaller- 
scale recitals, again featuring her own works. 
Bacewic2s output of works once back in Warsaw was enormous. Her Cello 
Concerto No. 1, Symphony No. 2, Piano Quintet No. I and String Quartet No. 4 were 
all'completed in 1951. At the insistence of her brother, Bacewicz entered the String 
Quartet, described by one critic as 'beautiful and good music, one could say 
- 
perfect!, 
in the Concours International de Composition pour Quatuer a Cordes (International 
Competition for String Quartet Composition). 26 From a total of 57 entries, it took first 
prize. It made a very strong impression at the competition and in 1953 became a 
required piece for competitors in the International String Quartet Competition in 
Geneva. 27 The success at Li6ge led to a great number of engagements within Belgium 
in following years. Later in 1952, for example, Bacewicz was invited to serve on the 
jury of the International Quartet Competition in Li6ge. 
26 La MeUSC (Liýge, 3, X, 195 1). 
27 Rosen, op. cit., 26. 
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In 1953 Bacewicz amazed both her friends and colleagues by assuming a 
completely new role; she gave a piano recital featuring her own works and the 
premiere of her Piano Sonata No. 2. Although primarily a violinist, Bacewicz had 
always been a competent concert pianist having taken lessons with J6zef Turczyihski 
during her time at the Warsaw Conservatory. 
1954 was a fateful year for the composer. In the early autumn her entire 
family was involved in a serious car accident. Her husband and daughter escaped 
with only minor cuts and bruises, but Wanda and her mother-in-law were seriously 
hurt, and Gratyna, sustaining by far the worst injuries, was almost killed. Fractures to 
the pelvis and ribcage as well as substantial head and facial injuries left her, despite a 
miraculous recovery, partly disabled. Her engagements as a violinist dwindled in the 
following years. Thus, in 1955 the premiere of the Violin Concerto No. 5 was given 
by the composer's friend, Wanda Wilkomirska, and the Warsaw Philhannonic 
Orchestra, although Bacewicz was well enough the following year to return to the 
stage with the premiere of a second Partita for Violin and Piano (1955). 
Censorship of the arts began to relax in the mid 1950s following Stalin's death 
in 1953, allowing Polish composers more freedom to explore the avant-garde, but 
prizes such as the Medal of the 10th Anniversary of the Polish People! s Republic and 
the Award of the Minister of Culture and Art, received by Bacewicz during this 
period, indicate the continuing presence of the institutional powers. 
In 1956, Bacewicz joined a large group of Polish artists and scientists on a 
tour of India via Egypt. She attended a number of Indian Classical music concerts at 
the New Delhi Music School and gave concerts of her own music to highly 
enthusiastic audiences. On her return, Bacewicz attended the first ever Warsaw 
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Autumn International Festival of Contemporary Music at which her String Quartet 
No. 4, Concerto for String Orchestra and Overture were performed. The 'Warsaw 
Autumn'proved to be essential to the progress of Polish music, providing the first real 
forum for the exchange of musical ideas between Eastern and Western European 
countrieS. 28 Many Polish concert-goers heard for the first time the music of 
Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Berg, Bart6k, Shostakovich, Honegger and Prokofiev, 
alongside works by the Polish composers Szymanowski, Lutoslawski, Malawski, 
Szabelski and Spisak. 
Bacewicz! s engagements over the next two years indicate her immense 
standing as a violinist at the time. She was chairman of the jury at the third 
Wieniawski Violin Competition held in Poznafi, presiding over great names such as 
Oistrakh, Grinke and Persinger, also, she was chosen to be a member of the 
international jury at the first-ever Tchaikowsky Violin Competition in Moscow. 
Always able to cope with a hectic work schedule, Bacewicz was at this time 
participating in the organization of the International Society of Contemporary Music 
conference in Strasbourg and holding the post of vice-chairman of the Polish 
Composers' Union (Zwiqzek Kompozytor& Polskich). She was well known for 
filling her time to capacity; as she explained, 'I possess a little unseen engine, and 
thanks to it I accomplish a task in ten minutes which takes others an hour or more; I 
normally do not walk but run; I speak fast; even my pulse beats faster than others. 
. 
#29 
Bacewicz! s next major work, Musitfor Strings, Trumpets and Percussion, was 
premiered at the Warsaw Autumn of 1959. Awarded first prize in the orchestral 
29 Cindy Bylander, Music and Politics in Poland. 7he Warsaw Autumn International Festival 
of Contempormy Music 1956-1961, www, usc. edu/dgl2Wish-musictessayýftland. htinl accessed 
2000. 
29 Maciejewski, op. cit., 66. 
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division in UNESCO's International Tribune Competition (1960), it has been 
described by many as 'ber greatest orchestral achievement' 
. 
30 A commission followed 
from Polish Radio to write a comic opera. AeAdventure qfKingArlhur, based on a 
libretto by Edward Fiszer, was performed on both Belgian radio and Polish television, 
later receiving an award from the Committee for the Affairs of Radio and Television. 
Another pivotal work completed shortly afterwards was her Pensieri Notturni for 
orchestra, first perfornied at the Biennale in Venice. 
In 1962 Bacewicz travelled to Yugoslavia where she visited the new 
experimental studio for electronic music. She said upon her return, 'I feel directed by 
the colouring in sounds and the new rhythms of electronic MUSiC!. 
31 This influence is 
of course difficult to pinpoint in the large number of works that followed. 
Bacewicz's compositional output did not relent in following years despite 
taking on responsibility for a composition class at the State Higher School of Music in 
Warsaw (1966). Her international engagements were also time-consuming-, in 1967 
she accepted the invitation to preside over the jury of the International Henryk 
Wieniawski Competition and serve on those for the International Quartet Competition 
in Budapest and International Violin Competition in Naples. 
Towards the end of 1968, Bacewicz began to devote her time to a large-scale 
project: a full-length ballet based on Picasso's play, Desire Trapped by the Tail. 
Shortly before its completion the composer travelled, by invitation of the 
Government, to Armenia, unusually leaving behind detailed instructions for the 
concluding part of the work. Whilst abroad, despite the comparatively temperate 
climate, Bacewicz caught Asian 'flu. She immediately travelled back to Warsaw, 
30 Rosen, 0 it, 31 P. c. 30. Stefan KisielewskL Z muzyc.,? W miCdryepoki, 204 in Rosen, op. cht. 32. 
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where, in an attempt to speed her recovery, she took a lethal dose of antibiotics. On 
January 17 1969, the Polish Radio broadcast the announcement of her death. An 
obituary appeared shortly afterwards in the Polish Music Quarterly stating that: 
Polish music was plunged into mourning at the loss of one of its most 
eminent artists. Death struck quickly and unexpectedly. Just a few 
days earlier Gra2yna Bacewicz had been seen at the concert in the 
National Philharmonic Hall. Listening to her future plans, seeing her 
so full of life and her usual captivating chartri, who could have guessed 
that she was already marked with the stigma of death? 
... 
The work of 
Gra2yna Bacewicz, the pride of Polish music and a valuable 
contribution to the music of our time, lives and speaks with a living 
voice of art. Therein lies the victory of creative genius over death. 32 
32 NfaciejewsK op. cit., 77-78. 
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2: Reception 
Maria Anna Harley has described Gratyna Bacewicz as 'the first to be equals. 33 
Despite the success of a small number of Polish women composers before her, 
Bacewicz was the first to establish herself on the international stage and be accepted 
as an equal by her male peers. 34 It is perhaps surprising that she did not experience 
more difficulties building a career, her sister, Wanda, claims that her works were 
always readily performed, recorded and published. The dates of the first performance 
of her works listed in the Appendix appear to verify this information. 69 of her 81 
performed works (85%) received their first performance within a year of completion, 
comparing well with Lutoslawski's 89%. 35 
Additional attention may have been paid to her career internationally given 
the limited number of Polish composers heard abroad at this time. Undoubtedly, 
being a performer/composer will also have assisted Bacewicz enormously in the early 
stages of her career, helping her gain the attention and respect of her contemporaries 
and enabling her to make contacts with conductors and performing organisations. 
Bacewicz was of course allowed to leave Poland on a regular basis to perform abroad 
(see Biography and Social Context). According to Malgorzata Gqsiorowska, the 
Ministry of Culture believed her to be a good advert for Poland. She certainly did not 
experience any of the difficulties reported by other Eastern bloc composers such as 
Shostakovich and Lutoslawski, whose works challenged the directives. Wanda 
Bacewicz refutes this speculation absolutely, claiming that Gratyna refused to submit 
33 Maria Anna Harley, 'Notes on Polish Women Composers', Bulletin of ihe Polish Itistituie 
ofArts and Science in Canada (Vol. 13,1996,36 
- 
40). 
34 Maria Szymanowska, Tekla Badarzewska, Irena Wieniawska, and Anna Maria 
Klechniowska. 
35 Statistics are drawn from information provided by catalogues of works. 
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to political control; however, her catalogue reveals a timely change in approach 
coinciding with the announcement of the cultural policy in the late 1940s. In her 
defence, Gqsiorowska remarks that, '[A]Ithough Bacewicz had strong principles, she 
believed that folk melodies were beneficial to people during wartime'. 36 
The usual obstacles to career progression for women composers did not 
particularly deter Bacewicz in her twenties and thirties. Her marriage, according to 
Wanda, was not a happy one; yet though (or because) her husband was distant and 
unable to show emotion, he provided her with personal space and the independence to 
maintain a full-time commitment to her profession. Indeed, he was ultimately 
supportive of her work and would even assist with domestic tasks. Bacewicz also 
chose not to sacrifice her professional life for childbearing and child raising. She 
relinquished many of her maternal responsibilities to her sister Wanda. This situation 
was certainly unusual. According to Harley: 
A particular aspect of Polish gender stereotypes is the connection 
between the esteem for motherhood and the emphasis on the mothe& 
achievements in preserving the Polish language and culture. During the 
years of partitions (1795-1918), when the country lost its 
independence, the family became Ihe stronghold of national identity. '
Women played an important role in the society since their work in 
educating children as well as their personal achievements contributed 
to the cultural survival of the nation. Thus, in the Polish national 
mythology, 'mothee became a heroic figure: 'Matka Polka! whose work 
for the country was as vital as her importance within the family. 37 
Other Polish women composers in the same position have made quite different 
choices. 'Anna Zawadzka-Golosz (b. 1954) decided to sacrifice her artistic interests 
for the sake of her two children 
... 
and others, such as Bernardetta. Matuszczak (b. 
36 Comments made in conversation (Warsaw, June 2001). 37 Harley, 0 P. Cil. 
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1937), chose to remain single. 38 It was also obviously an advantage for Bacewicz 
that her husband had a well-paid job, making it possible to employ maidservants to 
ease her domestic responsibilities. 
It would be wrong, however, to assume that Bacewicz found it easy to balance 
her commitments. In her book, Znak S-zczeg61ny, she relates a conversation she had 
as a young composer with Boulanger about the pressures of life as a woman 
composer: 
To be a good wife, good mother, good housewife and find time for 
one's creative work is almost impossible. Men are more fortunate in 
this respect for in the history of music we know of several composers' 
wives who sacrificed their personal ambitions in order to devote all 
their time to support their husband's career. Madame Lutoslawska is a 
prime example. How many husbands of women composers would 
sacrifice their personal career and ambitions in order to be chained to 
the kitchen sink, bring up children, copy their wife's manuscript and 
write letters to publishers and concert managers? Nadia Boulanger 
replied that in order to succeed in this essentially masculine world of 
musical creation, there was no time for self-pity and prolonged weak 
moments. 
Another obstacle for many women composers has been the lack of or nature of 
reviews by critics. Citron states: 
[T]he critical establishment has been overwhelmingly male. The 
absence of women has meant the absence of a female voice and a 
female point of view, even if it is difficult to specify precisely what 
they might mean. As such, male modes of discourse have formed the 
basis of professional music criticism. By male modes we do not mean 
some essentialist traits but rather patterns that grow out of ideology 
and acculturation in Western society. It is also important to remember 
that male critics internalized musical values from male predecessors 
and contemporaries, and that conditions of response formed a pre- 
evaluative context for the structuring of their discourse. 39 
38 Mid 
39 Citror% op. CiL, 18 1. 
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The relationship between male reviewer and woman artist is often quite different 
from that of male reviewer, male artist. It has and can still be quite typical for male 
critics to assess the music of a women composer in terms of its masculinity. It is 
even common for critics to criticize women for being too feminine, but also for trying 
to be too masculine. 40 A number of reviews of Bacewiczs works use gendered 
vocabulary and make reference to their female authorship. 
Stefan Kisielewski, wrote the following review of a concert at the Congress of 
the Polish Composers'Union in 1949. 
Concerto for String Orchestra, full of impetus and energy, of fluent 
invention and excellent instrumental ideas, finally roused us from our 
lethargy. The work is akin to Back or Haendel 
-a sort of a 
contempomry Brandenburg Concerto. We felt here at last a 'Vital 
piece' of healthy and tasteful music, written with cmative, truly 
masculine potenCy. 41 
The next, taken from a 1952 edition of the Washington Daily News, was written by 
Milton Berliner. 
'Ladies Night' at the Symphony. Woman 
- 
in spirit and in person 
- 
dominated last nighfs National Symphony Orchestra concert at 
Constitution Hall. Howard Mitchell opened the program with the 
American premiere of Gratyna Bacewic2s Concerto Grosso for 
Strings. Actually, there was nothing feminine about Miss Bacewicz! s 
piece. It was vigorous, even virile, with (in the first movement) a 
pulsing, throbbing rhythm and bold thematic material. It was either 
conservativel modem or radically classical. In any case it was worth ly
listening to. 42 
40 Rhian Samuel discusses the use of these terms in reviews of works by other women 
composers in her preface to 77te Arew Grove Dictionaty of Woman Composerv (London: Macmillan, 
1994). 
41 Stefan Kisielewski, A statement during the Congress of the Polish Composees Union (Warsaw, 1949) taken from: Gratyna Bacewicz (PWM marketing brochure), 43. 42 Milton Berliner, Washington Daily News (3 1, XIL 1952), taken from: Gratyna Bacewicz, 
ibid. 44. 
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On the other hand, a large number of complimentary reviews which made such no 
demeaning references were published in response to performances of Bacewicz's. 
works. The following is a selection: 
The Concertofor Strings by Gratyna Bacewicz from 1948 also turned 
out to be a revelation for the British critics. They liken it to the most 
outstanding compositions of the first half of the twentieth century and 
emphasize the individual character of the sound world created by the 
Polish woman composer. 
ElIbieta Jagielska 
Express WieczoW, 14 January 1987 43 
,.. 
Musicfor Strings, Trumpets and Per=vsion by Gra2yna Bacewicz 
is a work with its own aesthetics and its own mood: it is so personal 
and individual that it goes beyond styles and over the styles and will 
certainly speak over the epochs... 
Stefan Kisielewski 
Ruch Muzyczny, November 197544 
... 
Gra2yna Bacewicz is an outstanding talent in the field of chamber 
music; this can be seen from her great achievements in this sphere of 
composition in which she remains 
- 
in Poland 
- 
unparalleled 
... Tadcusz A. Zielinski 
Ruch Mzcy4=ny, 196 145 
The Quartet Aro. 4 made a strong impression. The musical ideas, full 
of substance, in which the characteristic features of chamber music 
find their full expression. Beautiful and good music, one could say 
- 
perfect 
... 
There is no trace of exaggeration in it, no speculative 
quests; instead we find sublimity of thought, dignity of attitude as well 
as a power of expression worthy of the greatest works. 
La Meuse, Li6ge, 3 October 195146 
Many critics and contemporaries admired the composer's use of structure, melody 
and sonority, predicting a secure future for a number of works in the musical canon. 
43 Taken from: Gral)m Bacewicz, ibid, 45. 
44 ibid. 
45 ibid, 47. 
46 ibid, 48. 
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This, however, did not turn out to be the case. Bacewicz' sister, Wanda, and PWM 
both report an immediate decline in her popularity following her death in 1969. 
Wanda believes that the State did little to keep Gratyna's memory alive, due to her 
political beliefs; she ironically compares this treatment to that accorded the appeaser, 
Penderecki, whose music has been actively promoted by the Polish government. 
It is unlikely, however, that the situation is as simple as this. There are a 
number of factors that must have affected the durability of Bacewicz's reputation; the 
exact impact of these, however, is very difficult to measure. First, it is hard to 
calculate the number of present-day performances of Bacewicz's music. Wanda quite 
understandably does not respond to questions about the composer's royalties, and 
Gratyna's publishers do not receive data on the numbers of performances of 
individual composers' music ftom the Polish performing rights association (ZAIKS). 
The only data revealed to this author by PWM relate to the total amount of money 
they earn from sheet music sales and hire for each composer on their books. 
Bacewicz is at the top of their list for domestic sheet music sales and fourth highest in 
international sales. However, with regard to an international repufatior4 it is difficult 
to derive any meaning from these statistics: PWM was restricted from operating 
abroad for many years following Bacewicz's death. Many of Bacewicz's 
contemporaries, on the other hand, are/were distributed by both PWM and other 
publishers. Lutoslawski, for example, also has works published by Chester, now 
known as Music Sales, and Penderecki by Schott and Moeck. The Director of PWK 
Andrzej Kosowski, claims that, by having contracts with other publishing houses, 
Lutoslawski and Penderecki had a tremendous advantage; Lutoslawski's works, for 
example, were promoted internationally by his publishers and indeed by the 
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composer himself He regularly wrote articles and reviews for the musical press and 
travelled extensively, conducting concerts of his works. Such activities helped to 
develop a sizeable public image that was more likely to be able to support a 
posthumous reputation. Bacewicz, in contrast, did very little promotion work in the 
latter part of her career, she did not usually conduct her works and she was always 
reluctant to discuss* her music and methods with journalists. Then, when Bacewicz's 
music finally became available through publishers in the West, it undoubtedly 
suffered from the delay, appearing dated in relation to the music of the younger 
generation of Polish composers with whose publication it coincidecL 
A number of glowing obituaries were published on the occasion of 
Bacewicz's death in 1969. Within a short time, however, performances of her works 
dwindled; her earnings at PWM decreased enormously. It seems that an insufficient 
number of individual musicians and performing organizations within and outside of 
Poland worked to keep her works on the concert platform. Neither did musicologists 
champion her music; the expected biographies and articles did not appear, as was the 
case at first for Lutoslawski, Penderecki and other Polish composers. To compound 
the problem for Bacewicz, this is also entirely typical of the way in which the music 
of successful women composers has been barred from the canon following their 
deaths. Elisabeth-Claude Jacquet de la Guerre (1665-1729) and Lili Boulanger 
(1893-1918), for example, both enjoyed successful composing careers yet their 
reputations 'have sunk into oblivion among the concert-going public' 
. 
47 According to 
Citron, 'mainstream canonicity has derived mostly from male structures and 
conventions, and. canons have provided a powerful toot for their self-perpetuation. AS 
47 SamueL op. cit., xiii. 49 Citron, op. Cit, 41. 
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In recent years, greater numbers of musicologists 'have been concerned with 
proposing ways of negotiating women and their works with existent canons. *49 -Me 
work of a small number of academics from the 1980s onwards has encouraged the re- 
evaluation of music by composers such as Bacewicz and greater numbers of 
performances have occurred as a result. The anniversary of her birth and death in 
1999 prompted the release of a number of additional works by PWM and additional 
promotional work was undertaken by them. It is now possible to find scores and 
recordings of a number of Bacewicz's most popular works in specialist music shops 
in Poland, although the classical mqsic sections of the more mainstream shops have 
none. In the UK it is possible to find old copies of sheet music in libraries, but none 
of her music is stocked in shops. Although the situation is better in the United States, 
it still seems difficult to believe that PWM can make very much money from 
international sales. Although a forum for the appreciation of her music does now 
exist, it is highly limited; her music has certainly not been delivered successfully to 
the mainstream. 
Bacewicz's legacy, however, is far more than just a catalogue of works. According to 
Bemadetta Matuszczak (b. 1937): 
In Poland, Gratyna opened the way for women composers. 
.. 
It was 
difficult for her, but with her great talent she won, she became famous 
.. 
Afterwards, we had an open path, and nobody was surprised: My 
God, a woman composer again! ' Bacewicz had already been there, so 
the next one also had a right to exist. Female students of composition 
found hope for themselves when seeing BacewiCis name on the 
programs of the Warsaw Autumn Festivals and reading monographs 
about her. " 
49 ibid. 219. 
50 Maria Anna Harley, 'Gratyna Bacewicz: Biography', www. usc. eduldept/polish-musict 
VEPM/bacewiczIbac-bib. html, March 2000, accessed 2000. 
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Ultimately, Bacewicz has provided a model that has made it possible for other Polish 
women to maintain 'their precarious balance on the parallel bars of being both an 
aftist and a woman'. 51 
51 Christine Battersby, Gemkr and Genius (London: The Women's Press Ltd., 1989), 144. 
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3: Musical Influences 
Bacewicz was naturally exposed to the music of her Polish predecessors as a young 
composer, and was then fortunate enough to become immersed in the contemporary 
musical scene in Paris. Both of these groups exerted an influence on her music. 
(a) Bacewicz's Polish Background 
The period preceding that in which Bacewicz was an active composer has been 
described as 'the most daunting in [the] history of 
... 
Polish music and Polish 
52 
culture'. Throughout the nineteenth century the occupying powers had attempted to 
de-nationalize the Polish people; cultural activity was severely hampered by the 
differing political objectives of each partition's government and very few Polish 
composers were able to forge successful international careers. At the beginning of 
this century the most effective musical proponent of the Polish cause was FrWric 
Chopin (181049), who similarly combined composing and performing careers. From 
his base in Paris he developed a musical language described by the Polish 
musicologist Zofia Lissa as "the Polish national style' combining the harmonic and 
rhythmic characteristics of Polish folk music with European Romanticism'. 53 
According to Lissa, 'his mazurkas, nocturnes, preludes, and even some of his waltzes, 
are infused with that tinge of melancholy and 'grief which to his contemporaries were 
the embodiment of 'Polishness". 54 Chopin's contribution to the development of 
Polish music was enormous. He laid the foundations for a viable nationalist tradition, 
110. 
52 Ludwik Erhardt, Music in Poland (Warsaw: Interpress, 1975), 26. 
53 Zofia Lissa, 'Romanticism' in Stefan Jarocifiski, Polish Music (Warsaw: PWN, 1965), 
54 ibid, 111-112. 
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returned Polish culture to the world stage and led the way in the development of 
national schools of music. Composers remaining in Poland, such as Stanislaw 
Moniuszko (1819-72), also worked to build a national style, although the results had 
limited appeal outside Poland. Their work was aided by Oskar Kolberg (1814-90), 
the first Polish ethnographer, who produced an enormous cache of material to support 
this trend. His multi-volume publication of nearly 20,000 folk melodies 'had no 
precedent in the world in its dimensions and compass 
... 
and saved the riches of 
Polish folk culture from oblivion'. 55 
The political situation in Poland worsened in the second half of the nineteenth 
century, particularly within the Russian and Prussian zones. Musical institutions were 
regularly closed-down and musical groups disbandCA: L For many years the country did 
not have a single symphony orchestra and the management of opera houses showed an 
open hostility to Polish- works. -56 Many composers clung to the nationalist style 
created by Chopin, Moniuszko, and their contemporaries, making little effort to 
modernize, again reducing Poland to a cultural backwater. The next generation of 
composers reacted against this trend. At the beginning of the twentieth century with 
cultural life slowly beginning to improve, a group of composers known as Alloda 
Polska ('The Young Poland) formed, vowing to take Polish music into the twentieth 
century. The members of this group, Grzegorz Fitelberg (1879-1953), Ludomir 
R62ycki (1884-1953), Apolinary Szeluto (1884-1966), Karol Szymanowski (1882- 
1937) and Mieczyslaw Karlowicz (1876-1909), attempted to modernize Polish music, 
drawing predominantly on the German romantic style. The group stayed together for 
a very short time; although they held common beliefs, their careers took them in very 
55 Ludwik Erhardt, Music in Poland (Warsaw: Interpress, 1975), 46. 
56 ibid., 4748. 
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different directions. The composer who ultimately succeeded in re-forging the broken 
links with the national style developed by Chopin, thus creating a viable musical 
inheritance for Bacewicz and others, was Szymanowski. In his own words, he 
intended to 'move Polish music from its deadlock and release it from its provincialism 
and lethargy'. 57 
Szymanowski spent his formative years in Poland, experimenting with the use 
of traditional genres and familiarizing himself with Chopin's legacy. Much of his 
adult life, however, was spent travelling, gaining experience of a range of musical 
cultures and keeping up to date with contemporary trends. As a young composer he 
spent time in Germany and Austria studying the music of Wagner, Strauss and Reger. 
It took Szymanowski a number of years to establish his own identity within this 
aesthetic and then an equally long time to move on. He spent time in 1914 first with 
Artur Rubinstein in Paris, and then with Pawel Kochahski in London. 58 On his return 
he remarked, 'My journey influenced me in many ways, creating new artistic 
problems'. 59 At this stage, Szymanowski began a reassessment of his aesthetic 
principles as part of a general reaction against German Romanticism at the beginning 
of the twentieth century. His music shows an increased influence from the French 
impressionists, Debussy and Ravel, and the Russian composer, Skryabin. Like 
Chopin, Szymanowski began to spend a lot of time in Paris. He knew Ravel, Cocteau, 
several members of 'Les Six'60 and was a great admirer of Stravinsky. 61 In 1921 he 
wrote an article on the composer, making clear the relevance of the Russian's music 
57 jim Samson, Szymanowskj (London: Kahn & Avefill, 1980), 11. 
58 ibid, 79. 
59 ibid, 77. 
60 The association known as 'Les SWor 'Les Nouveaux Jeuneswas formed by Francis 
Poulenc (1900-1963), Darius Milhaud (1892-1974), Arthur Honnegger (1992-1955), Germaine 
Tailleferre (1892-1983), Georges Auric (1899-1983) and Louis Durey (1888-1979). 
" Samson, op. cit, 181. 
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to his own changing artistic outlook. In particular, 'Stravinsky revealed to him that 
folklorist elements could be incorporated into a work without failing into the old 
clichds t. 
62 
Just one year later, Szymanowski travelled to Zakopane, a mountain resort in 
the south of Poland rich in folk culture. His next work, a collection of twenty 
Mazurkas, effectively marked a move to the final phase of his career. These drew 
heavily upon the melodic, harmonic and rhythmic characteristics of the G6ral music 
he had studied in Zakopane. According to Samson, 
V]n his revival of the Mazurka Szymanowski was emphasizing both 
his dependence on the tradition of Chopin. 
.. 
and at the same time his 
independence of that tradition. 
... 
He was in a sense claiming with 
them his hard-won right to be regarded as the creator of a twentieth- 
century Polish style. 
The focus of Szymanowski's writing altered a number of times during his career, his 
stylistic developmený however, was not vast His works always remained in the style 
of the late-Romantic composers, representing 'the twilight of an era much more than 
the dawn of a new age'. 63 Szymanowski himself warned young composers not to 
imitate his own music: 
... 
[h]e sought and found support among the youth, the new 
generation of musicians. The wise and farsighted Szymanowski was 
to them an ideal, the ideal of light, transparent laconic and intellectual 
... 
French music, not his own music. He turned their eyes toward 
Paris of the inter-war period and told them to seek for new aesthetic 
ideals there. Szymanowski could associate himself with those values 
and trends in music to which he himself could not contribute, and in 
this. 
.. 
lies his greatness. 64 
62 Samson, op. cit, 156. 
63 ibid, 204. 
64 Lissa, op. cit, 167. 
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He was, however, able to revitalise the search for a Polish national style, particularly 
within his folk-inspired works of the 1920s/30s. 
Bacewicz's contact with Szymanowski in 1929 provided the young composer 
with a link to her Polish inheritance and a strong model for its use. His influence can 
certainly be traced in Bacewicz's folk-inspired middle period works. Their harmonic 
language is related through the common use of perfect fourths and fifths, as for 
example in the opening of Szymanowski's Slopiewnie No. 2 (1921), and a strong 
connection can be found in the two composers' use of colour. Szymanowski 
developed a fascination with the colouristic qualities of harmonies during his 
impressionist period, often combining these with unusual textural effects. Bacewicz 
was certainly highly familiar with at least one of Szymanowski's impressionist works: 
she performed his First Violin Concerto in 1946. 
Szymanowski completed this concerto in 1916 on his return from a trip to 
North Aftica including visits to Algiers, Tunisia and Biskra. He had compiled a 
number of notebooks on the music and culture of these counties and quite clearly 
reflected this interest in his music at the time. Works dating ftom this time 
demonstrate an interest in the formation of more unusual sonorities; harmonies are 
chosen for colour rather than tonal function and are often based on the augmented 
65 
triad and pentatonics. I-fis use of the orchestra demonstrates an awareness of the 
modem French style; timbral combinations are no longer restricted by conventions 
and demonstrate far greater diversity and depth. Greater use is also made of 
instrumental effects, creating a more 'exotic" sound with a higher incidence of 
tremolo, con sord and sul ponticello directions. The opening of the concerto 
63 Samson, op. cit., 80. 
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demonstrates a number of the above trends. The strings are directed to play tremolo, 
sul ponticello, pizzicato and harmonics in turn, accompanied by harp, piano, celesta, 
bells and a triangle, whilst the harmonic framework of this opening passage 'suggests 
a simultaneity of white and black note pentatonicism. 66 It is perhaps not a 
coincidence that the most conspicuous features of Szymanowski's middle-period 
works became particular enthusiasms of Bacewicz's. 
Another hugely influential member of 'The Young Poland' group, Grzegorz 
Fitelberg, had a definite impact on Bacewicz's career. He moved away from 
composition, concentrating instead on conducting and promoting. '[Il]e propagated 
Polish music on the concert-platforms all over the world'ý7 According to 
Lutoslawski, 
He was a figure of particular importance to 0 Polish composers of my 
generation. 
... 
It was thanks to him that we were introduced to 
contemporary music in our youth. He rendered immense services to 
its performance and propagation 
- 
he was a true pioneer. ' 
Bacewicz's relationship with Fitelberg created numerous opportunities for her, both as 
a performer and composer and provided invaluable professional support particularly 
during the early stages of her career. 
Another huge influence on many Polish composers' careers was the 
pedagogue Kazimierz Sikorski. As Professor of Composition at the Warsaw 
Conservatory, Sikorsld taught two generations of Polish composers, including 
Bacewicz, Kisielewski, Kren7, Malawski, Palester, Panufnik, Serocki, Szatoivsk4 
66 Samson, op. cit., I IS. 
67 Lissa, op. cit., 126. 
68 Erhardtý op. ciL, 78. 
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Spisak, Szeligowski, Perkowski, Woytowicz, Kondracki, Mycielski, Zulawski and 
Skrowaczewski. 69 
Bacewicz was born at a more settled time in Polish history; the pre-war period 
was a time of optimism and growth in the arts and full independence for Poland 
followed the end of the First World War, creating a more permissive creative 
environment. Although Poland remained isolated from Western Europe at this stage, 
Bacewicz's time spent with Boulanger in Paris compensated considerably. 
Just four years younger, Witold Lutoslawski (1913-1993) was far less 
fortunate. He spent his early childhood in Warsaw, raised, like most Polish 
musicians, on a staple diet of Chopin and Beethoven. He soon became interested in 
the more contemporary musical language of Szymanowski, and at the age of eleven 
70 
'spent days trying to recapture [the] sounds [of his third symphony] at the piano'. 
Only during his time at the Warsaw Conservatory in the composition class of Witold 
Maliszewski did he come into contact with the scores of Debussy, Ravel and early 
Stravinsky. He studied these works in great detail, assimilating aspects of their 
harmonic language, orchestration, etc. He was, however, unlikely to have been able 
to hear any of them performed; The Rite ofSpring, for example, had not yet received 
its first performance in Poland. Like Bacewicz and so many other young Polish 
composers, Lutoslawski intended to continue his studies in Paris with Boulanger or 
Koechlin but following a year's national service, was unable to leave Poland due to 
the onset of the Second World War. 
The following years were spent working and composing in Poland under the 
constraints first of the Nazi occupiers, then the realists. Throughout these years 
69 Stefan Jarocifiski, ? olish Music after World War 11r, Yhe Musical QuaHe? V, No. 1,1965, 
244-258. 
70 Tadeusz Kaczyfiski, Conservations with Witold Lutoslawski (Undon: Chester, 1984), 33. 
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Lutoslawski was forced to devote time to the composition of functional music or risk 
censure. Privately, he was working on his first major symphonic workSymphony No. 
1 (1941-7). Within this he was able to develop a new modem musical language, 
drawing upon aspects of the French style known to him. Considering Lutoslawski's 
very limited experience of contemporary developments in Western Europe, it is 
highly unlikely that at this stage he would not have looked towards musicians such as 
Bacewicz who had been fortunate enough to travel in the inter-war years for 
inspiration. Unfortunately, the first performance of the symphony in the spring of 
1948 coincided with the announcement of the new cultural policy, and in 1949 it 
became 'the first eminent work to be officially censured as formalist and removed 
from the repertoire. 71 
Travel outside the Soviet block was severely restricted at this time; only 
'compliant' performers such as Bacewicz were able to promote Polish music abroad- 
Lutoslawski, for example, was rarely able to visit Western Europe until the uprising of 
1956 had loosened the Soviets' grip on the country. Týe subsequent free-flow of 
information caused a number of Polish composers to re-examine their compositional 
style. Bacewicz's harmonic language did not undergo much of an upheaval, but 
Lutoslawski suffered 'a genuine crisis of style", resulting in an abrupt move in the late 
1950s to a radically different musical language. 72 This major change in approach is 
immediately apparent when comparing the scores of the early 50s, for example 
Concerto for Orchestra (1950-4) and Maid Suita (1950), with those of the late 50s; 
see for example Musiquefunabre (1954-58). Lutoslawski travelled extensively in his 
71 Steven Stucky, 'Lutoslawski and his Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1981), 36. 
72 ibid, 64. 
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later years, engaging with contemporary musical styles and actively promoting his 
own music as a conductor and lecturer. 
Despite differences in their circwnstances, Lutoslawski and Bacewicz shared a 
common musical heritage and aesthetic. It is possible that they first met at the 
Warsaw Conservatory in the late 1920s: living in Warsaw as a child, Lutoslawski 
attended the Conservatory for instrumental lessons while Bacewicz was there as a 
student. For a period of time they even shared the same piano teacher. The 
composers' friendship became much closer as their careers progressed; Lutoslawski is 
reported to have stayed at the Bacewicz family home for a period of time during the 
73 Second World War. He reflected on their friendship in his contribution to Rosen's 
monogaph publishcd in 1984. 
When I think of Gra2yna Bacewicz, I can not limit myself to her music 
alone. I was fortunate to belong to that group of people who were 
bound with her by virtue of professional friendship. Imus, I was 
privileged to know her closely for many years. It allowed me to 
observe and admire her character first hand 
- 
her integrity, honesty, 
compassion and her willingness to share and sacrifice for others. This 
image of her as an artist and human being ought to be an inspiration to 
the succeeding enerations of composers in Poland and throughout the 
world. 74 
He was certainly very familiar with Bacewicz's music: he published detailed 
reviews of at least two of her works. 75 
... 
Concertofor Strings is the high point of the 'objective' period of 
Gra, tyna Bacewicz's creative output 
... 
Its austere, rather ascetic 
texture always impresses with its dignity and authority, making this 
work similar in mood to some moments of the Symphony ofPsalms by 
Stravinsky. However, I particularly like the dense, acid harmonies, 
enveloping the secondary subject of the finale. Their taste is 
73 Disclosed to the author during an interview with Wanda Bacewicz (Warsaw, May 2002). 
74 Rosen, op. cit, 12. 
73 ElIbieta Widlak, G. Bacewicz (Krak6w: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, 1999), 44,49. 
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especially clear in compapson with the austere, 'empty' harmonies 
which prevail in that score. 76 
From the times of Bart6k few composers were privileged to penetrate 
the mysteries of the quartet texture to such an extent as Gralyna 
Bacewicz. The Quartet No. 7, one of Gra2yna's last pieces[j will 
certainly make a long journey through the stages and studios of the 
77 
whole world. 
Wanda Bacewicz claims that it took Lutoslawski a number of years to acknowledge, 
the importance of Bacewicz to the development of Polish music; Lutoslawski's 
biographers certainly do not include her in accounts of his musical influences. It is 
important to bear in mind, however, that Lutoslawski was always keen to promote a 
particular image of himself as a composer. He discussed his musical influences at 
length, yet rarely made reference to other Polish composers, deliberately distancing 
himself, for example, from the music of Szymanowski after the Second World War. 78 
It is therefore necessary to look directly at the scores of both composers, Lutoslawski 
and Bacewicz, in order to detect common features and speculate on their origins. 
Their early years in particular were spent in much the same musical climate. 
Both studied the music of Szymanowski and other impressionists, thus developing an 
early interest in the use of hannony as colour. Perfect fourths and fifths, intervals 
particularly common in works by Szymanowski, can be detected in abundance both 
composers' works. There is, for example, an explosion in their use in Lutoslawski's 
works of the early 1950s; see for example his Concertofor Orchaora. The timing of 
this is particularly interesting considering the huge increase in their use in Bacewiczs 
third concerto completed in 1948. Lutoslawski claims that his 'model in folk-music 
76 Witold Lutostawskt Ruch Muzymny, taken ftorn: Gra-+yna Bacewicz (PWM marketing 
brochureý, 43. 
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settings was Bart6k, not Szymanowski', again distancing himself from his Polish 
predecessor. Stucky, however, questions this claim, finding 'remarkably little in 
common' with similar settings by Bart6k. 79 
Lutoslawski's experimentation with polychords in his works of the same 
period is also comparable to Bacewicz's gradually expanding harmonic language. 
Although Lutoslawski was the first of the two to incorporate the use of twelve note 
chords, in Morze, the first of his Five Songs on texts of Kazimiera Illakowicz (1956- 
7), there are striking similarities between the two composers'journeys to this point. 
Another strong connection can be seen between the two composers' use of 
melody. Throughout his career, Lutoslawski makes use of the Bartokian technique of 
interval-fil ling. Its use, apparent in the form of three-note cells in his first symphony, 
even forms the basis of the melodic writing in his Partita written in 1984. The 
technique, not adopted by Bacewicz until the mid fifties, becomes central to her 
mature style and is almost certainly an appropriation from Lutoslawski. 
In contrast, Bacewicz's experimentation with layered textures predates that of 
Lutoslawski. Her works of the late 1950s occasionally include melodic lines that 
aflow individual performers to determine pitch. The gradual development of such 
techniques by Baccwicz surely anticipates, perhaps even facilitates Lutoslawski's 
more abrupt adoption of alcatorism two years later. 
In addition to these very distinctive musical characteristics, the two 
composers' works share a number of more general features, typical of the genre or 
their common aesthetic, for which the origins are more difficult to trace. One such 
example is the shaping of movements in large-scale works. Perhaps the most 
79 Stucky, op. cit, 41. 
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prevailing feature of Bacewicz's concerto movements is the internal organisation. of 
the musical details to form a highly-balanced whole. This feature can be seen in 
Lutoslawski's very first work in this genre, Concerto for Orcliestra. In the third 
movement, Passacaglia, each of the thirteen 'episodes' 'undergoes 
... 
growth and 
decline in several parameters: register, dynamic, textural density and tempo. 80 Thus 
is revealed a common respect for formal structures and the discipline they impart. 
A brief study of the two composers' catalogues implies that the two composers 
drew inspiration from each other; their compositional styles progressed at a similar 
rate and developed along much the same lines. It may even be that Bacewicz 
influenced the development of Lutoslawski's early musical language. Lutoslawski 
certainly spoke highly of Bacewicz's achievements in an interview with Polish Radio 
following her death in 1969. 
If Polish music has won an exceptionally high position in the world, it 
is in great measure [also] the personal contribution of Gratyna 
Bacewicz. In this difficult situation in which the contemporary music 
has found itself 
- 
continually throwing out new slogans, destroying 
traditions, bandying new and often shocking technical means 
- Gra, tyna Bacewicz always succeeded in finding her own way. She did 
not stand still, she did not stop at the points at which she had won 
international awards 
- 
she moved forwards choosing only what suited 
her, what she was able to melt in the crucible of her individual, very 
personal style. 81 
A contemporary of the two composers, Andrzej Panufnik (1914-1991), explored 
similar issues in his writing. A discussion of his Tragic Overture (1942) in Thomas' 
book, Polish Music since Szymanowski, for example, specificafly mentions layered 
textures and the inclusion of an eleven-note chord. 82 
go Stucky, op. dL, 54. 
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Composers in the next generation of Polish composers, led by Krzysztof Penderecki 
(b. 1933), were only able to embrace the avant-garde fully as a result of the 
groundwork done by their predecessors. Together, they achieved the impossible; 
Polish music was rescued from virtual obscurity, given a unique national flavour and 
elevated to a completely new level on the world stage. Penderecki's biographer, 
Wolfram Schwinger, refers to Bacewicz as the 'most successful composer' of the 
post-Szymanowski generation. 83 Her influence can certainly be traced in works by 
Penderecki although Schwinger rarely acknowledges this. He links Penderecki's 
interest in writing for stringed instruments to 'many other Polish composers such as 
Lutoslawski, Serocki and even more Gorecki', yet fails to mention Bacýwicz, one of 
the most obvious. 84 He claims that 'Penderecki surpassed them all, even then, by his 
abundance of works for strings and also by the richness of invention with which he 
alienated, even denaturalized that string sound. 85 If he had considered Bacewiczs 
catalogue he would have found that 44% of her works were written for strings in 
comparison to only 35% of Penderecki's. His experimental work with string timbre, 
also, is clearly an extension of work undertaken by Bacewicz and Lutoslawski. 
Schwinger also describes the composer's use of "timbre-or cluster-music wbereby 
sounds and noises are considered equally suitable as material for musical 
composition. '86 He acknowledges that 'several composers have arrived at an almost 
identical principle, differing only in the construction of the sounds', but claims thA 
'the two most important innovators in this region are Penderecki and Gyargy Ligeti', 
ignoring the crucial work of earlier composers. There can be little doubt that 
93 Wolfram Schwinger, Krzysztqf Penderecki. 
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Penderecki's manipulation of the string section and use of timbre owe much to 
Bacewicz, whose music, together with the works of her contemporaries, provides for 
modem Polish composers an enviable national inheritance. 
(b) Western European Influences 
As well as invoking her Polish musical inheritance, Bacexvicz drew heavily on the 
music of composers she was exposed to whilst outside of Poland. Her exposure to 
these musicians and their music was carefully managed by Boulanger. 
Boulanger maintained a particularly close relationship with Poland and Polish 
musicians throughout her career, perhaps due in part to her Soviet ancestry-, her 
mother Ralssa was a Russian Princess. According to Rosenstiel, 'Nadia lived in 
RaYssa's shadow. As she continued to cling to the shreds of her Russian heritage, 
Nadia often insisted that certain of her students participate in Russian Orthodox rituals 
and customs with her. 87 Ra7fssa's name day 
- 
the'name day is a custom shared by 
Russians and Poles 
- 
would always be spent in the company of Boulanger's Polish 
students. Boulanger taught many Poles; a great number were sent to her by Karol 
Szymanowski, then the director of the Warsaw Conservatory, and often with the 
financial assistance of the Paderewski Scholarship Fund. 88 Maria Modrakowska, a 
well-known Polish singer and former pupil of Boulanger, wrote in the Monde Musical 
in 1931 that Nadia's Polish students loved their teacher 'fanatically'. 89 Boulanger's 
sympathy for the Polish cause was evident during the Second World War when she 
87 Uonie Rosenstiel, Na&a Boulanger. A Life inMuWc (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 
1982), 214. It is important to note that Rosenstiel, despite providing an interesting account of 
Boulanger's life, did not study with her. 88 These include SzeligowskL PerkowsK Woytowicz, Kondracki, MycielsK SzalowskL 
Spisak, Rudzinski, Zulawski, Serocki and Skrowaczewski. 
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became closely associated with the Polish Relief Fund. A few years later in 1956 she 
made a huge political statement by attending the first Warsaw Autumn Festival of 
Contemporary Music. 90 
Bacewicz wrote very little about her time with Boulanger, however accounts 
of lessons written by other of her pupils allow us to speculate about their impact on 
Bacewicz. In an anthology of such memoirs, each pupil emphasizes that Boulanger 
did not have a set teaching method or impose any particular musical style. 9' Virgil 
Thomson writes, 
[Ifler teaching of the musical techniques is 
... 
full of rigor, while her 
toleration of expressive and stylistic variety in composition is virtually 
infinite 
..... 
Her great gift is to draw out rather than impose, to guide 
rather than direct, which is surely the hallmark of great teaching 
... She has her musical prejudices, too.... generally she tends not to 
mention the names of composers she does not like rather than 
pronounce against them, but she has made little effort later in life to 
conceal the fact that she has little sympathy with the music of 
Rachmaninov, for example. 92 
It is interesting that Rachmaninov was specifically mentioned by Wanda Bacewicz in 
an interview with the author (Warsaw, May 2001) as a composer detested by her 
sister. Boulanger's attitude to the music of the Second Viennese School has also been 
the topic of much debate among musicologists. Rosenstiel suggests that, 
In keeping with her new policy, Nadia did not analyze in depth the 
works of twentieth-century composers whose aesthetic principles were 
antithetical to Stravinsky's, barely mentioning them in passing in her 
tcole Normale and Wednesday classes. 93 
90 Information disclosed to the author during an interview with Malgorzata, Gqsiorowska (Warsaw, May 2002). 
91 Alan Kendell, The Tender Tyrank Xadfa Boulanger, A Life Devoted to Music (London: 
Macdonald and Jane's, 1976). 
92 ibi4 48. 
93 Rosenstiel, op. cit., 207. 
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This does not, however, give a full account of her views. In interview with Ellen 
Rosand, Robert Moevs, a pupil of Boulanger's for five years, reports an early interest 
in Schoenberg's music: 'She had thought that the greatest revolution in music had 
been caused by Pierrot Lunaire. ' Her tastes apparently changed when she became 
involved with classicism. 
She began to see the whole Viennese approach as a kind of morbid and 
decadent morass that should be swept aside. She reacted violently 
against it and in favor of the clear, strongly rhythmic music of the type 
Stravinsky was writing in Paris. 94 
Moevs goes on to say that, 'she modified this negative attitude toward the Viennese 
School'. Shawn also takes a less extreme view: 
Although Boulanger disapproved of Schoenberg's aesthetic point of 
view and the concept of serialism, she felt that it was a dead end that 
eliminated the possibility of tension and relaxation in music - she 
attended the premiere of his chamber music Pierrot Lunaire, and 
studied the twelve-tone works of Berg and Webern. (When the score 
of Berg's opera Wozzeck was first published, she had her students 
practice both the voice and the orchestral parts. ) With Stravinsky's 
embrace of serialism in the 1950s and the arrival of a new generation 
of composition students, Boulanger's attitudes became more flexible. 
She was conversant, when she was in her eighties, with the music of 
Messiaen, Berio, Xenakis, Boulez, Stockhausen and Penderecki. 95 
It is clear that Boulanger's attitude to twelve-tone composition changed, giving rise to 
the differing accounts of her students. Bacewicz was certainly a pupil at a time when 
Boulanger was less tolerant of the technique. At this time her relationship with 
Stravinsky was exceptionally close: 'Nadia had become so friendly with Stravinsky 
94 Ellen Rosand, 'Recollections: Nadia Boulanger (1887-1979)', HisforicalMusicology 
(March 1980), 277. 
95 Allen Shawn, 'Nadia Boulanger's Lessons', 7he Atlantic Monthly (March 1993), 78-85. 
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that be sent her copies of his newest works long before their public. premi6rcs. 96 
Roscnsticl claims that Boulanger's 'commitment to Stravinsky led her to devote 
much class time to his works 
... 
Stravinsky's neo-classical works fitted particularly 
well into traditional systems of analysis'. 97 
Boulanger's way of teaching relied heavily on analysis and the detailed study 
of compositional techniques. Individual lessons would be conducted at the piano and 
would draw heavily on musical examples from every period of history. In addition, 
every Wednesday afternoon, the majority of her pupils would be invited to attend an 
analysis class at her apartment. Pupils would be surrounded by watercolours and 
photographs of figures such as Hindemith, Bart6k, Lipatti, Stravinskyý Enesco and 
her sister Lili. Copland, a pupil of Boulanger, reported mingling with composers 
such as Poulenc, Stravinsky and Marcelle de Manziarly at these sessions. 98 The 
programme of works studied in these classes during the academic year 1935/6 Oust 
three years following Bacewicz's participation) included 'Bach (SI John Passion), 
Monteverdi, Hindemith, Schiltz, Stravinsky (PersJphone), Carissimi (Jephtha), 
Palestrina, Taverner, Taflis, Lotti, Cavalieri, Debussy, Binchois and Frangaix 
... 
Twenty-four years later 
... 
the menu was still much the same'. " 
Boulanger's choice of repertoire and musical models might have influenced 
the musical taste of her pupils. Just as crucial, however, was her approach to 
composition and her philosophy concerning its teaching. Boulanger expected pupils 
to complete and perform harmony exercises, building an awareness of the range of 
96 RosenstieL op. cit., 23 7. 
97 ibid, 208. 
98 ibid, 299. 
" KendelL op. cit., 3940. 
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possibilities available within a, simple chord sequence. As pupil Allan Shawn 
comments, 
With Boulanger, these exercises were doorways that led to discourse 
on every aspect of life, public and private, and seamlessly back to the 
music at hand. Her aim here, as well as in the study of large-scale 
works, was to reveal the life present in the basic materials of music, to 
show the beauty and shape of small as well as large structures'. ' 00 
The intensity of the analyses carried out in these classes have resonance in the detail 
of Bacewicz's works, whose minutiae define her personal style. 
Boulanger's personal demeanour was also essential to her success as a 
teacher. Her stem, but caring and enthusiastic approach left a lasting impression on 
many of her pupils. 
I find it amazing that the two short years I spent in Nadia Boulanger's 
presence seem to this day to be the crucial years of my musical life 
... In those two years, standards were set, demands made, challenges 
delivered, which were enough for a lifetime. They still resound in me 
every day. The struggle to meet them never ends. '01 
She provided the strong direction and sense of commitment to art and 
to our own development that we were looking for 
... 
The sense of 
rhythmic control, phrasing, and coherent structure that she taught the 
elimination of unnecessary notes 
- 
all these matters of discipline had a 
great impact on the development of a mature style. 102 
Boulanger's impact on Bacewicz's musical development should therefore not be 
underestimated. It seems that in later life Bacewicz spent much of her time working 
alone and very little attending concerts, listening to music, or studying the scores of 
100 Shawn, op. cit., 80. 101 Laurence Rosenthal, 'Confronting'the 'Next Impossible': Musical Studies with Nadia 
Boulanger' 
, 
Parabola (Spring 1989), 78-79. 
102 Rosand, op. cit, 277. 
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other composers. 103 These early musical models must have, therefore, had even more 
bearing on her than some other Boulanger pupils. Indeed it is interesting to consider 
the extent to which outside influences could possibly have contributed to later 
developments in Bacewicz's compositional style, considering the lack of attention 
paid by Bacewicz to the work of her contemporaries. The impact of her teacher's 
musical philosophies also appears to have been significant. It is well-documented, for 
example, that Bacewicz disliked serial music despite a brief experimentation with 
serialism. in her String Qwrtet No. 6 (1960), and that the two musicians shared an 
aversion to Romantic music. Interestingly, a list of Bacewicz's musical preferences 
as reported by Wanda Bacewicz follows quite closely the pattern of Boulanger's 
programme of works specified earlier. 104 
Bacewicz arrived in Paris at time of creative ferment there. In the preceding decades 
the First World War had led to a rejection of German musical aesthetics, accused by 
the French and English of 'destroying the clarity of the Eighteenth Century'. 105 The 
more concise, logical approach adopted by a number of composers was discussed at 
length by the French poet, Jean Cocteauý in his 1918 essay, Le Coq el I ýarlequin (Ibe 
Cock and Harlequin), with particular reference to the music of Erik Satie. Messing 
writes, 
The 'classical path' of clarity which Cocteau accorded Satie was a 
solitary one that did not reach back into the past. The 'new simplicity' 
of Satie 
... 
was both 'classic' and 'modern; 'a French music' that did 
not recall any other French music. 106 
103 This is an assertion made by both Wanda Bacewicz and Malgorzata GWorowska. 
104 Interview with Wanda Bacewicz (Warsaw, June 2001). 10-5 Scon Messing, NeoclaWdsm in Music 0-ondon: UMI Research Pressý 1988), 75. 
106 jbig 77. 
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The term 'neoclassicism' began to be applied to all art forms demonstrating this new 
simplicity. In music the concept grew from an aesthetic idea to a specific musical 
style through its adoption by the Russian, Igor Stravinsky. 107 Stravinsky, a great 
admirer of Satie's music, began to display elements of the neo-classical aesthetic 
within his compositional style from the early 1920s. Eugene Goossens described the 
new style with reference to Stravinsky's music as early as November 1919: 
The main features of this newest path in musical expression, of which 
we cite Stravinsky as the shining example, are firstly, a forcible 
directness of both colour and form; secondly, a rigid economy of 
means which eliminates all but essentials; and thirdly, a concise and 
intense objectiveness of emotion which relegates traditional practice 
and dull introspection to the background. 108 
One of his first neo-classical works, Pulcinella (1919-20), is based on music by a 
number of eighteenth-century composers including Pergolesi. In Stravinsky's words, 
'This is a new genre of music, a simple music with an orchestral conception different 
from my other works. "09 In the year preceding Bacewicz's arrival in Paris, two 
major works for violin were completed by Stravinsky: the Concerto in D for Violin 
and Orchestra (1931) and the Duo Concertante (1931-2). Both works were 
performed by Dushkin throughout Europe; he retained the sole rights to the 
performance of the concerto for two years. It is quite possible that Bacewicz attended 
one of these performances, therefore acquiring a model for her own use of the solo 
instrument. 
Stravinsky was undoubtedly one of the greatest musical innovators at this 
time; his response to the changing aesthetic of the early twentieth century was 
107See Richard Taruskin, Stravinsky and the Russian Tra&fions (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1996 3. 
toke=g, op. cit., 102. 
5 
109 Mid, 112. 
personal and decisive. 110 A number of other composers, including 'Lev Ar', soon 
followed him, adopting the musical characteristics associated with this new musical 
language. Boulanger's friendship with many of these composers created a close 
musical circle into which each of her pupils was welcomed. Poulenc's Concerto for 
Two Pianos in D minor, written in 1932, and Honegger's Symphony for Orchesftu, 
written in 1930, for example, capture well the Parisian aesthetic and can be traced in 
Bacewicz's early neo-classical style. Both are three-movement works featuring 
sonata-form outer movements based on stereotypical first and second subjects. In 
each case, alterations are made to the classical model, resulting in the unconventional 
treatment and placement of principal themes. The harmonic language, although, 
tonal, is often expanded by the use of consecutive notes in parallel lines (see for 
example, Poulenc, 3 bars before figure 11, and Honegger, Mvt. 114 fig. 2). Parallel 
fourths also permeate both works (see for example, Poulenc, b. 2, and Honegger, 
three bars after fig. 1). In both cases, sections of classical, concertante and unison 
writing are interspersed with classical devices and figurations, such as repetitive 
accompanying figures, pedals, scale-wise movement and sequences, all features of 
Bacewicz's neo-classical writing. 
The heavy neo-classical influence revealed in Bacewicz's early violin concerti 
is found in the music of most Boulanger pupils, though to varying degrees. 
Copland's First Symphony for Large Orchestra, written just one year before 
Bacewicz arrived in Paris, for example, -is clearly similar in both approach and detail 
to the early concertos. Textures, including classical orchestra], i. e. those which 
contrast the string and wind sections, unison passages and concertante writing are 
110 Schoenberg was of course the other great innovator, 
- 
but his work is not considered here as 
he was not particularly influential in Paris. 
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intercut, sometimes quite abruptly. The scale of the work is generally much smaller 
than its title suggests. The opening, for example, scored for solo flute, violin 11, solo 
viola and muted cellos, Tesembles the scale of the opening of many of Bacewicz's 
concerto movements. The writing is similarly contrapuntal, featuring a number of 
classical devices including pedals and string crossings (see Mvt. 11, fig. 12 and Mvt., 
III fig. 51 respectively). The work also contains a large number of parallel fourths 
and fifths (see for example Mvt. 1, figs. 7 and 3), one of the main hallmarks of 
Baccwicz's tonal languagc. 
The early works of another of Boulanger's American pupils, Elliott Carter, 
again bear hallmarks of this common musical style. Symphony No. 1, written later, 
in 1942, is less contrapuntal; however the scale of the writing, as well as the use of 
concertante groups, unison textures and parallel fifths, betrays his training with 
Boulanger. 
One of the most significant and revealing trends in the composing careers of 
Boulanger's pupils, such as those mentioned above, is the extent to which they were 
able to break away from their common neo-classical roots. Boulanger guided pupils 
through a series of exercises designed to develop a. basic working knowledge of 
formal devices, harmony, rhythmic phrasing, etc. Her intention was, however, that 
when 'committed to memory, they would form a foundation upon which we could 
then be free 
- 
throw the keys out the window, so to speak 
... 
Boulanger could make 
one freer and stronger. "" It is not the case, however, that all of her pupils were able 
to do this; it could be claimed that Lennox Berkeley, for example, was not ever able 
to develop a truly independent compositional style. Bacewicz took a little longer than 
111 Shawn, op. cit., 84. 
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some to throw off the influence, but was of course considerably more constrained in 
her second decade as a professional composer than other Boulanger pupils due to the 
political situation in Polan(L 
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v 
4: An Historical Introduction to the Violin Concerti 
The series of seven violin concertos, composed at regular intervals throughout 
Bacewicz's career, provides an accurate account of Bacewiczs changing musical 
language and reflects the personal, political and historical circumstances detailed in 
the biography. Through the series the composer's initially neoclassical style, 
informed by the time spent with Boulanger in Paris, undergoes an enormous and 
intensely personal development, embracing changes in tonality and later drawing on 
avant-garde techniques. The importance of this process to the simultaneous and 
subsequent development of twentieth-century Polish music should not be 
underestimated. 
Violin Concerto No. 1 (1937) 
Mvt. I- Allegro 
Mvt. II 
- 
Andante (molto espressivo) 
Mvt III 
- 
Vivace 
Bacewicz undertook the composition of her First Violin Concerto during her two-year 
period as leader of the Polish Radio Orchestra (PRO). It is a relatively early 
orchestral work, written for a fairly small ensemble (1122 
- 
22 10 
- 
perc 
- 
harp 
- 
strings) and lasts only 14 minutes. 112 Bacewicz's only previous attempts at writing 
for full orchestra are the following: Yhree Caricatures (1932), Sinfonietta (1932), De 
Profundis clamavi ad te, Domine (Cantata for soloists, chorus and orchestra) (1932),, 
112 See Fig. 6 for full details of each concerto's instrumentation. 
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Convol de joie (1933) and Symphony (1933). Of these works, only the Three 
Caricatures and Convoi dejoie were performed, none was published, the Symphony 
went 'missing' and the manuscript of the Sinfonietta was destroyed. 
This was therefore a time of great personal development and experimentation 
for the composer. Bacewicz's position with the PRO exposed her to a new repertoire, 
allowed her the opportunity to gain a real understanding of the workings of a 
symphony, orchestra and introduced her to a number of great artists, such as Fitelberg, 
with whom she built valuable friendships. It also provided a platform upon which she 
was able to present her early compositions and effectively launch herself as a 
composer upon the musical scene in Warsaw. The premieres of the Three 
Caricatures, Convoi de Joie and the Violin Concerto No. I were given by the PRO in 
Warsaw, conducted by Grzegorz Fitelberg, the Violin Concerto in 1938 featuring 
Bacewicz as soloist. 
The first concerto, like the vast majority of works written at this stage in 
Bacewicz's career, was not published, although the orchestral score and parts have 
now been made available for hire by PWM in Krak6w. It seems that this concerto 
received few if any performances following its initial presentation in 1938, due to the 
composer's dissatisfaction with it However, a performance was given at the Gra2yna 
Bacewicz Anniversary Concerts, held in 1999, celebrating the ninetieth anniversary of 
her birth, and thirtieth anniversary of her death. The concert, held at the Witold 
Lutoslawski Concert Studio, Warsaw on 5 February, was given by the Polish Radio 
Orchestra, conducted by Jacek Rogala. ' 13 The soloist was a Polish violinist, 
Krzysztof Bqkowski, currently a Violin Professor at the Warsaw Conservatory. The 
113 This is a different orchestra from the pre-war PRO formed and conducted by Grzegorz 
Fitelberg. 
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same performers made a recording of the work shortly afterwards, described as its 
'premiere recording'. 114 'Me autograph manuscript for this and all of the other 
concertos in the series is held at the Biblioteka Narodowa (National Library) in 
Warsaw and may be copied at the discretion of the composer's sister, Wanda , 
Bacewicz. 115 
Violin Concerto No. 2 (1945) 
Mvt. I- Allegro ma non troppo 
Mvt. 11 
- 
Andante 
mvt. III 
- 
vivo 
The Second Violin Concerto (1945) was written during a very busy year: a total of 
eleven works were completed, in comparison to just six in the previous six years. 
These were: Symphony No. 1, Pod strzechq (Under the Thatch, for chwnber 
orchestra); Easy Duets on Folk Themes (for violin and piano); Legenda (for violin and 
piano); Sonata da Camara (for violin and piano); Scherzo (for solo violin); 
Concertino in First to Third Positions; Andante sostenuto (for cello and organ); 
Farfarello (Musical accompaniment for a radio play) and 0 Janku co psom &Ud buty 
(Musical accompaniment for a radio play). 
The work, at about 20 minutes in duration, is slightly longer than the first, and 
has a substantially enlarged instrumentation (2232 
- 
4331 
- 
perc 
- 
strings). Its 
prcmicre was given on 18 October, 1946, by the L6di Philhannonic Orchestra with 
conductor Tomasz Kiesewetter and Bacewicz as soloist. Again, the concerto was not 
Gratyna Bacewicz (1909 
- 
1969) (Warsaw: Polish Radio PRCD 126,18-19 March 1999). 
Biblioteka Narodowa, Al. Niepodleglo§ci 213,02086 Warszawa, Poland. 
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published at this time, although the concerto joins the first on the list of full scores and 
parts currently available for hire by PWNL 
Violin Concerto No. 3 (1948) 
Mvt. I- Allegro molto moderato 
Mvt. II 
- 
Andante 
Mvt. III 
- 
Vivo 
The Third Violin Concerto was Bacewicz! s first 'successful' work of the series. It 
was again written at a particularly productive time for the composer 1948 saw the 
composition of Szkice ludowe (Folk Sketches, for orchestra); Taniec Ix)Lvki na 
skrzypce i orkiestrC, (Polish Dance for violin and orchestra); WaIc (Waltz, for 
orchestra); Concerto for String Orchestra; Trio for Oboe, Clarinet and Bamoon; 
Polish Dance (for Violin and Piano), - Easy Pieces for Clarinet and Piano, Smuga 
cienia (Trail ofShadow); Olympic Cantata (for mixed choir and orchestra) written for 
the London Olympics and perhaps Sonata No. 3 (for violin and piano). This was also 
a particularly busy time for Bacewicz the violinist; the post-war years were spent 
concertizing both at home and abroad. She spent 1946 preparing for a high profile 
I 
engagement as soloist in Szymanowski's First Violin Concerto with the Orchestre des 
Concerts Lamoureux, conducted by Paul Kletzki at the Salle Pleyel in Paris. 
Subsequent concerts included a recital in the Salle Gaveau featuring Szymanowski's 
Nocturne and Tarantella, Szalowski's Suite and her own Sonata da Camera, an 
appearance at the Franco-Slave Festival at the Sorbonne and a recital at the tcole 
Normale de Musique in Paris. Shortly before the completion of the Third Violin 
Concerto, Gratyna gave a perfonnance of the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto with the 
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Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra in Warsaw. At this time she clearly received 
tremendous exposure to the music of her former teacher Szymanowski. In fact, 
Adrian Thomas describes the Third Violin Concerto as possessing a 'Szymanowskian 
hue': 
For the most part the Szymanowskian influence is harmonic, with a 
preponderance of bitonal triadic writing, richly scored. There are 
melodic allusions to both of Szymanowski's violin concertos 
... 
paying homage to the French provenance of Szymanowski's middle 
period style 
.... 
116 
He clearly links Bacewicz's performance of 'Szymanowski's orchestral masterpiece' 
in 1946 to the musical language of her third concerto. 117 
1948 was also the year of the announcement of the state's new cultural policy. 
The process of 'creative realignment' had, however, begun soon after the end of the 
war, thus it is possible that, in drawing so heavily upon Polish folk music for thematic 
material in the third concerto, Bacewicz could be seen to be responding pragmatically 
to political pressures. ' 18 
The third movement of this concerto is based on identical material to the first 
of the Easy Pieces for Clarinet and Piano, written in the same year. It would, of 
course, be possible that the folk-inspired theme is in both cases a setting of a genuine 
folk melody. 
At about 24 minutes' duration this concerto is again slightly longer than its 
predecessors and is again slightly larger in scale; its instrumentation is given as 
follows: 3322 
- 
4331 
- 
perc, harp 
- 
strings. The first perýonnance of the Violin 
Concerto No. 3 was given by the Baltic Philharmonic with conductor Stefan 
116 Thomas, Gra:! ý, na Bacewicz., Chamber and OrchestralMusic op. ck, 3 1. 
117 jbid 
"'Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski op. ciL. 4 1. 
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ýIedziftski, in Gdaftsk on 4 March, 1949. Bacewicz appeared as soloist in this and 
many subsequent performances. On 19 February in the following year, she presented 
the work at the Philharmonic HA, L6di and, for the first time, proceeded to take the 
concerto on tour, giving performances with the Rumanian State Symphony Orchestra 
and the Budapest Radio Orchestra under a contact from her days with the Polish 
Radio Orchestra, Grzegorz Fitelberg. Upon her return, the work was accepted for 
publication by newly-nationalized PWM, which went on to publish all of Bacewicz's 
published works. A piano reduction was released shortly afterwards in 1950. 
The success of the concerto was acknowledged when in 1955 it received the 
award of the Minister of Culture and Fine Arts (the FMP prize) along with. Symphony 
No. 4. There are two available recordings of this work, both held at the office of 
Polish Radio in Warsaw. The first was made by Bacewicz herself with Grzegorz 
Fitelberg and the Great Symphony Orchestra of Polish Radio (WOSPR) in 1949,119 
and the other by Barbara G6rzyfiska with Krzysztof Missona and the Polish Radio 
Orchestra. 120 
Violin Concerto No. 4 (1951) 
Mvt I- Allegro non troppo 
Mvt. Il 
-Andante Tranquillo 
Mvt. 111 
- 
Vivace 
Following the hectic schedule of performing engagements detailed above, Bacewicz 
spent most of her time in Warsaw in the early 1950s concentrating once again on her 
119 Recorded in Katowice. 
120 Recorded in Krak6w. 
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composing career. Her Mazur, Symphony No. 2, Nocturne (for violin and orchestra), 
Cello Concerto No. 1, Taniec mazowiecki (Mazovian Dance for cello and orchestra), 
Taniec mazowiecki (Mazovian Dance for violin and piano), Sonata No. 5 (for violin 
and piano) and possibly the String Quartet No. 4 and Oberek No. 2 (for violin and 
piano) were all composed in the same year as the Fourth Violin Concerto. 
This is the only concerto in the series to carry a dedication, although 
interestingly the identity of the dedicatee is unclear, a different name is given on the 
autograph manuscript and the published edition. On the title page of the manuscripL 
'Kazimierzowi Sikorskiemu pofwiqcam Koncert IV na skrypce z orkiestrq' (I dedicate 
the Fourth Concerto for Violin and Orchestra to Kazimierz Sikorski) is clearly written 
in Bacewicz's handwriting. She dedicated at least two other works to Sikorski; the 
earlier Three Caricatures for Orchestra (1932) and the Polish Overture (1954). The 
dedication that appears above the title of the piano reduction of the concerto, however, 
is to violinist J6zef Jarzqbski ('Profesorowi J6zefowi Jarzqbskiemu). Bacewicz came 
into contact with both of these Polish musicians at exactly the same time, as they were 
her tutors at the Warsaw Conservatory; however, as to which of them was intended to 
receive the dedication, and for what reason it may have been changed, I have yet to 
discover. 
Two of Bacewicz! s major biographers appear to differ regarding the folk 
content of this work. Maciejewski states that although 'Polish folklore is not 
predominant here. 
.. 
one can trace the peasant melodies in the Rondo and the lyrical 
Andante. 121 Jarocifiski, in contrast, specifically cites Bacewic2s Fourth Violin 
Concerto as an example of a work that draws little or no influence from Polish 
121 B. Maciejewski, 7Welve Polish Composers (London: Allegro Press, 1976). 64. 
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folklore. As this is the only one of Bacewicz's works to appear on Jarocifiskis 
relatively short list of works by Polish composers such as Lutoslawski, Panufnik, 
Szabelski and Turski, we can assume that the author felt this concerto to be a 
particularly clear-cut example. 122 
The scale and length of the concerto is almost identical to its predecessor, the 
duration is given as 25 minutes and the instrumentation, 3322 
- 
4331 
- 
perc 
- 
strings, 
is missing only a harp. The premiere was given in February 1952 by the Krak6w 
Philharmonic Orchestra. Maciejewski recounts, rather strangely, thaL 'the eminent 
Belgian conductor Fernand Quinet gave a masterly performance and so inspired the 
composer, who was the soloist, as to receive a standing ovation from the audience! 123 
During the same year Bacewicz was awarded the Polish National Prize, with the 
fourth concerto cited as one of three contributing works, the others being her String 
Quartet No. 4 and Violin Sonata No. 4.124 The concerto and its piano reduction were 
published in 1953; the latter can now be obtained from PWK but only in the form of 
an authorized photocopy of the original publication. 
One recording of the work is held at Polish Radio, again made by the 
composer with the WOSPR, conducted by Bohdan Wodiczk-o. 125 
122 Ed. Stefan JarocifisId. Polish Music (Warsaw- Pafistwowe Wydawnictwo Nabkowe, 
1965), 249. 
123 Maciejews1d, op. cit., 64. 
124 Listed as such by Wanda Bacewicz in PHnc4)aj P? jzes of Gratyna Bace%jcz (unpublished) and Rosen op. cit., 45. 125 Recorded in Katowice. 
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Violin Concerto No. 5 (1954) 
Mvt. I- Deciso 
Mvt. II 
- 
Andante 
Mvt. III 
- 
Vivo 
Bacewicz's decision to retire from the concert platform in 1952 affected boCh the 
composition and premiere of the fifth concerto. The work is slightly shorter, of only 
about 22 minutes duration, and is smaller in scale than the previous two in the series 
(2222-4331 
-perc, harp- strings). It was written in 1954, a very quiet year intenns 
of compositional output due to an extended hospitalization following her serious car 
accident. Only the Polish Overlure for orchestra and Tryplyk for choir and orchestra 
were comp ete in e same year. 
The Fifth Violin Concerto is one of a number of Bacewicz's works discussed 
at some length by Adrian Thomas. He writes, 
The most unduly neglected work of the early 1950s is the Fifth 
Violin Concerto. Like the dynamic Second Piano Sonata, it willingly 
acknowledges the influence of Szymanowski. Both are indebted to 
his middle period. 
... 
Drawing in part on the gaunt folk idiom of 
Szymanowski's late works, Bacewicz, abandons the sanitized diatonic 
basis of some of her recent music in favor of a harmonic idiom 
governed less by intervallic consistency than by percussive 
considerations. There are plentiful examples of bitonal triadic 
harmony, bittersweet drones and primitive ostinati, all suggesting that 
Bacewicz had come full circle to the earlier Third Violin Concerto. 
But the prevailing tone is considerably more abrasive, complemented 
by solo writing that is angular, highly virtuosic and with an element 
of aggression that recalls the music of the war years. [Musical 
example given] Despite the folk origins of the finale and the 
maintenance of standard formal structures, the Fifth Violin Concerto 
signals the end of this period of stylistic duress, with Bacewicz 
straining if not breaking the bonds that had held Polish composers in 
check since 1950.126 
126 Thomas, Gra: tyw Bacewicz., Chamber and Orchestral Music op. cit. 40-4 1. 
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Bacewicz's fiiend and colleague Wanda Wilkomirska gave the premiere of the work 
with the National Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Witold Rowicki on 17 
January, 1955. A year later it was published along with a piano reduction. 
Violin Concerto No. 6 (1957) 
Mvt. I- Allegro leggiero 
Mvt. 11 
- 
Largo 
Mvt. III 
- 
Giocoso 
The Sixth Concerto is something of an enigma. Its existence is rarely acknowledged 
in studies of Bacewicis works, a situation yet to be challenged. The work was not 
published or performed, but unlike the First and Second Violin Concertos, for which 
this is also the case, the work has not been made available retrospectively. PWM do 
not hold a copy of the work, therefore cannot even supply an authorized copy. The 
manuscript is held with the others in the National Library, Warsaw, and a hand-copied 
version also exists, supplied by Wanda Bacewicz. ' Wanda explains, 'Gra2yna deleted 
it 
- 
she di(Mt publish or perform it since the music is used in her other works'. 127 
The work was completed at a very busy time for the composer. she was 
fulfilling engagements to appear on competition juries at the same time as holding the 
post of vice-chairman for the Polish Composers Union. It is noteworthy that only one 
other work was written in 1957, the Symphonic Variations. I 
The work is the longest of the series, of about 26 minutes duration. Its scoring 
is significantly lighter than its immediate predecessors, with reduced wind and brass 
127 Written in a letter to the author, 12 February 1999. 
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sections (2232 
- 
4221 
- 
timp, cymbals, tambourine, bass drum 
- 
celesta, harp 
- 
strings). 
Violin Concerto No. 7 (1965) 
Mvt., I 
-Allegro 
Mvt. II 
- 
Largo 
Mvt. III 
-Allegro 
It is interesting that follovving her dissatisfaction with the Sixth Violin Concerto, 
Bacewicz wrote only one more work for solo violin and orchestra. The seventh and 
final concerto in the series was the result of a particularly productive year, one that 
also saw the composition of Musica Sinfonica in Tre Movimenti for orchestra, 
Diverlimento for string orchestra, Incyuviatiorkv for horn and chamber ensemble, 
String Quartet No. 7, Piano Quintet No. 2, Trio for Oboe, Harp and Percussion, Small 
Triptych for the piano and the musical accompaniment for two plays. 
Some of the musical material incorporated into this concerto was originally 
intended for the viola. As Stefan Kamasa, founder member of the Warsaw Quintet, 
recalls, 
I asked Gratyna to write a concerto, a virtuoso work which would 
explore the noble tone qualities of the much neglected viola. To my 
intense joy 'the first lady of Polish musie agreed immediately. But, 
unfortunately, the first sketches of my concerto she very naughtily 
incorporated into her Seventh Violin Concerto. 128 
Bacewicz did go on to write a viola concerto in 1968, premiered by Stefan Kamasa 
with Witold Rowicki and the National Philharmonic Orchestra on 20 June 1969. 
128 MaciejewskL op. ciL, 75. 
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Bacewicz! s strong links with Belgium following her success in the Concours 
International de Composition pour Quatuor 6 Cordes were crucial to the premiere of 
the seventh concerto. Its first perforinance was given on 14 January, 1966 in 
Brussels. The Belgian violinist Augustin Leon Am was accompanied by the Belgian 
Radio and Television Orchestra conducted by Daniel Sternefeld. The concerto was 
also highly honoured within the country; it received the Prize of the Belgian 
Government and the Gold Medal in the Queen Elizabeth International Competition in 
Brussels. The work was published two years after its completion by PWM. 
At least three recordings have been made of the seventh concerto. The first is 
by Piotr Janowski, made at the 1969 Warsaw Autumn Festival; the second, by Roman 
Lasocki in 1988 with the Polish Radio Orchestra, and the most recent, by violinist 
Daniel Stabrawa. with Krzystof Penderecki, as part of the 1999 Gratyna Bacewicz 
anniversary concerts organized by Polish Radio. 129 
The series of violin concertos clearly includes works from all stages of Bacewiczs 
career. Some received critical success whereas others remained unpublished. An 
I 
analysis of these works could therefore help assess the changing character of her 
output as a whole. 
'29 Karol Stryja, co, % Centre of Arts, Katowice; Andrzej Markowski com National 
Philharmonic Orchestra; Sinfonia Varsovia, Witold Lutoslawski Concerto Studio, Polish Radio, 
Warsaw, 17 January 1999. 
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PART TWO 
The analytical study of the violin concertos is divided into a number of different 
topics. Musical issues are dealt with in turn, drawing on relevant passages in the 
concertos and where necessary, other works by Bacewicz and her contemporaries. 
The study commences with a discussion of the most basic musical elements: mclody 
and harmony, then moves on to larger-scale issues: form, texture and orchestration. 
The study concludes by looking at specific topics relating to Bacewicz's musical 
style: firstly her writing for solo violin, then her use of common material or 'self- 
quotation'. 
1: Melodic Writing 
Melody is historically a fundamental aspect of the violin concerto. The genre has 
evolved to exploit the lyrical qualities of the instrument and its ability to sustain long 
melodic lines. The melodic writing in Bacewicz's series of violin concertos, however, 
reflects its twentieth-century context. The early works are littered with neo-classical 
features and figurations, notably scale-wise movement, arpcggiated patterns, 
sequences and bariolage, and melodic lines tend to move in a linear fashion, being 
real or chromatic sequences rather than tonal ones. Although string writing is highly 
detailed and at first glance rather repetitive, the persistent semiquavers form larger- 
scale sequences articulated by the slightly different tone colour of certain pitches 
within bariolage figurations. These contribute to the textural effect and virtuosity of 
the line in much the same manner as in, for example, Vivaldi's string writing. Such 
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neo-classical features accord with contemporary trends: scales are essential to the 
melodic and accompanying lines of Stravinsky's Symphony in Three Movements, for 
- 
example, written in the same year as Bacewicz's Second Concerto (see Ex. 1). 
Ex. 1 Stravinsky: Symphony in Three Movements, Mvt. 1, b. 62 
Bma Cladnet 
in Bb 
Ba40m 
conummuonn 
Vlcdmwdlo 
Double Bau 
6 
B. Ci. 
Cbm 
Vht 1 
Vin. 11 
VIAL 
Dvbc». 
if 
The middle period works reveal a political influence; BacewicZs melodic language 
adopts a modal character due both to the use of direct quotations from existing folk 
material and a subtle assimilation of its essence into her own style. 
In later concertos there is considerably less emphasis on melody as lines 
become more fragmented and textural issues are given more profile. 
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(a) Steps vs. Leaps 
In direct contrast to the rather predictable stepwise melodic writing of most of the 
passagework, much larger intervals are often introduced quite abruptly in the early 
concertos; see for example Concerto No. 1, Mvt. 1, b. 115 (see Ex. 2). 130 
Ex. 2 Conc. 1, Mvt. 1, b. 115 (Solo Violin) 
sob VIDTI, 
j subito 
Vh 
The two types of writing only occasionally exist within the same melodic line, see for 
example the opening themes of both the first and third movements of this concerto. 
Such combinations hint briefly at future developments in Bacewicz! s melodic style. 
In the fourth and fifth concertos the two types appear side by side. There are 
instances of quite simple writing, particularly in the third movement of the fourth 
concerto where the faster tempo demands repetitive or sequential patterns that can be 
followed at speed, see for example the arpeggio theme at the opening (Ex. 3). The 
regular use of larger intervals, however, creates quite angular melodic phrases. The 
theme at b. 52 in the first movement of the fourth concerto, for example, incorporates 
a minor sixth, a major sixth and a major seventh (see Ex. 4). 
130 The musical analysis and indeed all the musical examples featured in this study are based 
on the autograph manuscripts of the violin concertos. This decision was taken as discrepancies exist 
between the manuscripts and the piano reductions and both PWM and sources close to the composer 
were unable to confirm that Bacewicz had been involved with the production of the published versions. 
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Ex. 3 Conc. 4, Mvt 111, b. I (Reduction) 
rl-- 2-1 1 
Ex. 4 Cone. 4, Mvt. 1, b. 52 (Solo Violin) 
SOb VIDlin 
Much of the stepwise material in the second movement of this concerto is based on 
the semitone, see for example bb. 25 and 63 (see Ex. 5). 
The first movement of the fifth concerto again maintains a balance between 
these two types of melodic writing. The opening of the first movement, for example, 
contrasts a seemingly random combination of wide intervals with a stepwise musical 
answer (see Ex. 6). The semitone remains essential to much of the stepwise, writing, 
see for example bb. 4,54 and 281 in the third movement (Ex. 7). 
The sixth and seventh concertos demonstrate a rather different approach. In 
contrast to the unpredictable moves between the two t)Ws of writing of the earlier 
concertos, these works show a more organised approach and often a greater reliance 
on patterns and sequences. The technique of 'interval filling' associated with the 
works of Bart6k. and, later, Lutoslawski, can be detected intermittently in the sixth 
concerto. 
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iI-. C-- 
j energico W-- 
Ex. 5 Conc. 4, Mvt. H, b. 25 
Fitto 
Obod 
cbrind in % 
BOBOM 
Ham in P 
Tnumd in c 
Tfoubm 
TW* 
Timpad 
cymbdds 
viou I 
vldm If 
vicla 
Vidoncedo 
Double Bw 
29 
Ob. 
CL 
, -E 
C Tpt, 
TbiL 
Tba 
TUT. 
CYOL 
VbL 
VbL I 
VhL 11 
ML 
V06 
Db. 
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Ex. 6 Conc. 5, Mvt. 1, b. I (Reduction) 
T%-I. 
- 
I-ail 
Ex. 7 Conc. 5, Mvt. HI, b. 4 (Reduction) 
A I-- KI 
- 
'kt 
v 
41 Ir- IWI- q4ltv' IR TIP, 
Interestingly, the technique can also be seen to operate to some extent in some of 
Stravinsky's works at this time. Its beginnings, appear, for example, in the Concerto 
in D (193 1) at b. 16 1, and are then developed in the second movement ofAgon (1957) 
and b. 76 in the second movement of the Symphony in Three Movements (1946) (see 
Ex. 8,9 and 10). Bacewicz introduces the technique for the first time in the first 
movement of the sixth concerto. The second subject theme contains a three-bar 
passage (bb. 30-32) drawing on intervals falling within the range of a major third (see 
Ex. 11). In such examples, melody has been given a more structural objective. 
Interval-filling appears with even greater intensity in the seventh concerto. In 
the passage beginning at the end of b. 103 in the second movement for example, each 
note lies within the interval'of a minor third (see Ex. 12). The most common 
manifestation of this technique in the final concerto, however, is a closely-spaced 
three-note cell. In all three movements, such a cell is used repetitively to ornament 
sequences, see Mvt. 1, b. 19, Mvt. Il b. 74 and Mvt. 111, b. 22 (Exx 13,14 and 15). 
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Ex. 8 Stravinsky: Agon, Mvt. 11, b. I (Reduced Score) 
Oboe 
Bassoon 
Violin I 
Violin 11 
04 
Ob. 
Ban. 
Mm I 
Vin. 11 
Od PO 
Ob. 
Ban. 
Vin. I 
Mn. Il 
Ex. 9 Stravinsky: Violin Concerto in D, b. 161 (Solo Violin) 
Solo Violin 
subito nimof dolce ca"L 
75 
isý ..................................................... I 
Ex. 10 Stravinsky: Symphony in Three Movements, Mvt. H, b. 76 (Oboes) 
dolm espmu. 
Ex. 11 Conc. 6, Mvt. 1, b. 28 (Solo Violin) 
Poco meno mosso J-98 
28 0 
Solo Violin 
dolce 
Ex. 12 Conc. 7, Mvt. H, b. 103 (Solo Violin) 
SOJO ViDfin 
Ex. 13 Conc. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 19 (Solo Violin) 
SOIO ViDfia 
Fifths 
Ex. 14 Conc. 7, Mvt. 11, b. 74 (Solo Violin) 
Solo Win 
pp 
76 
Pinf -F rit 
.......... 
e pordeitd(W 
m- ----- mollo catuabik 19 ý3ý 
-V 
Ex. 15 Conc. 7, Mvt. M, b. 20 (Solo Violin) 
'-' V ri 
SOIO ViDba 
Although other fragments of melodic material refer back to more than one movement 
of previous concertos, the sharing of material and structures to this extent is 
unparalleled. Moreover, the same patterns can be identified in other works of this 
period. The descending pattern of three-note cells that characterises the first sub ect 
theme of the seventh concerto's first movement reappears, for example, in three other 
works composed in the same year. The Divertimentofor String Orchestra and String 
Quartet No. 7, both contain direct quotations of this motif, at almost exactly the same 
pitch, and at about the same point; bb. 38 and 39 respectively of their third 
movements (see Ex. 16 and 17), and the Piano Quintet No. 2 includes exactly the 
same material at figure nine in its first movement (see Ex. 18). 
Ex. 16 Divertimento for String Orchestra, Mvt. HT, b. 39 
Molitil 
Violin H 
Viola 
VIDIMIM]b 
i 
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i f---=-- 
Ex. 17 String Quartet No. 7, Mvt. HL b. 39 (Violin I and Cello) 
vl)hrll 
Viobricello 
F 
Ex. 18 Piano Quintet No. 2, Mvt. 1, Fig. 9 
R 
VX) rm H 
ViDbnr, cBo 
pim 
Linda D. Dickson identifies a number of vanations on this basic pattern present in 
works dating from 1958, some including an open string and some combining different 
registers. 
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(b) Characteristic Intervals 
The melodic lines of the third and fourth concertos feature, quite noticeably, a far 
greater number of perfect fourths and fifths. The intervals are incorporated, often 
quite prominently, into the main themes of these concertos and are then assimilated 
131 Dickson, op. cit., 63. Dickson discusses the use of this motif at lengtIL 
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into the passagework. In the first movement of the third concerto, for example, the 
second subject theme opens with a descending perfect fourth, emphasised slightly by 
the lengthening of the lower note (Ex. 19). 132 
Ex. 19 Cone. 3, Mvt. 1, b. 46 (Reduction) 
SOiD VK)% 
VbL 
In addition to a number of repetitions of the whole theme in both solo and tutti lines, 
the descending perfect fourth appears in other contexts, see for example b. 278 (Ex. 
20). 
Ex. 20 Cone. 3, Mvt. 1, b. 278 (Solo Violin) 
27R 
sob VIA, 
132 Note that the figure numbers on the autograph manuscript of this concerto movement are 
consistently one bar later than they should be. 
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Perfect fourths and fifths are prominent in the melodic lines of all works written by 
Bacewicz during the late forties and early fifties. The theme introduced at b. 35 in the 
Concerto for String Orchestra's first movement, for example, opens and closes with a 
perfect fourth (see Ex. 21). 133 
Ex. 21 Concerto for String Orchestra, Mvt. 1, b. 35 
ViDla 
Vvbtir. elb 
Double Bass 
vistesso tml" 
enerrico 
v 
f eneqico 
v 
f energipo 
v 
Subsequent passagework draws frequently on the interval, see bb. 73-80. 
The second piano sonata, written in a few years later in 1953, opens with a series of 
ascending fourths: A, D, G. The series can be extended even further if the following 
notes (C, F, Bb, Eb and Ab) are rearranged (see Ex. 22). 
Ex. 22 Piano Sonata No. 2, Mvt. 1, b. 1 
Pi 
(1949). 
The Concerto for String Orchestra was written a year later than the third violin concerto 
80 
Chain ofFourft 
Although the pattern is not immediately apparent, it certainly colours the melodic line, 
and could be considered a rather sophisticated development of previous melodic 
writing. 
The timing of the appearance of perfect fourths and fifths in such numbers is 
perhaps not surprising considering their association with Polish folk music. The 
cultural policy encouraging composers to seek inspiration from folk music was 
announced in the year that the third concerto was composed. A similar interest in 
Polish folk music could also explain the high numbers of perfect fourths and fifths in 
many of Szymanowski's works and account in part for '[T]he Szymanowskian. hue of 
the [Bacewiczs] Third Violin Concerto'. 134 
In the later concertos, melodic lines are often structured around specific intervals; the 
range of intervals chosen expands as the series progresses. The fourth and fifth 
concertos, for example, demonstrate a clear reliance on the interval of a minor second 
(semitone) leading to the abundant use of chromatic scales. Furthermore, in the 
second movement of the fifth concerto, a diminished ninth, introduced at b. 7, can be 
identified at a number of points in the movement and could even be considered to play 
a quasi-thematic role (see Ex. 23). 
Ex. 23 Conc. 5, MvL H, b. 7 (Flute) 
dim 9th 
got 
Flute 
p 
134 'nomas, Gm4)m Bacewicz. 
- 
Ownber and Otchestml Music op. ciL, 3 1. 
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This interval has already been established as significant in the first movement where it 
appears prominently at the beginning of the second subject (see Ex 24). 
Ex. 24 Conc. 5, Mvt. 1, b. 87 (Solo Violin) 
-- 
I 
-- 
-- 
Fk" 
Cbrind in 5 
RIM in F 
rffnpaui 
sow vuhn 
volin I 
vwku 
vW18 
Vwkx"lo 
The third movement of this concerto, in contrast, relies heavily on major, and minor 
thirds, see bb. 75 and 124 (see Ex. 25). 
Ex. 25 Conc. 5, Mvt. III, b. 75 (Solo Violin) 
hkgor TWfds 
r--q 75 
A 
Solo Violin 3ga: -m #, P- Or P. r: I-I -F .I 
II 
-i L-JL-j L-TýL-j 
WnorThirds 
(c) Modality 
The abundance of perfect fourths and fifths in the melodic writing of the third and 
fourth concertos seems to reveal at least to some extent the influence of Polish folk 
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music. These works were certainly accepted by the State at a time when the presence 
of folk music was encouraged, indicating that they were deemed to fulfil this criterion. 
This folk character stems not only from the intervallic structure of the melodic line, 
but also from its sense of modality. Bacewicz often introduces accidentals that hint at 
the presence of a mode whilst never quite losing sight of the host major or minor key. 
The first theme of the third concerto is one such example (see Ex. 26). 
Ex. 26 Conc. 3, Mvt. 1, b. 1 (Woodwind and Strings) 
Allegro mol to moderato 
Woodwind 
Strings 
Ww. 
Str. 
-i 
According to Bacewicz's biographer, Malgorzata. Gqsiorowska., the theme is based on 
a well-known Polish folk tune from the Zakopane region. 135 Its simple monophonic 
melody seems to move to G minor for its second phrase, yet features aB natural, 
undermining the minor key and lending the phrase a modal flavour. The effect, 
although subtle, combines with other characteristics to suggest a folk influence. The 
melody, for example, also draws heavily on a two quaver, crotchet figure, a traditional 
Polish dance rhythm. 136 In addition, the theme's 'question and answer' form is the 
essence of Polish dance song, a type of short song which encourages dialogue 
13 1. 
133 Conversation with Malgorzata, Gqýiorow" May 2000. 
136 Anna Czekanowska, Po&h Folk Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 19901 
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between different groups or individuals whilst accompanying dance activitieS. 137 The 
form is, of course, similar in shape to the bi-partite thematic structures favoured by 
Bacewicz (see Form), but could perhaps be considered more of a continuation of a 
single melodic line than the more abrupt two-part constructions seen in many cases. 
These concertos contain few direct quotations of folk material. Instead, 
Bacewicz works subtly, and indeed quite cleverly, characteristics of Polish folk music 
into her own melodic style. The overall effect is a discreet, yet somehow discernible, 
folk influence. 
137 ibid p. 130. 
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2: Harmony and Tonality 
Bacewicz's very distinctive harmonic language developed very gradually throughout 
the course of her career, in parallel with, though not necessarily following, that of her 
contemporaries. Her early works are entirely typical of the neo-classical style of the 
early twentieth century, although greater experimentation can be seen in the works of 
the 1950s and 60s. Bacewicz's reduced perfonning schedule allowed her to devote 
more time to composition; according to Wanda she spent hours searching for unusual 
harmonic combinations. She was also able to maintain contact with Western 
European developments due to invitations to serve upon the juries of International 
Violin Competitions, providing an important link to the West for Polish composers 
unable to travel. 138 As Jadwiga Paja-Stach states, '[Bacewicz] 
... 
introduced French 
neo-classical style into Polish musical life both before and after the Second World 
War. ' 139 *1 suggest that this link continued well into the 1950s. Some features, 
however, remain throughout the series and could be considered hallmarks of her style. 
(a) Vertical Intervals of the Fourth and Fifth 
Fourth and fifth dyads, symbolizing fundamental aspects of harmony, are 
understandably common in neo-classical works. Puldnella by Stravinsky, Symphony 
0 
No. I for Large Orchestra by Aaron Copland (1931); Symphony for Orchestra by 
Honegger (1930) and Symphony No. 1 (1942) by Elliott Carter all elevate the sound 
of the' fourth and fifth dyad. Such sounds also appear throughout works by 
138 Disclosed to the author during an interview with Wanda Bacewicz (Warsaw, June 2001). 
139 Ed. Zbigniew Skowron, Lutoslawski Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
270. 
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Szymanowski, see for example the third movement of his Stabat Maier, Op. 53 
(1925-26). The intervals are as fundamental to his musical language as they are to 
Bacewicz's and of course their use dates back far further: a clear example can be seen 
in the Tarantella, Op. 28 for violin and piano, written in only 1915. Szymanowski's 
use of the fourth and fifth dyad could be attributed in part to his interest in Polish folk 
music. He made detailed studies of Polish folk songs, using them to generate new 
types of harmonic and rhythmic procedures in an attempt to distill some timeless 
extract of the Slay spirit 140 At the same time, his harmonic language was not entirely 
unconnected to developments in Paris. He followed new developments in French 
music closely, even writing articles on Stravinsky, Satie and Les Six in the early 
twenties and openly acknowledged their influence upon his own style. ", it is not 
surprising, considering the prevalence of these intervals both in her contemporary 
classical soundworld of the 1920s and her native folk music, that Bacewicz should 
have incorporated them into her own utterance. 
The presence of perfect fourths or fifths either within discrete chords, or 
between two or more parallel lines characterizes the harmonies of Bacewicz's highly 
contrapuntal first and second concertos. At b. 87 in the third movement of the second 
concerto, for example, the solo violin's double-stopping includes a combination of 
perfect fourths and fifths (see Ex. 27). These dyads naturally occur throughout the 
concertos, but their use seems to diminish slightly in the fourth concerto, then declines 
quite considerably in later works. 
140 Jim Samson, MeMusic ofSzynuviowski (Norfolk: Kahn and Averill, 1980), 156,158. 
141 ibid, 84. 
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Ex. 27 Conc. 2, Mvt. 1114 b. 87 (Solo Violin) 
Sob VjDfm 
Fourths and fifths are of course important to many of Bacewicz's other works too, see 
for example the composite of perfect fourths at b. 41 of the third movement of Piano 
Sonata No. 2 (Ex. 28). 
Ex. 28 Piano Sonata No. 2, MvL HI, b. 41 
11 
Piano 
87 
lek 
11 - #ip -# "tl 
The late works dating forward from about 1960 seem generally to exhibit fewer of 
these characteristic intervals, in tandem with their gradual abandonment of traditional 
tonal structures. 
Interestingly, the augmented fourth or tritone is not a regular feature in BacewicZs 
violin concertos despite its appearance in works by Szymanowski dating from as early 
as 1909, see Mvt. 11, b. 92 of his Symphony No. 2 (1909-10) (Ex. 29). 
87 
5dis 5d, Sdis 4di 4di 4di 
Ex. 29 Szymanowski: Symphony No. 2, Mvt- 11, b. 91 
dw 
Viobn 11 
div 
viols 
DoubW Son 
Jim Samson makes this connection: 
The special importance of the tritonc in confirming the non- 
hierarchical character of the whole-tone scale is clear enough and 
Szymanowski gives increasing prominence to it, both melodically and 
harmonically in the works of this period. I. 42 
It is interesting, though, that an increase in Bacewicz's use of the interval can be 
detected in the folk-inspired Violin Concerto No. 3, the work that most draws on the 
two composers' common roots. 
(b) Dissonance 
Bacewicz usually introduces new features into her musical -language gradually over 
the course of a few works. The move from the folk-inspired third concerto (1948) to 
142 ibid, 84. 
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the fourth (1951), however, represents a sudden and quite dramatic change in style, 
fully reflecting contempomry trends. 
In the middle concertos Bacewicz becomes increasingly occupied with 
harmonic colour, adding notes from outside of the triad, creating dissonance. This 
tendency emerges to some extent in the third concerto. Here, tensions are created by 
the addition of adjacent tones or semitones; see for example the addition of aB to the 
C major chord at the end of the opening phrase and the combination of pitches at b. 13 
in the third movement (see Exx 30 and 31). 
Ex. 30 Cone. 3, Mvt. 1, b. 12 (Reduced Score) 
12 
AII 
Brass 16 =& 
ILI 
Strings 
Ex. 31 Conc. 3, Mvt. U14 b. 13 (Reduced Score) 
Woodwird 
Homs 
Thmpets 
Tubs & Timp., 
Striv 
Similar examples can be seen in throughout the three movements, see for instance the 
additions to the F# major chord in b. 13 of the Vivo. 
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From the outset of the fourth concerto, however, the harmonic writing is distinctly 
more complex. Despite references to the tonic (G) in the opening bars, the key centre 
is, for the first time, difficult to determine. Dissonance is created at crucial points by 
the combination of a number of pitch classes in a single chord, often forming clusters, 
see for example Mvt. L b. 84 (Ex. 32). 
Ex. 32 Conc. 4, MvL 1, b. 84 (Reductioý) 
wýM picb chms 
: ge ti , Uf - 1. ffl. 
In fact, Bacewicz seems to make a feature of harmony combining consecutive tones 
and/or semitones, see for example b. 155 (Ex. 33). 
Ex. 33 Cone. 4, MvL 1, b. 155 (Reduction) 
155 
Hom in F 
ViDbn 11 
In particular, the regular appearance of perfect fourths, augmented fourths and perfect 
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concert pitch 
fifths in the harmonies of the middle concertos often leads to the formation of two or 
three-note sernitone clusters. 
The use of clusters increases substantially in the fifth concerto. They regularly 
contain eight or nine pitch classes, usually spread across several octaves, see for 
example b. 116 in the second movement (Ex. 34). 
Ex. 34 Cone. 5, Mvt. H, b. 115 (Reduction) 
In the sixth concerto, however, the level of dissonance is reduced, opposing 
the trend, and offering chords composed mostly of only four to six pitch classes. The 
densest chord occurs on the fourth beat of b. 100 in the third movement including 
eight pitch-classes: C, C#, D, D#, E, F, A, B. It is important to keep in mind, 
however, that this concerto was not offered for publication by Bacewicz so should not 
carry the same level of significance as other works. Outside of the series of violin 
concertos the trend continues. String Quartet No. 5, published just one year later, for 
example, regularly combines seven or eight pitch classes within one chord; see MvL 
IV, b. 18, which, allowing for the limitations of the instrumentation, fits the overall 
trend perfectly (see Ex. 35). 
The level of dissonance increases again in the seventh concerto due to a more 
intense deployment of chromatic combinations, particularly in tutti sections. 
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Ex. 35 String Quartet No. 5, Mvt. IV, b. 18 
violin I 
Violin H 
Viols 
Violoncello 
Harmonies utilising nine or ten different pitch-classes are now commonplace and 11, 
occasional; see Mvt. L b. 69 and Mvt. IIL b. III respectively (Exx 36 & 37). 
Dissonance is also created homophonicaHy through the combination of lines often 
separated by only a tone or sernitone. At b. 55, Mvt. 1, for example, three parallel 
lines, each a semitone apatt are combined (see Ex. 38). 
(c) Bitonality 
Bitonality features heavily in the writing of many mid-twentieth century composers; 
its use, for example, can be detected in much of Lutoslawski's catalogue of works. 
The technique was developed most extensively in the early part of the century by 
Stravinsky; several passages in The Rite ofVpring, for example, can be separated into 
two distinct tonal areas (see Ex. 39). The fifth concerto contains some of Bacewicz's 
earliest examples of bitonality; see for example Mvt. III, b. 104 (Ex. 40). Such 
passages then appear regularly in the sixth and seventh concertos, and other later 
works such as the Second Piano Sonata (1953) (see Ex 4 1). 
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Ex. 36 Cone. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 69 
Me 
Oboe 
Ckwiwt hBý 
Bassoon 
Ilarp I 
lum H 
Cebsta 
SOID ViDfin 
Violin I 
ViDlin H 
Double Bass 
ýhsws 
(d) Characteristic Features in Bacewicz's use of Tonality 
Although Bacewicz's hannonic language undergoes a continuing evolution, a nwnber 
of characteristics remain constant, providing the basis of a personal style. One such 
common feature of the first six concertos, i. e. those remaining within a tonal 
framework, is the oscillation between a major and minor chord. Examples occur 
throughout he first, second and fourth concertos in particular (see Ex. 42). 
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Ex. 37 Cone. 7, Mvt. Hl, b. 111 
B&sgoon 
lkwn in F 
HwpI 
11UP ]I 
/E4 
Celesta 
9 
SOID VIDEM 
ViDlir, I 
Violoncello 
Double Bass 
Ex. 38 Conc. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 55 (Reduction) 
violin I 
violin 11 
Viola 
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Ex. 39 Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring, Fig. 13 
Violin 11 
Viola 
Violoncello 
Double Bass 
r. "; j 
-LWTempogulsto J-50 
A !- 
(Tn kv. ) 
----- 
, a i0 ft X m 1= N w 
amo (non div. ) 
IRnm 
OW wo 
mmmm 
amo (nm div. ) 
mmmm mmmm 
r-I 
am (" div. ) 
Ex. 40 Conc. 5, Mvt. IH, b. 104 (Reduction) 
solo MAß 
Ex. 41 Piano Sonata No. 2, Mvt. 1, b. 120 
120 Andante 
Piano pp, 
tli: ý. ý 
= 
Ex. 42 Conc. 2, MvL Ifl, b. 208 
Sob MoEn 
A najor A ninor 
208 
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The third movement of the second concerto and the first movement of the fourth 
concerto even incorporate a move from the major to the minor within the repetition of 
their opening themes (see Exx. 43 and 44). This technique is prevalent in Bacewicz's 
catalogue, and indeed the works of other neoclassicists. 
Another interesting feature of many of the concerto movements is the choice 
of tonic. The main key centre, often that of the first subject theme, regularly 
corresponds to an open string. Of the fifteen concerto movements with a clear feeling 
of a tonic key, seven are based in A major or minor, two in D major or minor, two in 
E major or minor and two in G (see Fig. 1). This is not a trend reflected by other 
works in Bacewiez's catalogue, thus implying that the choice relates to the medium. 
The use of such a key centre, holds a number of benefits for string writing. Firstly 
there lies a greater opportunity for the use of open strings and harmonics, both of 
which are drawn upon heavily and will be discussed later (see Wrifingfor Strings). 
Secondly, the resonances formed by the use of notes corresponding to open strings are 
clearly advantageous to a soloist attempting to project a line above a symphony 
orchestra. It also allows a natural emphasis to be placed upon both the tonic and 
dominant. 
I 
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Ex. 43 Conc. 2, Mvt. H4 b. I 
ViD&l 
Vkftu 
l ' 
'A. b Bi l 
pl. 
VbbwAb 
.7 E 
Do*bbo. IT-1 
0f 
CL 
am 
Ha 
70 
Vbl 
Vb, LB 
vi. 
Du 
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Ex. 44 Cone. 4, Mvt. 1, b. I (Reduced Score) 
j Mitgro nom troppe 
A 
-- Woodwind Jeýý 
iv 
Bmss 
w 
cyrmw zu i- 
ww. 
Dr. 
C>- 
Str. 
Fig. 1 Tonic Keys 
Concerto Movement Tonic 
No. I I A major 
11 F minor 
III A major 
No. 2 1 A major 
H A minor 
III D major 
No. 3 1 Bb major 
II E minor 
III A major 
No. 4 1 Gmajor 
11 D minor 
III G major 
No. 5 1 E/B major 
11 Unclear 
III Unclear 
nr 
,mf. . -z- i 
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No. 6 1 A major 
11 Unclear 
III A minor 
No. 7 1 Unclear 
if Unclear 
III Unclear 
(e) Use of Keys 
Strangely perhaps, in contrast to its influence on thematic construction, sonata form 
has only an intermittent influence on Bacewicz's tonal schemes. Even the first 
concerto displays an immediate disregard for convention. The tonic (A) is established 
in the opening few bars of theme A; however, its authority is immediately undermined 
by a Bb major scale at the sulponticello and the feeling of C major two bars later (see 
Ex. 45). The tonic is weakened further in the following bars by the repetition of the 
opening bars in the key of Bb major. The lack of assertion of the tonic at the opening 
of the movement effectively frees the remainder from any tonal constraints. A 
flexible approach to tonality is immediately apparent: the key centre changes 
continually, sometimes on a bar by bar basis. The passage at b. 18, for example, 
appears to pass through C major, B major, Bb major, Eb major, and Eb minor before 
reaching E major at b. 24 (see Ex. 46). 
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Ex. 45 Conc. 1, Mvt. 1, b. I 
I 
Fird Stdcnimt 
Allegro r 
SOID ViDin jig 9V Pq 1' 61;. - p=mF! I=p-F99. - --- -- . 
-- 
or - IP W-P 
'Allegro LJ L-J LJ LJ 
AI pp 
P Old 06 
vim ý 
0 
Vkl 
Ex. 46 Cone. 1, Mvt. 1, b. 18 (Reduced Score) 
Solo ViDin j% -111iij ýj 111 
w ff 
VS)IR 
Bb asim Eb xa*vr/mixt 
" 
.1--I 
r- --I 
VkL ID 
w- 
Interestingly the second subject at b. 65 is not introduced in the key of the 
dominant, but in the key of the flatted supertonic, referring back to the opening, One 
of the only concessions to the classical tradition is the recapitulation of the first 
subject theme in the tonic key, although this tends to happen less as the series 
progresses (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 Key of Recapitulation of Theme A 
Concerto Movement Key of Recap. of 
Theme A 
No. I I Tonic 
III Ofllcr 
No. 2 1 No recap 
III Tonic 
No. 3 1 No recap 
III Tonic 
No. 4 1 other 
III Odler 
No. 5 1 Tonic 
III Othcr 
No. 6 1 Odiff 
III Othcr 
No. 7 1 Offier 
III 01her 
As the series progresses, key centres become increasingly unstable. The tonic 
is often obscured by the use of chromatic notes and diminished seventh chords (see 
Ex. 47). 
Ex. 47 Cone. 4, Mvt. 1, b. 12 (Reduction) 
din 7th 
By the seventh concerto a key centre is always difficult to pinpoint; tonality 
plays almost no part in structuring the woflL Vertical sonorities are used for colouring 
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w .................................................................. I 
the melodic line rather than ordering it This lack of structural tonal organization is 
replaced by a greater emphasis on individual intervals and pitch combinations. 
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3: Form 
Bacewicz rarely spoke about the details of her scores or her musical intentions. It is 
significant, therefore, that she openly discussed her use of forin in correspondence 
between herself and her brother Vytautas dating from the 1940s. it started with the 
following statement: 
In my compositions, I mostly pay attention to the form. If you are 
building something, you will not pile stones randomly on each other. It's 
the same as a musical work. The principles of construction donl have to 
be old fashioned. 143 
On the same topic a few days later she wrote: 
I walk quite alone, because I mainly care about the form in my 
compositions. It is because I believe that if you place things randomly 
or throw rocks on a pile, that pile will always collapse. So in music there 
must be rules of construction that will allow the work to stand on its feet. 
Naturally, the laws need not be old 
- 
God forbid. The music may be 
simpler or more constructed 
- 
it's unimportant, it depends on the 
language of a particular composer 
- 
but it must be well constructed. 144 
A concern for form and structure can be seen throughout the series of seven violin 
concertos. A common approach to this aspect of her writing creates a sense of 
cohesion both within and between works and is responsible for shaping many other 
aspects of her writing. Changes also can be detected in her use of form. Early 
concertos demonstrate a strong reliance on classical structures whereas later works 
experiment with a large variety of patterns and forms. 
143 Maria Anna Harley, 'Gratyna Bacewicz in Her Own Words', www. usc. edu /dcpt/ 
polish 
- 
musict composer/bacewicz. htmL II April 2000, accessed 2000. Vytautas Baceviaius, I March 
1947. 
144 ibid Vytautas Baceviaius, 21 March 1947. 
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(a) Overall Formal Structure of the Concertos 
A brief glance at the titles of Bacewicz's listed works (see the Appendix) reveals the 
extent of the composer's adherence to established classical or folk forms and genres. 
Her adoption of the concerto genre, in particular, remains remarkably faithful to the 
classical model: each concerto is presented in three movements and fits perfectly the 
fast-slow-fast model traditionally associated with concerto writing. This is not always 
the case within other of Bacewicz's standard-fonn works; the chamber works, for 
example, demonstrate a more varied approach. Of the seven string quartets (1939- 
1965), a series that quite naturally invites comparison with the violin concertos, nos. 
1,2,3,4 and 7 are written in just three movements, whereas nos. 5 and 6 are written 
in the more typical four. Similarly, the two piano quintcts are written in four and 
three movements respectively. It is, of course, not unusual at this time to find 
chamber works written in any number of movements; however, any departure from 
the standard model in these works heightens the significance of Baccwic; es strong 
adherence to the norm within the violin concertos. 
The overall shape of Bacewicz's concerto movements remains remarkably 
similar despite the use of a number of different, established forms. They all follow a 
roughly symmetrical design. The two outer movements are in most cases sonata-form 
movements, the only exception being the third movement of the second concerto, 
marked'Vivd. Ilis movement appears to be related to theme-and-variation form, yet 
the overall structure is comparable to a sonata form movement. The opening theme 
and the first variation are in position and character entirely typical of the main themes 
of Bacewicz's sonata form movements and return in the second half of the movement 
in the manner of a recapitulation. 
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Despite these striking structural similarities, each concerto manages to maintain 
an individual approach due to the fitfulness of Bacewicz's adherence to various 
conventions, which indicates not so much an inexperienced composer tr)ing to come 
to terms with a complex large-scale structure but a young woman composer 
attempting to assert her unique musical personality upon a tried and trusted classical 
model. The first concerto (1937), for example, is one of Bacewiczs earliest exercises 
in sonata form, yet even at this stage her manipulation of it is highly pcrsonal; a 
number of subversive features are introduced that continue to be seen in later works. 
The conventions in concerto writing against which these works are being tested, 
were established by composers such as Mozart and Haydn in the eighteenth century. 
Typically, concertos would open with an introductory section played by the tutti 
instruments leading into the first statement of theme A, usually coinciding with the 
appearance of the solo instrument. it would then be expected that the entire 
exposition section be repeated. The soloist is fully involved in the thematic activity of 
the development section, before presenting an improvised cadenza on route to or 
during the recapitulation. 
A typical sonata form first movement of a Bacewicz concerto opens with an 
immediate statement of the first theme; the classical tutti introduction is usually 
absent. This omission, first remarkable in Beethoven's Fourth Piano Concerto, is of 
course common to violin concertos written during the first half of the twentieth 
century, see, for example, those by Bart6k, Shostakovich, Barber and Khachaturian. 
In Bacewicz's series, opening tuttis occur only in the first movement of the second 
concerto, the third movement of the third concerto and the first and third movements 
of the seventh concerto. 
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In the first three concertos the first subject theme is presented without 
exception by the solo instrument. A gradual relaxation of t1fis regimen can be 
detected later in the series, although the material continues to be presented by a 
stringed instrument 
A repeat of the exposition has all but disappeared from classical sonata form in 
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. This has converted a structure originally in 
binary form, with repeats of both the exposition and the development and 
recapitulation sections, into one essentially in ternary fonn. The contrast between the 
more stable outer sections and a less predictable development section, is eagerly 
embraced by Bacewicz given her distinct preference for symmetrical patterns and 
structures, and indeed, tripartite form. 
The cadenza can either contribute to a stable structure, or destabilize it, and 
Bacewicz's inclusion of cadenzas in the closing stages of the concerto movements is 
fitful. Extensive, fully-notated cadenzas are included in the first movements of most 
of the concertos; in third movements they are rare, and only one of these is of any 
length (in the sixth concerto). A few movements feature a far shorter unaccompanied 
bridge passage between the development and recapitulation sections; see for example 
the first movement of the sixth concerto and the third movement of the third, fourth 
and seventh concertos. 
The form of second movements is generally less predictable. Symmetry, however, 
remains a preoccupation, with the central movement functioning as an axis around 
which the rest of the concerto is arranged. The vast majority of the slow movements 
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considered here unify through their formal imitation of the outer movements: most are 
presented in ternary form; even more can be divided into three roughly equal parts. 
Significantly, experimental writing proliferates in the central sections of 
concerto movemefits. Here, the exploration of thematic and motivic material is 
frequently accompanied, often quite abruptly, by changes in other aspects of the 
writing. As a result these sections often display a more individual approach and here 
it is possible to identify the early signs of Bacewicz's mature style. 
The first concerto! s central Andante is one such example; the overall form of 
the movement is reasonably symmetrical and bears a strong resemblance to the 
preceding movement. The first theme is combined just two bars after its presentation 
with a contrapuntal second theme (see Ex. 48). 
Ex. 48 Conc. 1, Mvt. H, b. 1 
AWWft (-Wto I, ) 
4 
fka-I 
l i 
Aadode (WAtt* SgprO@d-) p 
A 
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-- 
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W" bw 
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V 
in part or by rhythmical implication during this opening section. A complete change 
in mood and material accompanies a move at b. 47 to a central Rubato, its character 
and strategic position recalling a development section (see Ex. 49). 
Ex. 49 Conc. 1, Mvt. H, b. 47 
Bw 
CYI 
sob I 
v 
vs 
MAN 
Doth6 
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The first theme is soon established as the submissive partner, appearing only 
I -"- p 
The writing is intensely colourful, employing a far greater variety of 
orchestral timbres and instrumental effects. Time signature changes, for example, are 
common, alternating between 2/4,3/4,4/4 and 514 five times in the space of eight 
bars. Dynamic changes are abrupt; a large emphasis is placed on the second beat of 
each bar followed by a rapid diminuendo, and the flutes punctuate this effect with an 
ornament placed just before the beat. Triplet quavers, a prominent feature of theme 
B, play a key role in the developmental solo line. The recapitulation is marked by a 
return to cantabile writing, followed quickly by a complete repetition of the opening 
theme. Notably, this theme is now combined with a series of harmonics in the solo 
line, drawing together aspects of both sections of the movement and demonstrating 
the progress of the musical material (see Ex. 50). 
Ex. 50 Conc. 1, Mvt. H, b. 59 
Fkta 
Oboe 
Cbfkmt in a 
Bonoon 
Hom in F 
HMP 
V'JDfiO 
ViDlOnDellO 
DDuble Bass 
I 
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The opening theme, although relatively insignificant to the development of the 
movement, is still used to provide closure. 
Similarly structured movements appear in the third, fifth and sixth concertos. 
The remainder seem to recall other established formal types, yet adhere to tripartite 
structures. Elements of rondo form can be seen in the slow movement of the second 
concerto. The movement follows the basic plan, AD ABB C AB C& where the 
letters A and B represent the two halves of the opening theme (see Ex. 5 1). 
Ex. 51 Conc. 2, Mvt. H, b. 7 (Solo Violin) 
Solo Violin 
14 LO-A- 
Mn. 
Mn. 
As before, the movement can be split into three well-balanced sections, with strong 
connections between the first and third sections and a contrasting central section (see 
Fig 3). 
Fig. 3 Rondo Form: Conc. 2, Mvt. H 
AB ABB 1 AB CA 
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The form of the fourth concerto's middle movement bears reference to theme and 
variation form, but with thematic material in the opening and closing sections framing 
a central section of highly imaginative thematic development. 
The central movement of the seventh concerto, Largo, is the first in the series 
to employ arch form. The opening section introduces three main themes at bb. 3,34 
and 54, followed by a central section with little thematic activity. The third and final 
section reflects the first with the three themes reappearing in reverse order at bb. 103, 
109 and 116. 
The only feature of these central movements which might be considered to 
upset the structural apple-cart is the cadenza. A lengthy cadenza precedes the 
recapitulation in the slow movement of the sixth concerto, and short unaccompanied 
passages appear in those of the fourth and seventh concertos. The cadenza is perhaps 
the only structural feature that does not support the general trend for balanced, 
symmetrical central movements. 
(b) Structure and Character of Main Themes 
Bacewicz's strong allegiance to controlled structures is carried through into the layout 
of the themes themselves. A standardized method of thematic presentation, for 
example, clearly helps identify her compositional style (see Bi-parlite Structure ofthe 
Main Theme). Her use of this thematic material, however, is less organised and tends 
to vary from concerto to concerto. 
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(i) Use of Themes 
Despite taking a fairly regimented approach to the construction of theinatic material, 
the use of this material varies from movement to movement. There is only a gradual 
increase then decrease in the number of direct repetitions of thematic material driven 
by general changes in Bacewiczs melodic writing (see Neo-Classical Influences on 
Concerto Yhemes and Rhythm). 
(ii) Bi-partite Structure of the Main Theme 
A large number of Bacewicz's main themes are organised according to a standard 
model. The material is organised in two parts, each with further subdivisions. The 
opening of the fifth concerto's slow movement, for example, can first be split into two 
parts, A, B, each of which contains two contrasting halves, W, X and Y, Z. A 
balanced four-part structure is thus created (see Fig. 4, also Ex. 52). 
Fig. 4 Structure of Opening Tutti: Conc. 5, Mvt. 11 
A B 
t\ /\ 
wx YZ 
bb. 14 5-7 7-11 11-14 
At the lowest level of subdivision, the two pairs of phrases show similarities, i. c. Y 
reflects W and Z reflects X. The second pair may repeat the melodic material of the 
first, but will sometimes just draw on other features associated with its presentation. 
In the above example this is the case: the change in dynamic accompanying the 
movement's opening theme returns rather than specific melodic material. 
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Ex. 52 Cone. 5, Mvt. 11, b. I (Reduction) 
04 
be seen to operate at some level in the first subject themes of no fewer than ten 
concerto movements. 
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(iii) Immediate Repetition of Themes 
Bacewicz's thematic material is commonly followed by an immediate repetition, 
creating a higher order two-part division. The themes of the first concerto's first 
movement provide early examples. At the opening, the statement of the first subject 
is followed by an immediate repetition of the entire phrase (see Ex- 45). In this 
example the repetition appears in the key of the flattened supertonic; however, most 
other details remain the same. This use of immediate repetition informs the 
presentation of no fewer than 19 main themes in the series of concertos and appears 
regularly in her other works. 146 In some, direct repetitions are offered, whilst others 
145 Conc. 1, Mvt. 1; Conc. 2, Mvt. 111; Cone. 3, Mvt. s I and 11; Conc. 4, Mvt. s I and 111; Conc. 
5, Mvt. s I and II; Conc. 6, Mvt. s 11 and III. 146 This model can be seen to operate, for example, within the first subject themes of Trio for 
Oboe, Violin and Cello, Mvt. 111 (1935); Violin Sonata No. 3, Mvt. s 1,111 & IV (1947/8); Sonata da 
Camera, Mvt. s 1,111 &V (1945); Concerto for String Orchestra, Mvt. s I& 111 (1948); Violin Sonata 
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Andante J- 63 
r-Q-k 
The model, although quite standard, is remarkable only for its regularity of use: it can 
develop the material within the broad shape of the repetitive structure. A persistent 
feature however is that the repetition at least begins with an exact melodic repetition 
of the original phrase. 
While such repetition continues to appear in later concertos, more unusual 
designs also emerge. In the second movement of the fifth concerto, for example, the 
opening tutti introduces thematic material later shown to be part of the first subject 
theme, as well as other discrete melodic material to be heard later in the movement, as 
in the flute melody at bb. 7,50 and 98. 
(iv) The Balanced Design of Themes 
The composer's concern for symmetry governs the formation of thematic material as 
well as larger-scalc structure. The melodic contour of Bacewicz's thematic 
constructions is often symmetrical; see for example the opening theme of the third 
movement of the sixth concerto (see Ex. 53). 147 
Ex. 53 Conc. 6, Myt. IH, b. I (Reduction) 
Gloco» j- 100 
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A vast numbcr of thcmes within Baccwicz's othcr works support this trcnd. 
No. 4, Mvts. L III & IV (1949); Violin Sonata No. 5, Mvts. I& 11 (195 1); Piano Sonata No. 2, Mvt. 1 
(1953); Symphony No. 3, MvL I& 111 (1952); String Quartet No. 5, Mvt 111 (1955) and Divertimento 
for String Orchestra, Mvt. I& 11 (1965), and the second subject of Violin Sonata No. 3, Mvt. III (1947/8)'147 
ConC. 1, Mvt. II, b. 3; Conc. 2, MvL H, b. 7; Conc. 2, Mvt. III, b. 1; Conc. 3, Mvt. II, b. 2; 
Conc. 4, Mvt. HL b. 1; Conc. 6, Mvt. III, b. 1; Conc. 7. Mvt. III, b. 5. 
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(v) The Characterization of Themes 
In true classical style, first subject themes in the early concertos typically start with 
material featuring a number of the following: a loud dynamic, a moderate-to-fast 
tempo- dotted 'military' rhythms, accents, detached or staccato articulations and 
shortened note values. 148 The opening theme of the fourth concerto's first movement 
Allegro, for example, is marked energico, with a fortissimo dynamic and a dotted 
quaver, serniquaver hythm (see Ex. 44). The second subject theme, in contrast, often 
features a quiet dynamic, a reduction in tempo, legato phrasing, ties, and a 
lengthening of note values. 149 The theme at b. 46 of the third concerto's first 
movement, for example, is marked piano, with slurring and a number of ties (see Ex. 
19f. The ties function as a means of shiffing the emphasis from the first beat of the 
bar, a strong beat, to the following quaver, a weak beat. 
The usual characteristics of the main themes in sonata form movements in turn 
filter into the main themes of non-sonata form movements. As would be expected, 
the central movements always open with a theme stylistically similar to the second 
subject theme of a sonata form movement, providing the greatest contrast with the 
first subject material at the end of the preceding movement and start of the next. Ile 
first theme of the second movement of the second concerto, for example, combines a 
piano marking with slurred articulation and a weak-beat entry. In this case a quaver 
rest is used at the beginning of the bar to delay the entry (see Ex. 42). 
The main themes of non-sonata form outer movements also share these 
characteristics, see for example the second concerto's Vivo. Only the opening theme 
149 The description since the mid-19th century of such characteristics as'masculine will be discussed later. 
149 In parallel with the characteristics described above as 'masculine' these are commonly 
referred to as'feminine'. 
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of the sixth concerto and the first and second subjects of the outer movements of the 
seventh concerto depart from these stereotypes, intimating a slight change in approach 
towards the end of the series. 
In most of the concertos, the two main themes act as roughly equal partners; 
only four movements break this trend: Conc. 1, Mvts. I and 11; Conc. 2, Mvt. L and 
Conc. 3, Mvt. 1. Amongst these, a large proportion of the first three works, the 
phenomenon is generally due to a dominant first subject theme whose material 
accords with the solo-led neo-classical passagework of these early concertos. As the 
series progresses and the themes become less characteristic, their power and 
significance inevitably shrinks. 
Considering the lack of a thematic hierarchy in the passagework of a large 
number of the concerto movements, it is perhaps surprising that the first subject theme 
is used in the vast majority of these as a means of providing closure at the end of the 
recapitulation. In the first five concertos, theme A is used in this role a total of eleven 
times and theme B twice. 150 Most occurrences are in the earlier concertos, supporting 
the above trend. 
(A) Neo-classical Influences on Concerto Themes 
The early violin concertos are deeply indebted to the French neo-classical style which 
is revealed, in part, by a strong reliance on neo-classical figurations such as scales, 
sequences, string crossings, pedals and canon for the formation of thematic material. 
In these concertos, the main themes themselves are rarely presented in their entirety; 
their components provide most of the material for the movements and dictate the 
150 Theme A: Concerto No. 1, Mvt. s 1, R and M; Concerto No. 2, MvL M; Concerto No. 3, 
Mvt. s Il and IH; Concerto No. 4, Mvts LH and III and Concerto No. 5, Mvt. 1. 
Theme B: Concerto No. 2, Mvt. I and Concerto No. 3, MvL I 
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pattern of use. Pedal notes, scalar movement and bariolage are ideas utilized by the 
composer in much the same way as the melodic aspect of a theme was employed 
classically. The neo-classical opening theme of the first movement of the second 
concerto, for example, comprises scale-wise sequential movement and bariolage in 
the upper voices with a bass pedal-note in the bassoons. Much of this movement's 
musical material is based on one or more of these interrelated features. Melodic lines 
tend to move in a linear fashion, following sWewise or chromatic sequences rather 
than complementing classical harmonic progressions. Although the writing is highly 
detailed and at first glance rather repetitive, the persistent semiquavers form larger- 
scale sequences due to the slightly different tone colour of certain pitches within the 
bariolage figurations. The vast majority of the semiquavers, however, arc purely 
decorative, contributing only to the textural effect and virtuosity of the line. The 
specific theme is almost entirely disregarded: it receives no cxact or even close 
repetitions, even in the recapitulation section. 
(vii) Rhythm 
The gradual loss of neo-classical figuration in the later concertos is offset by the 
emancipation of other aspects of the writing. Individual rhythms, textures and even 
intervals are given a greater thematic role, replacing the linear material of previous 
concertos. This gradual change in approach can be discerned in both the concertos 
and Bacewicz's wider catalogue of works, The Musica Sinfonica in Tre Movimenti, 
for example, written in the same year as the final concerto (1965), opens with a 
number of accented chords; Sustained block chords contrast with staccato fligurations, 
presented in turn by individual sections of the orchestra. Here it is almost impossible 
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to isolate any melodic thematic material; instead characteristic textures are formed 
and then drawn upon at later stages in the movement. The final violin concerto, in 
contrast to many of Bacewicz's works of the mid-sixties, retains vestiges of melodic 
thematic material. This is perhaps because the solo instrument invites such melodic 
writing. Exact repetitions of thematic material, however, become gradually less 
common with every concerto. In the first movement of the fifth concerto, for 
example, the main themes are absent from the development section and return for 
only six bars in total in the recapitulation. The situation is perhaps related to the 
movement's constant reliance on specific intervals, particularly major and minor 3rds, 
see for example the passage starting at b. 74 (Ex. 54). The intervallic structure of the 
material, therefore, demonstrates a new complexity and a thematic importance. This 
is a trend which continues through to the third movement of the seventh concerto 
where there are absolutely no close, partial or direct repetitions of the main thematic 
material. There is no trace of the main themes in the development section and only 
material loosely inspired by them in the recapitulation. 
An emancipation of rhythmical material in themes is evident in a number of later 
concerto movements, including Conc. 4, MA 111; Conc. 5, MVL 111; Conc. 6, Mvt. 1, 
and Conc. 7, Mvt. 11. In the first example, for instance, the opening theme (A) 
combines a number of different rhythmical elements in a rapidly ascending then 
descending line (see Ex. 3). The dotted rhythm of the opening rhythm (a), is followed 
by a staccato quaver arpeggio (b), a legato quaver-two semiquaver figure (c), and then 
a crotchet-quaver figure incorporating a large interval leap to a harmonic in each 
string part (d). 
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Ex. 54 Conc. 5, Mvt. 1, b. 74 
74 1 
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Themes combining contrasting material or figurations can be identified in earlier 
concerto movements, therefore it is not surprising that Bacewicz has continued this 
trend by forming a theme from four completely different rhythmical figurations. 
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These figures function independently throughout the movement, penetrating both 
further themes and developmental material. In the bars following the statement of the 
main theme, its rhythmical elements begin to separate and form different 
combinations. 
The early concertos demonstrate a far greater degree of flexibility in both phrase 
length and time signature than Bacewicz's contemporaneous works. The first 
concerto starts with a theme built around six-bar phrases, immediately breaking away 
from classical four-bar groupings (see Ex. 45). The end of each phnýse is extended 
slightly by a pause over the barline, creating a slightly iffegular phrase length. 17his 
technique can be seen again in the second movement, where a move from 2/4 to 3/4 
for the final bar of the phrase extends it by just one beat (see Ex. 55). 
Ex. 55 Cone. 1, Mvt. II, b. 12 (Solo Violin) 
12 r-3--n 
A 
Solo Violin 
f- 
I The first concerto is in fact characterized by its regular time signature changes. An 
eleven-bar passage at b. 59 in the first movement, for example, contains no fewer than 
nine (see Ex. 56). 
Ex. 56 Conc. 1, Mvt L b. 59 
23323232323 
44444444444 
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This again leads to the formation of a number of irregular phrase lengths. 
A high profile example appears at the opening of the third concerto. The folk- 
inspired theme introduced by a bassoon and oboe is written in two parts in question 
and answer format (see Ex. 26). The first part is presented in 2/4 time, but closes with 
a 3/4 bar, creating an irregular seven bar-and-one-beat phrase. The answering phrase 
is a bar shorter and again sustains its final note for an extra beat within a 3/4 bar. This 
irregularity is mirrored by the first subject theme of the concerto's third movement, 
which is written in a combination of two, four, five and six-bar phrases (see Ex. 57). 
Ex. 57 Com 3, Mvt. III, b. 21 (Solo Violin) 
4 bar pbrase 2 bar plimse 4 bw 
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The four + two bar combination is a classic folk phrasing, thus reflecting the melody's 
I 
possible origins. 
Interestingly, the passagework in the central parts of early concerto 
movements often contains a greater concentration of regular phrase groups. It is more 
usually at this point in the movement that Bacewiczs writing becomes more 
experimental. As the series progresses, however, irregular phrase groups appear more 
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frequently in this section. By the fourth concerto, for example, time signature 
changes and irregular phrase groups can be seen to some extent in all parts of the 
work. 
In the final concerto, phrase groups become quite difficult to identify due to a 
less classical use of melody, although particularly long phrases can occasionally be 
seen.. Theme B in the first movement, for example, could be considered as a single 
phrase lasting thirteen bars (see Ex. 58). 
Ex. 58 Cone. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 43 
Poco Ineno mosso 88 
43 
17-m 
Solo ViDfin 
48 
A 
Vln "09 logo- 
ow 
The phrase consists of a number of short and often irregular independent units, 
although each leads directly into the next without reaching closure, thus creating a far 
longer cumulative melodic line. 
(viii) Introduction of Additional Thematic Material 
In most of Bacewicz's violin concertos, additional melodic material supplements the 
melodic line, and occasionally is elevated to a thematic role. This material can, on 
occasion, be seen to take the place of the main themes, significantly altering the 
balance of the sonata form movement The most usual pattern of presentation is not 
atypical; a 'secondary theme is introduced at some stage in the exposition, often 
following the initial statement of theme & This model appears in no fewer than 
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eleven concerto movements. 151 Further themes are included intermittently-, see for 
examplc Cone. 1, Mvt. III; Cone. 4, Mvt. 1; Cone. 6, Mvt. III and Cone. 7, Mvt. 1. 
The introduction of new thematic material occurs in almost all cases in the exposition 
and returns in the recapitulation, confirming its identity as a theme. In the first 
movements of the sixth and seventh concertos, however, new material is introduced 
during the development section also. In the sixth, a new theme is introduced at b. 141 
towards the middle of the development section (see Ex. 59). 
Ex. 59 Cone. 6, Mvt. 1, b. 141 
141J- 114 
J-114 
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151 See Concerto No. 1, Mvt. s I and M; Concerto No. 2, Mvt. 1; Concerto No. 3, Mvt. IIL 
Concerto No. 4, Mvt. s I and E[I; Concerto No. 5. Mvt. Ifl; Concerto No. 6, MvLs I and III and Concerto 
No. 7, Mvt. s L 11 and 111. 
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Marked cantahile, the theme is stylistically very similar to the second subject, which 
interestingly is left absent from this section. The impact of the additional material is 
felt most, however, in the recapitulation section. Here, each of the themes returns, 
including the secondary theme which appears twice (bb. 236 and 299). As the main 
themes are both stereotypical constructions, the inclusion of a third creates an 
automatic imbalance, impacting quite significantly the overall character of the section. 
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4: Texture 
Contrasts in texture form the very basis of the concerto genre. Solo and tutti groups 
are traditionally set up as opposing forces, creating an enormous mnge of possibilities 
for the density of textural writing. Bacewicz's use of texture, like several other 
aspects of her style, changes fundamentally over the course of her career. Early 
works show a classical approach, moving from 'melody-plus-accompaniment' to 
contrapuntal textures in the central parts of movements. As the series progresses, 
Bacewicz begins to employ textures less predictably, with a greater range in the 
number of accompanying lines and the level of complexity. The latter could perhaps 
be considered a significant contribution to the development of Polish music. 
(a) Solo/Tutti Relationship 
The solo instrument is understandably highlighted in the first two concertos where 
melody-plus-accompaniment textures dominate. From here on in the solo violin part 
becomes progressively more integrated into the tutti line. In the fourth concerto, the 
solo violin enters into partnerships with tutti instrtunents, see for example MviL 1, bb. 
78 (Ex. 60), and even assumes a quasi-accompanimentat role, see Mvt. IIL b. 78 (Ex. 
61). In the fifth concerto, the solo line is frequently doubled rhythmically and 
melodically by other instruments, see for example Mvt. 1, bb. 101,148,187 and 203 
CEx. 62). In this concerto also, the solo instrument occasionally assumes a more 
decorative role while thematic material is presented by a tutti instrument; see Mvt. I b. 
59 (Ex. 63)., 
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Ex. 60 Conc. 4, Mvt. 14 b. 78 
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By the seventh concerto the. solo/tutti relationship is one of almost equal partners, 
creating far more varied writing in both solo and tutti sections. 
(b) Functions of Texture 
Although in the early concertos texture is not used to articulate the beginnings of large 
sections, whole movements remain clearly shaped by texture. The f irst two concertos, 
both neo-classical works, move regularly between contrapuntal and 'melody-and- 
accompaniment'-style textures, sometimes quite abruptly. 
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Ex. 61 Cone. 4, Mvt. 1114 b. 78 
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Most movements in these concertos open with an extended section of 'mclody-plus- 
accompaniment' writing, anticipating the first subject solo theme; the writing then 
becomes more contrapuntal. The introduction of the second subject material initiates 
a momentary return to the melody-plus-accompaniment texture, but then the number 
of lines increases again. 
Counterpoint reaches its greatest density in the development section, before 
the recapitulation returns to the textural patterns of the exposition. Thus, the first and 
second concertos are linked by their use of texture to reinforce a symmetrical design. 
There is even a slight sense of progression due to an increase in the number of 
contrapuntal lines across the two concertos. Significantly, passages of homophonic 
writing appear towards the end of the second concerto, anticipating a greater use of 
this texture in subsequent works. 
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Ex. 62 Conc. 5, Mvt. 1, b. 101 
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Ex. 63 Cone. 5, Mvt. 1, b. 58 (Reduced Score) 
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The middle concertos feature a number of changes to the trends established in 
Concertos I and 2. The new approacI4 described below, is also displayed in a number 
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of Bacewicz's other works of the late 40s and early 50s, including, for example, the 
first movement of the Concertofor String Orchestra (1948). Perhaps coincidentally, 
a similar use of texture can be seen in Stravinsky's 5ymphony in Yhree Movements (in 
particular the first movement) written just three years earlier. 
In most of the middle group of Bacewicz's violin concertos, movements open 
with a unison or at least a homophonic statement of the first subject During the 
course of the movement, the writing becomes increasingly contrapuntal, again 
returning quite symmetrically from the climax to a more homophonic recapitulation or 
closing section. The introduction of homophony to areas previously reserved for 
melody-and-accompaniment is a quite fundamental change in Bacewicz's style. It 
can be linked to more general developments: accompanimental writing in the two 
previous concertos was frequently conjunct, supporting scales and passagework in the 
melodic line, whereas in following concertos the accompaniment is emancipated to 
hold melodic interest in its own right This emancipation is related to a greater 
preoccupation with texture. In the first movement of the third concerto, for instance, 
the opening theme is presented in unison by a combination of different instrumental 
groupings. With each repetition of this opening theme, the accompanying material 
becomes slightly more complex and melodically more independent. The C major 
repetition of the first part of the melody at b. 14, for example, is accompanied by both 
a pedal note and a counter-melody. By b. 33 a total of five different parts are present 
within the divisi string lines. This progress continues: throughout the development 
section a growing number of lines are presented simultaneously beneath the solo 
violin. The tuttis, however, often resort to theforlissimo unison lines of the opening, 
creating a far greater contrast between sections. 
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By the late concertos, these structural, textural trends disintegrate. For 
instance, the level of counterpoint tends to increase more dramatically at a much 
earlier stage in the work. The unison writing of the fifth concerto's first subject 
theme, for example, is abandoned for counterpoint within six bars. Also, a return to 
the use of unison or homophonic writing at the end of the movement is more sporadic. 
By the seventh concerto, a pattern cannot be found to Bacewices use of texture; the 
movements are no longer structured by her selection of textural type. The first 
movement, for example, is contrapuntal from the outset. Counterpoint dominates; 
whilst homophony, in comparison, is rare. 
(c) Textural Juxtaposition 
Textural juxtaposition is a technique which had already been exploited by Stravinsky 
and other modernist composers for a number of years. In the third, fourth and fifth 
concertos, it is given primacy. Block textures in the central part of each movement 
now create contrasting sections, often coinciding with the use of the solo and tutti 
groups. At b. 68 of the second movement of the fourth concerto, for example, sudden 
changes to the texture, orchestration and dynamic occur every few bars. This type of 
writing is kept almost exclusively within the passagework of the development section 
at this stage in the series, extending to all parts of the movement by the seventh 
concerto. The effect of such juxtaposition'depends on the creation of considerable 
contrast between the textures involved and invokes considerable ingenuity on 
Bacewicz's part. 
In the fourth and fifth concertos the textural writing evolves; layered textures, 
combining different instrumental effects with a number of contrapuntal lines, begin to 
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appear. Occasional passages of particularly complex textural writing appear in these 
concertos, see for example the sudden four-bar tutti interjection at b. 335 of the fourth 
concerto's third movement (Ex. 64). Here, fast-moving semiquaver uns are scored at 
five different pitches for divisi upper strings, lower strings and woodwind, punctuated 
on each quaver beat by various brass and percussion. The doubling of so many fast- 
moving lines with slurring and a loud dynamic creates a complex sound effect in 
which it is difficult for the listener to separate individual lines. 
This type of writing reappears in the fifth concerto; at b. 26 of the first 
movement a large number of moving lines in the string section combine with the 
tremolo in the oboes and clarinets (see Ex. 65). Such passages reveal an increased 
interest in the use of texture to create effect and to blur the listener's perception of the 
line. In the seventh concerto, Bacewicz uses glissandos notated without noteheads to 
create much the same effect. The passage at b. 134 in the third movement, for 
example, requires each performer in both the second violin and double bass sections 
to traverse the pitch range at their own pace (see Ex. 67). This obscures the clarity of 
each individual line, thus deliberately muddying the texture. In this concerto 
Bacewicz demonstrates far greater courage of conviction; the more interesting and 
experimental textural writing previously reserved for the central parts of each 
movement is present throughout. 
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Ex. 64 Conc. 4, Mvt IU4 b. 335 
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Ex. 65 Conc. 5, Mvt 14 b. 26 
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Ex. 66 Music for Strings, Trumpets and Percussion, Mvt. 11, b. 74 
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(d) Textural Density 
In combination with the introduction of a greater variety of textural writing, Bacewicz 
also begins to experiment with the density of textures. The range in the number of 
lines included in textures of any type can be seen to increase as the series progresses, ' 
creating the potential for enormous contrast 
The early concertos make little use of these two extremes, with much of the 
writing in both solo and tutti sections remaining within quite tight parameters. A 
change occurs within the third concerto: the level of scoring increases gradually to 
create dense textures. This can be seen also in the fourth concerto, aligned with a 
dramatic reduction in others. 
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Ex. 67 Conc. 7, Mvt. IH, b. 133 
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At b. 105 in the third movement, for example, the orchestral accompaniment 
all but disappears (see Ex. 68). The trend continues: the fifth concerto contains a 
number of lightly scored sections resembling chamber music, see for example Mvt. 1, 
b. 87 (Ex. 24). The texture here is controlled to a fine degree by the composer: a 
divisi is included at b. 136 to reduce the number of lower strings by half (see Ex. 69). 
The development culminates in the seventh concerto, where simple duets contrast 
with passages of intensely complex contrapuntal writing. 
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Ex. 68 Cone. 4, Mvt M b. 105 
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Ex. 69 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 136 
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5: Orchestration 
Issues of orchestration cannot be completely separated from issues of texture. Ile 
impact of the complex textural writing of later concertos, for example, relies entirely 
upon the composer's clever use of orchestration to separate the component lines, 
while of course, orchestral groups have to be varied to produce the textural patterns 
described in the previous section. In these works, Bacewicz also has to take care to 
maintain a good balance between the solo and tutti groups. 
A fundamental change in approach can be seen in both the textural and timbral 
writing as the series progresses as BacewiC*Z begins to focus on their potential for 
expressive use. 
(a) Use of Timbre 
Initially, the composeesuseofthe orchestral group is entirely classical. The first 
concerto rejects nineteenth-century developments, returning instead to the eighteenth 
century for inspiration. The string and woodwind sections, independent forces, 
usually present their own material, sometimes combining to form simple, blended 
textures, yet more often working in opposition as contrasting groups. Interaction is 
limited to brief moments of neo-classical imitation, and the formation of relationships 
across these groups is exceptionally rare, even in passages of contrapuntal writing. 
The brass and percussion sections play a limited role througboutý providing emphasis 
and volume only as required. This very classical use of the orchestra is a clear feature 
of Bacewicz's early style and vestiges of it remain in later works. 
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The orchestration of the second and third concertos demonstrates a similar 
approach, particularly in the outer sections of movements; however, more interesting 
writing begins to appear in the central parts, where unusual instrumental (concertante) 
groupings are formed by crossing sectional boundaries. An early example occurs in 
the development section of Concerto No. 2, Mvt. I at b. 197. Here, a lightly-scored 
passage of contrapuntal writing combines a flute, clarinet, timpan4 solo violin and the 
viola section. It is particularly unusual for the composer to draw upon individual 
members of the string section at this stage, as the blended string sound created by the 
presence of the entire section forms the basis of BacewicZs orchestra] sound. 
In the third movement of the third concerto the use of concertante groups 
grows and diversifies. There is certainly little or no interaction between the string and 
wind sections in the opening section; however, the situation reverses as the movement 
progresses. These, and even brass and percussion sections, slowly begin to interact, 
so that, for example, three trombones combine with lower strings from bb. 293-8 and 
with solo violin, timpani and clarinets in the passage from bb. 383-390. In this 
concerto, instrumental groupings begin to be used to create structure, as blocks -of 
contrasting timbral material are juxtaposed, for example at b. 117 (see Ex. 70). 
The orchestration becomes less experimental at the recapitulation, restoring 
once again the classical instrumental groupings. The symmetrical pattern created by 
the gradual introduction of more experimental writing to the central sections of the 
movements is intimately related to Bacewicz's use of texture. As the number of I incs, 
increases in the more contrapuntal central sections, there are more opportunities for 
relationships to develop between different groups of instruments. 
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Ex. 70 Conc. 3, Mvt. IM b. 117 
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In the fourth concerto, incidences of this type of writing appear earlier in the 
exposition and later in the recapitulation, as in, for example, the solo violin and 
timpani duet from bb. 31-36 in the first movement. Increasingly imaginative 
combinations of instruments occur in this concerto's central sections; see, for 
example, the opening of the second movement, where muted upper strings and 
pizzicato lower strings are combined with a tam-tam. 
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These developments continue in the fifth concerto. Different sections of the 
orchestra interact at a much earlier stage; concertante writing can be seen at b. 13 of 
the first movement. The earlier classical string/wind opposition is not forgotten 
however; see, for example, the more classical use of the orchestra group at b. 136. 
In the seventh concerto, such trends reach their height. Conccrtante groups 
pervade and the combinations demonstrate great imagination. See, for example, b. 73 
in the third movement, which is scored for two homs, bongos, harp, first violins and 
double basses. The writing demonstrates for the first time a genuine equality in the 
instrumentation; the string section is no longer the backbone of the orchestral sound. 
The solo passage ftorn bb. 2842 in the first movement, for example, completely 
omits the string section while the percussion gains more profile. The opening of the 
second movement, for example, features a tam-tam, vibraphone, xylophone, timpani, 
celesta and strings. Brass instruments too appear with great regularity in the 
concertante groups. 
Instrumental techniques also expand considerably the range of available sounds; see, 
for example the combination of two bassoons, third and fourth horns, muted trmpets, 
solo violin and pizzicato double bass at b. 268, Mvt. IL Their use can be seen to 
escalate in later works. At b. 90 in the third movement of the sixth concerto, for 
example, the combination of clarinets, bass clarinet, horns, celesta and sul pont 
harmonics in the violins is just one of a series of interesting soundscapes. Fig. 5 
charts the use of such techniques in the series. 
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Fig. 5 Use of Instrumental Techniques 
Concerto Instrumental Techniques 
No. I Pizzicato, sul ponticello, 
No. 2 Pizz., sul pont 
No. 3 Pizz., trill glissando, tremolo, so] pont, con soW, flutter-tongue 
No. 4 Pizz., sul pont, glissando, con sord, tremolo 
No. 5 Pizz., sul pont, con sord, sul pont, tremolo, sul tasto 
No. 6 PizL, tremolo glissando, sul pont, con sord, glissando, tremolo, sul tasto, 'quasi gliss' 
No. 7 Pizz., vibrato ghssando, sul tasto, trill glissando, con sord, sul pont, col legno, tremolo 
glissando, tremolo, 'comme, pcrcussione', saltando 
While the table does not indicate regularity of use, it does reveal a clear increase in 
range of techniques. In the seventh concerto an even wider palette of orchestral 
colours emerges; see, for example, the glissando marked sul tavlo at b. 98 in the 
second movement. Glissandi are of course particularly prevalent in works by 
Bacewicz's contemporary Panufnik, see for example his Lullaby (t947). 
The general move towards a varied orchestra] sound also affects the instrw-nentation 
of the melodic line. In the first two concertos, an entire melodic phrase is usually 
presented by a single instrument, obviously in many cases the solo violin. In later 
concertos, however, melodic lines begin to be passed from one instrument to another. 
The simple writing in the second movement of the fourth concerto, for example, is 
transformed by the scoring (see Ex. 71). The quaver, dotted crotchet motif is passed 
from the solo violin to the horns and bassoons, back to the solo violin, then on to the 
clarinet. This completely transforms a lengthy and otherwise uneventful melodic line. 
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Ex. 71 Cone. 4, Mvt. M b. 15 (Reduced Score) 
Clarina in Bý 
Bassoon 
Horn in F 
Solo Mob 
In sections of concertante writing, this technique can alter the dynamic of the 
instrumental groupings every few bars. This constantly changing substructure helps 
to create a fluid style with great adaptability. 
(b) Scale of Orchestration 
Variations in the scale of the writing can be related to the developments discussed 
above. Bacewicz's orchestra can be seen to change significantly, moving from a 
small almost chamber orchestra with single upper woodwind and limited percussion 
to one of almost Romantic proportions in the third and fourth concertos. Interestingly, 
the final three works are scored for an orchestra of a slightly different shape: the wind 
section is slightly reduced, while the percussion section grows enormously. See Fig. 
6 for the specific instrumentation. 
in practice, the level of scoring, although related to the size of the orchestra, 
proves rather more complex. The early concertos generally follow the pattern 
suggested by the instrumentation: the scoring is light with few large-scale tuttis, and 
in particular, little use of the brass section. 
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Fig. 6 Instrumentation 
Concerto Woodwind Brass Percussion 
No. 1 1-1-2-2 2-2-1-0 Harp, xylophone, timpani, cymbals 
No. 2 2-2-3-2 4-3-3-1 Timpani, cymbals, tambourine 
No. 3 3-3-2-2 4-3-3-1 Harp, tirnpaniý cymbals tambourine, bass drum 
No. 4 3-3-2-2 4-3-3-1 Cymbals, timpani, bass drurn, tambourine 
No. 5 2-2-2-2 4-3-3-1 Harp, cymbals, timpaniý bass drum, 
glockenspiel, tambourine 
No. 6 2-2-3-2 4-2-2-1 Harp, celesta. fimparL4 cymbals, tambourine, 
bass dnun 
No. 7 2-2-2-2 4-3-3-0 2 Harps, celesta, xylophone, cymbalsý tinqmni, 
tambourine., tam-tam, vibraphone, bongos 
The opening of the first concerto is particularly striking due to the small scale of the 
writing. The movement opens with a unison string chord, but then offers little else in 
the way of accompaniment to the solo violin line for the next 25 bars. Although the 
writing increases in scale as the movement progresses, instrumental groups remain 
small. Even orchestral tuttis rarely draw upon the full forces. 
The level of scoring yet again reflects the pattern previously identified in 
relation to the use of texture and appearance of concertante writing. The link is clear, 
as the texture becomes more contrapuntal in the central parts of the movements, the 
level of scoring responds. Generally, the scale of the orchestration increases 
throughout the next two works, reaching its full extreme in the fifth conccrto. At b. 
26 in the first movement full brass, woodwind and divisi strings combine to create a 
tutti force unseen at such an early stage in previous movements (see Ex. 65). Here the 
divisi is used as a means of creating a dense, busy texture with a greater number of 
lines. 
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By the seventh concerto the approach is freer. In tutti sections a larger 
orchestra is used, including full brass, celesta and two harps. The scoring of solo 
passages, however, is reduced further, creating an enormous contrast between the two 
extremes. A ten-bar passage at b. 124 in the first movement, for example, is scored 
for solo violin and two harps only. Such passages are often tightly controlled by the 
use of divisi and string solos; see for example the opening of the second movement. 
(c) Range 
The tessitura of Bacewicz's melodic writing gradually expands as the series 
progresses. The early works rarely use the extremes of registers; in the first concerto, 
for example, the solo violin does not venture far above the A an eleventh above the 
open E (135). This is effectively the upper end of the pitch range as the woodwind 
instruments also do not enter their upper octave. 
The use of the upper register in particular increases enonnously as the series 
progresses. The fourth concerto especially demonstrates an enormous expansion in 
range across the wbole orcbestra. As a general nde, the string section tends to follow 
the lead of the solo instrument. Here, its melodic range is extended to C7, and indeed 
the tutti strings follow suit. The woodwind parts also demonstrate a significant 
expansion in range, particularly in their upper 'registers. At b. 215 in the first 
movement, for example, the tenor clef appears for the first time in the bassoon part 
due to the extension of its range to an A (see Ex. 72). 
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Ex. 72 Conc. 4, Mvt. L b. 215 (Bassoon) 
215 
I'A 
Bassoon 
cmw- 
The flutes also move very close to their upper limit in the third movement of this 
concerto; the writing reaches an A6 by only the eleventh bar. While the writing for 
brass at this stage in the series is quite restricted in range, the hom writing is more 
closely related to the string and woodwind parts; at b. 105 in the first movement, for 
example, a G5 is scored for the first hom. 
These trends continue in later works; the seventh concerto quite predictably 
demonstrates the greatest tessitura, and the enormous glissandi that characterize this 
concerto's string writing provide the ideal opportunity for the exploitation of the 
instruments' upper registers. The solo violin, for example, can be seen to extend its 
range even further to D7. lWorks written at 
this time also demonstrate a greater 
melodic range in the lower string lines. In the seventh string quartet for example, the 
viola player is commonly expected to play in fdurth or. fifth position on the A string, 
and the. cellist reaches as high as a Gb an octave and a sixth above its open A (Gb5) 
(see Ex. 73). 
Ex. 73 String Quartet No. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 122 (Cello) 
Violoncello 
122 rl_ 
-- --Sid lasto 
--- 
aeJc f 
-Iy, 
The woodwind and hom parts in the seventh concerto develop the use of their 
upper registers slightly; the flutes reach a C7 at b. 247 in the first movement and the 
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homs an Ab5 at b. 35. Bacewicz also extends the hom's lower register in this 
concerto, scoring a F3 at b. 149 in the first movement for the fourth horn. 
(d) Use of the String Section 
Bacewicz's very sophisticated treatment of individual string lines is complemented by 
an intelligent management of the section as a whole. Generally, the string section in 
the earlier concertos tends to function as a single unit, forming the backbone of 
Bacewicz's orchestral sound. As the series progresses, the string instruments gain 
greater independence, fonning concertante groups. 
The first two concertos generally contrast a full string sound with writing for 
wind and brass, but the seeds of later developments are sown. The instruments of the 
string section are often granted a greater degree of independence than in much 
classical writing. Melodic material is, on occasion, presented in isolation by the 
second violin, viola or double bass sections, see for example, Mvt I bb. 29 and 56 and 
Mvt. 111, b. 32 in the first concerto (see Ex. 74). 
In some of the movements of later works, the writing for strings reflects the 
trends observed in form, texture and orchestration, i. e. the individual instnmnents gain 
more independence; see for example the second movement of the fourth concerto. 
By the seventh concerto, each string part is treated more autonomously. The 
second violin part achieves independence on a number of occasions, for example at b. 
31 in the second movement (see Ex. 75). 
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Ex. 74 Conc. 1, Mvt 1, b. 29 
29 
Bassoon 
limp 
Solo Violin 
Violin H 
Viola 
Violoncello 
The double basses in particular are given far greater importance, for example at bb. 75 
and 76 in the second movement (see Ex 76) and bb. 83-93 in the third movement 
where only the double basses, trombone, horn and harp provide an accompaniment to 
the solo line. 
As the series progresses, the concertos contain not only a greater range of 
timbral. combinations drawing on individual members of the string family, but also a 
greater diversity in the string writing. The lighter textures prevalent in the central 
sections of the movements require the section to be reduced in size quite considerably, 
which Bacewicz manages to do without restricting the timbral palate. In the first 
movement of the fifth concerto, for example, she manipulates the delivery of the 
string lines with her use of divisi indications. 
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Ex. 75 Cone. 7, Mvt. IL b. 31 
solol 
v 
vc 
I 
VIDIOnIX 
DDuble Be 
-1 
This device both increases the density of the string texture by adding twice as many 
lines, for example at b. 193 (see Ex. 77), and is used to remove half the players in 
order to control the dynamic, for example at b. 210 (see Ex. 78). A violin solo 
emanating from the orchestra is scored for the first time in the sixth concerto for the 
same purpose. 
The use of both string solos and divisi increases in the seventh concerto. At b. 
67 in the first movementý for example, the first violins are split between two lines 
requiring only half the second violins to provide the third in order to maintain the 
correct balance (see Ex. 79). A passage at b. 16 in the first movement of the seventh 
concerto is scored for two solo cellos and double basses, combining the specific tone 
colour of the different instruments with a reduction in volume (see Ex. 80). 
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Ex. 76 Conc. 7, Mvt. H, b. 75 
75 
Tirrui 
Hmp I; 
Harp 11 
Solo Violin 
VIDb=UO 
Double bass 
This high regard for tone colour is also highlighted at b. 58 in the first movement 
where a viola line is passed to the second violins for no apparent reason other than to 
changc the aural quality of the sound (scc Ex. 81). 
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Ex. 77 Conc. 5, Mvt. 1, b. 193 (Strings) 
193 
Vh 
Vh I 
Vb 
vc 
Db 
151 
Arco 
195 
Ex. 78 Conc. 5, Mvt. L b. 210 (Strings) 
11 
Ex. 79 Cone. 7, Mvt. L b. 67 
Solo VIOL 
Violin 
Violin 
Violoncell 
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1. le----b 
Ex. 80 Conc. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 16 (Strings) 
Ex. 81 Conc. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 58 
r--l- 
Solo Violin 
violim I 
Violin H 
Viola 
Violoncello 
Double ban 
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6: Writing for Solo Violin 
Bacewicz's extensive training as a string player, particularly at the hand of the great 
technician Carl Flesch, informs much of her writing for strings. Her meticulous 
approach to the composition of the solo line allows Bacewicz to exert control over its 
perfonnance and enrich its delivery. It is particularly interesting to track changes in 
the writing for the solo instrment, considering that the early concertos were to be 
performed by the composer herself, yet the later works were not. 
(a) Virtuosity 
In the earlier concertos the writing for the solo violin, although not simplistic, is rarely 
virtuosic; it remains, on the whole, in the four lowest positions and the use of double- 
stopping is limited. In addition, there are few cadenzas; the longest unaccompanied 
passage for the solo violin in the first movement of the first concerto, for example, is 
in fact at the opening. This certainly demonstrates that the early concertos were not 
intended purely as vehicles for Bacewicz's performing career. Despite the lack of 
technical difficulty, the energetic moto perpeluo-like third movements create quite a 
display and they remain effective concert pieces nonetheless. (These concertos are 
used regularly as teaching material at the Warsaw Conservatory for these reasons. ) 
As the series progresses, the technical demands made of the soloist grow. Passages of 
double-stopping, for example, appear for the first time in the third concerto. By the 
later concertos such passages are commonplace, often incorporating three-notc 
chords; see for example Concerto 6, Mvt. L b. 280 and Concerto 7, Mvt. 1, b. 206 (Ex. 
82 and 83). 
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Ex. 82 Cone. 6, Mvt. 14 b. 280 (Solo Violin) 
Solo Violin 
Ex. 83 Conc. 7, Mvt. 14 b. 206 (Solo Violin) 
Solo VIA, 
The technical demands of such writing exceed those of the earlier concertos which 
were performed by the composer herself 
The above trend is supported also by the gradual inclusion of less conspicuous 
moments of difficulty. The early concertos are obviously written by a violinist for a 
violinist. The fingering patterns required for the scale-wise passages fit Che usual lcft 
hand positions, see for example Concerto 1, Mvt. L b. 39 and Concerto 3, Mvt. 1, b. 
130 (Exx. 84 and 85), and string crossings allow the intuitive use of open strings, see 
for example, Concerto 1, Mvt. III, b. 3 (Ex. 86). 
Ex. 84 Conc. 1, MvL 1, b. 39 (Solo Violin) 
Sob ViDEa 
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Ex. 85 Cone. 3, Mvt. 1, b. 130 (Solo Violin) 
Ell 
J30 
r- 
91.2 
0"' 
3! 
it Ja 
Solo Violin 
Ex. 86 Conc. 1, Mvt. M, b. 3 (Solo Violin) 
i 
Solo ViAn 
09 
It is very common for a pattern of intervals to be repeated up or down a fifth, allowing 
the same pattern of fingerings to be applied repetitively. A number of examples can 
be seen in the neo-classical passagework of the earlier concertos. The feature 
reappears, surprisingly, in the seventh concerto, where due to the structure of the 
melodic line, passagework often falls tidily into one hand position; see for example 
the passage at b. 114 in the third movement (Ex. 87). 
Ex. 87 Conc. 7, Mvt. M4 b. 114 (Solo Violin) 
solo VIDEn 
IV 
Piuf I IV 
117 17---l 
Vin 
IV 
I 
I 
3 
m TI f 
I -. -' 
spi-- gim 
It is difficult t6ascertain whether such passages were designed with the comfort of the 
violinist in mind, or for the shape of the melodic line. A lack of concern for the 
In n 
ju aI IV 
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practicality of the writing on a number of other occasions in this concerto, however, 
would tend to point towards the latter. Instances of such writing begin to appear in 
the fifth concerto. The phrase at b. 210 for example contains a number of unwieldy 
position changes. The first, at the very opening of the phrase requires a move from 
first to third position but is difficult to disguise due to a slur (see Ex. 78). The only 
alternative fingering requiring a stretch from second to third position is difficult to 
place and still leaves the violinist on the weaker fourth finger for the higher note. 
The choice of key can also create problems with intonation and projection; see 
for example the passage at b. 112 in the second movement marked with several flats 
(Ex. 88). 
Ex. 88 Conc. 5, MvL 11, b. 112 (Solo Violin) 
Tanpo I 
112 6d;, 
Solo Violin 
p 
A greater concern for the musical line rather than the specifics of its performance may 
have contributed to the success of this work as a whole. Such writing, however, is 
particularly disadvantageous for the soloist as the difficulties are not obvious to the 
audience. It is interesting that Bacewicz appears to have created more performance 
difficulties in the first concerto that she did not perfonn herself 
The virtuosity of the solo line in each concerto is reflected in the tutti writing Ile 
third concerto demonstrates occasional moments of difficulty; see for example the 
sweeping scales in the violin and cello parts at b. 198 in the first movement (Ex. 89). 
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Ex. 89 Cone. 3, Mvt. 1, b. 198 (Strings) 
sob vlofin 
Vjohnl 
WWI 
viola 
viokx=uo 
DDubkDam 
By the sixth concerto such writing is more commonplace, and the types of difficulties 
more varied. The use of a high position at b. 191, fast passagework at b. 213 in the 
first movement and stopped harmonics in the second movement at b. 37, for example, 
helps to create more challenging tutti parts (see Exx 90,91 and 92). 
Ex. 90 Cone. 6, MvL 1, b. 191 (Violin 1) 
.................................................... ...................... 
Vjofinl 
pp 
Ex. 91 Conc. 6, Mvt. 1, b. 213 (Upper Strings) 
Mob 1.11 
Viola 
......... . ........... I 
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Ex. 92 Cone. 6, Mvt. It b. 37 (Strings) 
Violin 4 11 
Viola 
(b) Open Strings 
The most characteristic feature of Bacewicz's string writing is her exploitation of the 
open string. The composer deliberatdly scores open strings in a number of contexts in 
order to create effect and facilitate performance. Their use can be divided into a 
number of categories. 
(i) Double Stopping/Bariolage 
Passages of double stopping and bariolage rely on the use of open strings to augment 
the range of notes available for use, and to provide an easy-to-execute second, third or 
fourth line. The semiquaver bariolage in the second concerto"s first movement, for 
example, demands the use of an open E string at b. 87, an open A at b. 91, an open D 
at b. 117 and finally an open G string at b. 123 (see Ex. 93). Shortly afterwards at b. 
138 it moves to combine the E, D and G strings. Such writing allows more freedom 
in the stopped line(s), although the tonality is clearly affected. 
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Ex. 93 Cone. 2, Mvt 1, b. 87 (Solo Violin) 
Solo Violin 
92 117 
Vill 
ý d9 MýP. -F -P, -1Pii 
W 1% 
laý 
................ 
118 124 
Vim 6. i 6. i 
p 
This is a residual feature of Bacewicz's string writing; examples can also be seen 
throughout the later concertos, see for example bb. 72 and 192 in the fifth concerto's 
first movement. 
(ii) Doubling Stopped/Open Notes 
The purpose of combining an open string with an identical stopped note is entirely 
different from that of double stopping as found in the examples discussed above. 
Here, Bacewicz exploits the resonant qualities of the open string in order to project 
the pitch of the stopped note. By doing this, she is demonstrating an awareness of 
performance issues and preventing potential problems. At b. 52 in the first movement 
of the fourth concerto, for example, a stopped A is combined with an open A in order 
to place an emphasis on the note (see Ex. 4). It is clear that this was the intention of 
the writing as an accent is also marked above the note. 
(iii) Timbral Effect 
Open strings are also marked on single notes as a means of providing accentuafion. A 
clear-cut example appears in the first movement of the second concerto, see b. 157 
(see Ex. 94). 
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Ex. 94 Cone. 2, Mvt. 1, b. 157 (Violin 1) 
Violin I 
157 
ff 
Here, a clash on the first note of the bar formed by the combination of an E in the first 
violins and aD in the seconds is emphasised by the marking of an open string on the 
E. As this requires a string crossing both to and from the note, the use of an open 
string is highly inconvenient The composer must have thought, therefore, that the 
effect would make a significant difference to the audience's perception of the line. 
The unique timbral quality of the open string is not only used for accentuation, 
but also for its brightness and clarity. At b. 125 of the fourth concerto's first 
movement Bacewicz combines double-stop harmonics and open strings in order to 
create a very specific sound effect (see Ex 95). 
Ex. 95 Cone. 4, Mvt. 1, b. 125 (Solo Violin) 
Solo ViDin 
Marked leggierp, they are chosen here for their light, resonant sound quality. The 
timbre created by the use of open strings is also a prominent feature of string playing 
in most folk traditions, perhaps explaining their heavy use within the folk-influenced 
third and fourth concertos. The passage at b. 215 in the third movement of the third 
concerto draws almost exclusively on open strings, enhancing the suggestion of folk 
music (see Ex. 96). 
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Ex. 96 Cone. 3, Mvt. 11114 b. 215 (Strings) 
Solo Violin 
Violin I 
Violin ff 
Viola 
violoncello 
Double Bass 
This concept could possibly extend to the less apparent exploitation of the violin's 
most resonant notes. It is noticeable that a silmificant proportion of the sustained 
notes in the solo line happen to be pitches that correspond to the open strings. 
Examples occur at bb. 4,11 and 32 of the second movement of the fourth concerto, all 
at the beginning or end of a phrase (see Exx. 97,98 and 5). Consciously or not, these 
particularly resonant notes are placed in prominent positions in order to create a 
natural emphasis. This effect is also applied to longer passages of writing; see for 
example b. 150 in the first movement of the third concerto (Ex. 99). 
Ex. 97 Cone. 4, Mvt. 11, L4 (Solo Violin) 
4AA 
i*- 
f- f- . 
sob vvfill 
p 
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Ex. 98 Conc. 4, Mvt. M b. 11 (Solo Violin) 
Solo viorn 
f cresc 
Ex. 99 Cone. 3, MvL 1, b. 150 
1 
150 
A Oboe 
10 
Chuiriefinm 
a 
r- 
- 
116miriF cresc 
crew 
Tanibourirm 2 
S010 MDfin 
Molin I 
P creje 
Molin 11 4ýý 
creic 
Viola 
P, 
VID1101=110 -ýF' if 1 
cresc 
Double Bass -ip- FE F 
p crew 
Here, a four-bar passage draws exclusively upon the notes E, A, D and G. It is highly 
unlikely that a violinist would be able to construct such a passage without giving 
thought to the connection. It is more likely that these pitches were selected 
specifically to set up a series of overtones and create a very individual sound, though 
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this theory would, of course, be difficult to prove without the testimony of the 
composer. 
(iv) Extension of Range 
In addition to instances where the use of open strings is obvious or even notated by 
the composer, much use of open strings is implied only by the writing. At b. 155 of 
the first moyernent of the second concerto, for example, a repetitive four-note pattern 
with a large tessitura requires an intennediary open string in order to be playable (see 
Ex. 100). 
Ex. 100 Cone. 2, Mvt. 1, b. 155 (Violin 11) 
Violin 11 
Mn. 17 
Playing the second and fourth notes on an open string allows the position change from 
A to G strings to be inaudible. 
Similar writing is also seen within the tutti lines; a simple example occurs at b. 
14 of the fourth concerto in the first violin part (see Ex. 10 1). 
Ex. 101 Conc. 4, Mvt. 1, b. 14 (Violin 1) 
-------------------------------- 
VIA II 
3 
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Here, the writing ascends rapidly to aC three octaves above middle C. An open 
string double stop, indicated on the score, follows this note, allowing a change in 
position to be made in preparation for the lower octave C at the end of the bar. Open 
strings are used repeatedly in this way, allowing the clean execution of passagework, 
and extending the range of the melodic line both ways. 
(c) Harmonics 
Harmonics are often used by the composer in much the same way as open strings. 
Their unique tone colour is again used selectively, even on occasion as a means of 
directing phrasing. At b. 17 in the second movement of the fourth concerto, the end 
of a slow, legato phrase is accompanied by a large decrescendo (see Ex. 102). 
Ex. 102 Conc. 4, Mvt. It b. 17 (Solo Violin) 
solo ViDfift 
The last three notes of the phrase are all harmonics, softening the tone, and forcing a 
reduction in dynamic. The use of harmonics also aids the performance of the melodic 
line. The three notes cover over an octave, moving from the first A on the E string via 
the second E, to the B. Each of these intervals demands a large position change, 
which to high notes, centred in small physical spaces on the fingerboard, can cause 
intonation problems. A harmonic is much easier to find as the centre of the note 
remains the same over a much larger space. An extreme example, moving two 
octaves from an open E to a harmonic E occurs in the same concerto at b. 162 in the 
third movement (see Ex. 103). 
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Ex. 103 Cone. 4,, Mvt. M b. 162 (Violin 1) 
162 
A 
ViDfin I 
Harmonics often appear in passages featuring open strings due to their similar 
tone colour. The clear, resonant quality of both is drawn upon, for example at b. 125 
of the fourth concerto's first movement in a passage of folk-inspired writing (see Ey. 
95). Here the harmonics are effectively mimicking the sound quality of open strings 
in order to strengthen the connection with the folk tradition. 
(d) Fingerings 
Although Bacewicz's profound knowledge of string technique can be seen to infonn 
every aspect of her writing, it is difficult to determine which decisions were made 
consciously. The instructions to the players marked on the autograph manuscripts 
provide the only reliable insight into the composer's thoughts and methodology. 
Basic fingerings are rarely included in the scores; instead fingerings are used as a tool 
for moulding the sound to her requirements. At b. 127 in the first movement of the 
seventh concerto, for example, a chain of alternating major and minor thirds is formed 
(see Ex. 104). 
Ex. 104 Conc. 7, Mvt. L b. 127 (Solo Violin) 
Solo vlofia 
pp 
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As the musical example shows, each note is played once only except for the open 
string notes which receive an immediate repetition. Bacewicz marks fingerings over 
the first three notes, indicating that the passage should be played in second position, 
with a stopped note for the first D, followed by an open string for the second. 
Different fingerings, when used on consecutive repeated notes, create a subtle 
difference in tone colour and maintain the flow of the passagework. 
Differences in tone colour generated by the use of the different strings arc also 
exploited by the composer through fingering indications; the higher positions on the G 
string are ideally suited to the character of the writing at b. 51 of the third movement 
of the fifth concerto, for example (see Ex. 105). 152 
Ex. 105 Cone. 5, Mvt. HI, b. 51 (Solo Violin) 
SOID Win 
r 
As the series progresses, the number of articulation marldngs increases enormously. 
The solo violin part at b. 56 in the first movement of the fifth concerto, for example, is 
marked very specifically (see Ex. 106). The first two crotchet beats are marked with a 
slur and line indicating that the notes should be joined yet with separation. 'Me last 
rhythmic group, however, is marked with a slur and a staccato mark, therefore 
requiring the last three notes to be joined, but the last one shortened. 
152 Further examples of Bacewiez's manipulation of timbre are given in Dickson's study, op. 
cit. 
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Ex. 106 Cone. 5, Mvt L b. 56 (Reduced Score) 
56 
Fito 
cbxiwt ill M 
SOID VIOn 
1. 0 
.9F A 
n 
A 
CL 
mr 
Vh 
The attention to detail demonstrated by this example gives an indication at least of the 
degree of thought given by the composer to the specifics of her writing. BovAng 
styles are also dictated to a greater extent as the series progresses. Markings such as 
sul tasto, col legno and saltando are common in the later concertos. It is interesting 
that the composer"s exertion of control over the finer musical details in the later 
concertos is accompanied by an increase in the range and diversity of the writing. 
(e) Contemporary Techniques 
The greater variety of articulations and bowing styles in the later concertos is 
complemented by a number of extended techniques scored for both solo and tutti 
instruments. In the seventh concerto, for example, g1h. vandi are commonplace, being 
used as both a means of adding expression to the melodic line and adding effect The 
concerto'Os opening solo, for example, contains a total of twelve glissandi within the 
space of only 37 bars, each emphasising and adding prominence to important intervals 
in the line. In contrast, glissandi are added to the final phrase of each movement to 
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create display. These are often combined with other devices such as trills, tremolo 
and saltando, see for example b. 77 in the first movement, b. 71 in the second 
movement and b. 43 in the third movement respectively (see Exx. 107,108 and 109). 
In these cases the techniques are applied purely for effect and are included at highly 
conspicuous moments. 
I 
Ex. 107 Conc. 7, Mvt. 1, b. 77 (Solo Violin) 
77 
solo viorla 
S 
Ex. 108 Conc. 7, Mvt. IL b. 71 (Solo Violin) 
A 
Sob Viofia 
Ex. 109 Cone. 70 Mvt. M, b. 42 (Solo Violin) 
Sob Violn 
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7: Common Material 
Adrian Thomas and Steffen Wittig have both written on the issue of self-quotation in 
Bacewicz's music. Wittig's article 'Shallowness, Self-plagiarisniý Inconsistencies 
Conceming the criticism surrounding Gra2yna Bacewicz's output from 1960-1969', 
discusses the reappcaraýce of material at a number of levels. 
... 
she uses musical material already employed, and on all levels of 
composition 
- 
beginning with the microform (in harmony, 
counterpoint, in thematic work, rhythm and treatment of timbres), in 
which several types of chords are applied again and again, in which 
unchanging types of interval scales are automatically conjugated, in 
which a characteristic motif or rhythm has its comeback in nearly each 
work, in which several sound structures are often repeated 
- 
up to the 
macroform, in which single units of a movement are adopted in a new 
composition or whole movements are set for different instruments but 
otherwise remain completely unvaried. 153 
Most composers repeat themselves to some extent; a consistency of language, after 
all, forms the basis of a composer's individual style. Bacewic7, a case in point, 
commonly and consciously drew on earlier works when creating new ones. At all 
stages in her career she took a very dismissive attitude to her past catalogue, 
destroying a number of her early works and forbidding publication of those that she 
felt were less successful. She said in an interview for Polish Radio that, 
I do not agree with a statement that I hear quite often that if a composer 
discovered his own musical language he should adhere to this language 
and write in his own style. Such an approach to this matter is 
completely foreign to me, it is identical with the resignation from 
153 Steffen Wittig, 'Oberj7achfichkeft, Selbstplagial, UAvfiMmigkeftej1... Zu Vorwfirfen 
gegenoberdem4EuvreGratynaBacewicz]960-1969' (Shallowness, Self-plagiarism, Inconsistencies. 
.. 
Concerning the criticism surrounding Gra-+yna Bacewicz's output from 1960-1969). Unpublished, 
29. 
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progress, from development. Each work completed today becomes the 
past tomorrow. 'm 
It is quite apparent that large portions of borrowed musical material appear in the 
works written in the last decade of Bacewicz's life, although the trend actually begins 
much earlier. In the first and second concertos, much of the material has a common 
basis in neo-classical. figuration, without much emphasis on melodic formation. As a 
result much of the material is similar, but there are few direct quotations from one 
concerto to the other. One such example is an accompanying figure based on 
alternating semitones at b. 39 in the first movement of the first concerto which 
reappears in the last movement, see for example bb. 9 (Exx. 110 and I 11), and then a 
number of times in the next, see b. 16 in the second movement and b. 47 in the third 
(Exx. 112 and 113). 
Ex. 110 Cone. 1, Mvt. 1, b. 39 (Viola and Cello) 
ViDla 
Vii)lDneelb 
39 
Ex. III Cone. 1, Mvt 11L b. 9 (Reduced Score) 
Bassooa 
V"Ola 
154 Gratyna Bacewicz, Statement from an Interview for Polish Radio, 1964, Published in 
Ruch Muzyczny, Trans. Maja Trochimczyk, 33 No. 3,1989. 
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Ex. 112 Conc. 2, Mvt. IL b. 16 (Solo Violiq) 
16 
SOb VJDfn 
Ex. 113 Cone. 2, Mvt. HI, b. 47 (Reduced Score) 
Oboe 
Ckiiet irk 5 
The third concerto displays a far greater concentration of recurring melodic material. 
The first example occurs at b. 24 in the second movement, wbere the flute and cMnet 
parts are clearly related to the first movement's opening'theme, more a reference than 
a direct quotation. 
A similar instance appears in the third movement at b. 102. The melodic contour and 
rhythmic structure of this short melodic motif are reminiscent of the opening theme of 
the second movement. 
The three movements of the fifth concerto are closely related on a number of 
levels. There are, however, no overt examples of shared material. The sixth, in 
contrast, contains a direct repetition of material from the first movement in the third; 
for instance, the theme introduced at b. 20 in the third movement is clearly related to 
the accompanying line at b. 86 in the first movement (see Exx. 114 and 115). 
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Ex. 114 Cone. 6, Mvt 1, b. 86 (Solo Violin) 
86 
PIwZ 
vi'lins 
aF 
w L-. W 
pp 
# 
ViDk 
pp 
Ex. 115 Conc. 6, Mvt. IH, b. 20 (Solo Violin) 
Sob ViDliri 
inf===- 
The material then reappears a nwnber of times in the third movement (see bb. 50,122 
and 305) reinforcing the link. 
The seventh concerto provides the setting for the greatest concentration of 
shared material, due to the composer's virtual abandonment and cannibalisation of the 
sixth concerto. The two works, for example, share an almost identical opening second 
subject. The theme introduced at b. 43 in the first movement of the seventh concerto 
is originally used at b. 86 in the first movement of the sixth; the opening two bars are 
almost identical. Another prominent example is the first theme of the third 
movement, presented by the solo violin at b. 6 and based entirely on a series of 
alternating major and minor thirds, ascending then descending. This recalls the major 
and minor thirds of the fifth concerto but also, and more specificafly, a triad from the 
opening theme of the third movement of the sixth concerto. Due to its thematic role 
this material pervades the entire movement These clear examples of self-quotation 
demonstrate the extent to which Bacewicz had dismissed the sixth concerto as a 
functional part of the series. 
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In the seventh concerto, the outer movements in particular share a large amount of 
melodic material. A melodic pattern introduced at b. 36 in the first movement 
reappears at b. 115 in the third movement with only a minor adjustment. Similar 
patterns, using groups of three consecutive semitones separated in each case by a 
perfect fifth, have already been identified in a number of Bacewicz's later works (see 
Melodic Writing). Such a melodic motif is present in no fewer than four works 
written in 1965 while the second part of this theme also occurs in profusion in works 
written contemporaneously. The contour of the melodic line can be found at b. 14 in 
the second movement of the Viola Concerto (1968), b. 4 of the third movement of the 
Piano Quintet No. 2 (1965) and b. 5 in the first movement of Partita No. 2 for Violin 
and Piano (1955). This intimates the scale of borrowing at this stage in her career. 
Thomas describes Bacewiczs late progress as follows, '[H]er adventurous ad hoe 
exploration of new techniques in the early sixties is displaced by self-plagiarism 
... 
in the latter part of the decade'. 155 
It is difficult to unravel the intention behind Bacewicz's use of self-quotation 
although it does appear to develop quite naturally ftom. the use of common patterns, 
structures, intervals and motifs in the earlier works. Some writers bavejudgcd its use 
a sign of 'hesitation or insecurity about her own abilities and perspectives as a 
156 composer" the result of a 'struggle with her material"57 or 'uncertainty about 
where she was heading in this new musical world'. 158 The importance of the origins 
153 Adrian Thomas, Sey-Quotation in theMusic of Gra:; Uaia Bacewicz, Paper read at a Polish 
Composers' Union (ZPK) Symposium in Warsaw in January 1989; MS. 
156 Witti gy Op. Cit. 157 B. Schaeffer in Witfig, 'Oberl7achfichhek Selbstplagiat, Unstimmigkilen-24 Vorwarfen 
gegenaber dem (Euvre Gra#w Bacewicz 1960-1969. ibid 
15g Adrian Thomas, 'Bacewicz', in Julie Anne Sadie and Rhian Samuel, 7be New Grow 
Dictionary of Women Compovers' (London: Macmillan, 1994) 29-30. 
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of this musical material should not be exaggerated. However, it should be 
remembered that these works were some of Bacewiczs most successful. 
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PART THREE 
Violin Concerto No. 5, Mvt. 1: A Detailed Discussion of Style and 
Compositional Technique 
In this concerto, the significance of classical elements is much reduced. its harmonic 
language has been substantially 'modemised'; rhythmic materials demonstrate a new 
complexity and occasionally a thematic importance; the balance of power between the 
solo and tutti groups has changed dramatically and a less predictable approach to 
texture and orchestration is apparent. Writing associated only with the development 
or central sections of previous movements can be seen to have spread to the outer 
parts of the movements, establishing the beginnings of a mature compositional style. 
The first movement provides the best opportunity for the discussion of a sonata form 
movement with a profusion of thematic activity. 
The movement, Dedso, is written with a lengthy exposition section, a development 
section without a delineated beginning, a recapitulation and a coda. The first subject 
is presented immediately, in typical Bacewicz manner, in two contrasting parts (see 
Ex. 116, themes la and lb). 159 Theme la, presented by the string section, is markedf 
with accents and staccatos and features large ascending leaps. 
159 Note that an extra bar appears in the piano reduction between the manuscript's bars 9 and 
10, creating a discrepancy between the bar numbers for the rest of the movement. For the sake of this 
study, the convention of referring to information supplied by the manuscript will be followed. 
I 
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Ex. 116 Conc. 5, Mvt L b. 1 
117cm Ib 
Flute 
Clarinet in 11 
Bassom 
V, Ok I 
violin ff 
viola 
ViDloamlio, 
Double Bass 
6 
n 
CL 
BwL 
VII, I 
Mn. U 
VIIL 
vc. 
Db. 
177 
II 
The slurred dolce answering phrase, played by flutes, clarinets and bassoons, is 
marked mp and features mostly stepwise writing. In each part of the theme, the focus 
is entirely on the melody: the accompanying lines are presented by a single section of 
the orchestra in near rhythmic unison. At b. 4, theme la receives, quite typically, an 
immediate repetition with a two-bar extension based on its opening contour, featuring 
some syncopation. Theme lb begins a repetition at b. 6 but, more quickly than in 
previous concerto movements, begins to depart from the original material. The 
melody develops, drawing heavily on the minor third featured in both parts of the 
opening theme, again with syncopated rhythms (b. 9) and even a reference to the 
major seventh ftorn the concerto's opening (b. 12). Interaction, including 
counterpoint, now begins amongst the accompanying lines in strings and woodwind 
and, in line with the general trend for such writing to move to the outer parts of the 
concerto movements, at an earlier stage than in previous concertos. 
At b. 6a countermelody in the upper strings, heavily slurred and again 
featuring a syncopated rhythm, reinforces the 'feminine' approach of theme lb. 
Based on a falling major third, it illustrates Bacewiczs fondness for switching 
between the major and minor versions of the same interval. 161 This additional 
material is taken up by the first oboe at the end of the passage at b. 16, the major third 
switching back to the minor just three bars later. 
A change of character occurs at the piu mosso (b. 23) with the reintroduction 
of material from theme Ia. Its different elements are separated out here and used 
contrapuntally by various wind instruments (see Ex. 117). 
160 See p. 13 1. 
"' See previous discussion, p. 95-96. 
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Ex. 117 Conc. 5, Mvt 4 b. 23 
23 Plu mosso 92 
A 
Fk ib 
Oboe 
cbxhd in Bk 
d Bessoc 
Hom in F 
Tmnlm ill c 
ba: 
Tmnixm 
6 
PluMosso J 
-92 
vioun 1 
vorm ii 
le %F w»r 
viola 
91 #F 99 
-r %e Fý=#Mc qv 6" 
, V f. 
Dauble Bass 
Such writing, although seen occasionally in earlier concerto movements (see for 
example Concerto No. 4, b. 159), was more typically a feature of the development 
scction. 
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The complexity and scale of the writing grows abruptly (b. 26 was discussed 
previously as an example of textural juxtaposition; see p. 13 1), but only momentarily, 
creating an anticipation that will only be assuaged by the arrival of the solo 
instrument. At b. 30 the forces are reduced from an almost full orchestra to a small 
ensemble of two trumpets, cymbals, second violins and lower strings (see Ex. 118). 
The appearance of concertante writing at such an early stage again breaks new ground 
within the series of concertos. 
The final few bars of this opening orchestml tutti draw heavily on the existing 
melodic material, a fairly typical way of announcing the completion of a scction: the 
trumpet duet is based on the syncopated countermelody from b. 6, the string 
accompaniment on the omnipresent minor third and the cello and double bass line at 
b. 32 on the first part of the opening theme (1a) (see Ex. 118). None of these 
references is a direct quotation; instead, they present some aspects of the material, 
such as the general melodic contour and dialectic, unaltered, while making changes to 
others, for instance the rhythmic structure and melodic detail. 
The opening line for the solo instnnnent at b. 41 is a direct quotation of b. 5, part of 
the first repetition of theine la (see Ex. 119), now transposed up a perfect 4th. This 
confirms theme la, as the dominant thematic material for the movement, following the 
example of many of the earlier concerto movements. 
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Ex. 118 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 30 
Poco mew (ma non troppo) 30 91- 
-A 
TnwWd in Bb 11 
Tninpet in Bý M 
cytg" 
vinfin n 
vom 
V&iuwcllo 
Du" Bau 
The solo entry marks the usual change to a solo-led texture although the 
accompaniment shows rather more melodic strength than in previous concertos: a 
countermelody in the strings combines with wind intedections, alternating each bar 
between flutes and clarinets, and clarinets and hom. This level of interaction between 
solo and accompanying lines is unusual at such an early stage in the movement; the 
introduction of the solo instrument is usuafly given prominence by orchestral 
instruments reverting to simple, unobtrusive accompanying material. 
Theme 2, the second subject theme, marked molto sonore, is introduced at b. 
49, as expected, by the solo violin (see Ex. 120). The writing is characteristically 
legato, but with a heavily accented orchestra] accompaniment centred on C. It is 
striking that this theme and, in particular, its accompaniment is not as stereotypically 
'feminine' as many other second subject themes, especially given (though perhaps 
because of) the character of theme lb, mentioned above. This also anticipates a trend 
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seen in the sixth and seventh concertos for an increasing number of main themes to 
depart from previous stereotypes. The theme begins with a syncopated three-bar 
phrase focussing on its upper top note, A. 162 The rhythm and contour of the second 
half of its first bar is reminiscent of the latter part of the countermelody to the opening 
theme (see b. 9), but whereas the countermelody featured the minor third, a quite 
typical switch back to the major third of the opening material can be seen here. 
Ex. 119 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 41 
41 
c4mtaml* J- 
cimilot 
HOE 
Scio I
V, 
VK 
V"Cv 
Double 
162 This note could be considered to play a role similar to the pivotal notes Fighlighted by 
Adrian Thomas as a characteristic of many of BacewicZs thematic constructions. See, 'Pivotal 
Bacewicz: some Aspects of the Nature and Function of her Lyrical Impulse', in Ro&wfistwo 
Bacewicz6w (The Bacewicz siblings) (LZU: Akademia Muzyczna w Lodzi: 1996), 10 1. 
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43 
FL 
Ob. 
i 
ci 
VL 
vkL 1 
VL li 
VL 
v, 
- 
The fact that the countennelody to the first theme is so clearly connected to the 
second theme is a strong indication of Bacewicz's near-obsession with thematic 
integration. 
Typically, repetition and immediate development follow, the phrase moves 
away from its original melodic contour, but reaches the pivotal A at the same metrical 
point: the beginning of the second bar. 
Following the example of theme I the wziting extends into solo-led 
passagework, but loses its connection with the thematic material far more quickly. 
The character of the writing soon has more in common with theme la; see for 
example b. 61, where both the rhythm and use of grace notes is reminiscent of b. 5 
(sce Ex. 12 1). 
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The distinction between the roles of the solo and tutti groups becomes less marked 
during this passage: interaction is common, and roles are even reversed on occasions. 
For example, a melodic dotted-rhythm figure (supported by a distinctive, twice- 
repeated chord) is introduced by the soloist at b. 56 but is transferred to the flute then 
clarinet while the violin is presenting a countennelody (see Ex. 122). 
Ex. 120 Cone. 5, Mvt 1, b. 49 
40 
. 
14 
cwnnot in aw 
Hom in F 
solo mchn 
V1.6 
Molmodb 
Do" Bm 
184 
nV'V'V'' S 
1 
Ob. 
cl 
Bla 
HM 
Vkt 
via 1 
Vh ir 
Vkt 
Ve. 
m 
Ex. 121 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 61 (Solo Violin) 
61 
y 
3y 
OF 1 solo vl)bil aIm "M mI 
qu 
. 10 
, -., 
62J 
185 
pr 7V7F '2 IV 7 KP 7P7P7 ft 7 #f 
pim 
Ex. 122 Cone. 5, Mvt 1, b. 56 (Solo Violin, Flute, Clarinet) 
FbAa 
ckrklet in a 
sob Morn 
A 
Fl 
Af 
CL 
M 
VIM. 
The beginnings of this new relationship can be seen in the fourth concerto (see 
examples cited in the earlier discussion of the solo/tutti relationship, p. 126), but can 
really be seen to take hold here, with frequent examples of such writing throughout 
the movement. 
At the end of this passage the scoring is reduced to just the solo violin, violas 
and cellos (b. 63). Each line draws on a melodic pattern introduced originally at b. 17 
featuring a chromatic line interspersed with repeated notes, all in quavers (see Exx. 
123 and 124). The phrase recafls the neoclassical bariolage of the first two concertos, 
but is also highly reminiscent of Stravinsky (for instance, in Dumbarton Oaks). 
While the string passage described above marks a return to the classical-style 
orchestration of the opening, and is reminiscent of Bacewicz's earlier style, the 
movement as a whole alternates between the two t)Ws of orchestration featured in the 
concertos to date: classical writing with little interaction between the sections of the 
orchestra, and concertante writing, a more recent development. 
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Ex. 123 Conc. 5, Mvt L b. 17 
17 a tempo 
Oboe = =4 jým 
' A-V 
VIDIn I 4W 
.1 
w, 
- 
44 Z 10 ý A Wi = =P z 
pp 
W& H 
5t 
PLM 
Bass 
P62Z 
Ex. 124 Conc. 5, Mvt 14 b. 63 
Vm 
P 
SOID Vlofm 
4L) 
-0 -040w--4p 
Piuf Ww 
VIDIS 39 
wm 
Mf 
rl mImmm 
40 op 
ýi 
IDI VIDIDnoe 
b-ý 
alroo rmf 
The passage stands in marked contrast, for example, with the preceding material 
where concertante groups are fonned as the result of interaction between various 
woodwind instruments and the solo violin. 
At b. 67, again illustrating Bacewicz's devotion to coherence and integrity of 
language, the solo violin presents material combining the rhythmic structure of theme 
2 with the melodic shape of the countermelody from b. 6. Yet, illustrating her equal 
devotion to variation of instrumental colour, the accompaniment moves from 
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woodwind at b. 67 to strings at b. 68 to brass and strings at b. 69. then strings at b. 72 
(see Ex. 125). The melodic material continues through to a tutti at b. 74, also 
featuring a semiquaver figure in the viola and cello lines alternating between a major 
and minor third (another Bacewicz hallmark) and a syncopated figure in the 
woodwind again reminiscent of the rhythm of theme 2. 
Ex. 125 
- 
Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 67 
67 
Fkft 
0 
Oboe 
Clsrrkot ilk Eý 
h 
Buloon 
Mm kF 
Tnmpet in c 
Trombone 
Tia4mmi 
SOb VJDFM 
Vx)bn I
V"Gln 11 
v I iDiR 
I 
v, *. a. 9 
rb" Bus 
IN 
188 
:0 
Fl 
CL 
Bin. 
w 
C Tpt 
TbcL 
Tinp. 
VhL 
VIL I 
VbL 11 
VIL 
Vc. 
Db. 
Both of these accompanying figurations remain as the music slows and reduces in 
volume for a meno, mosso section at b. 87 (see Ex 126). The melodic material 
presented by the solo violin now combines characteristics of all previous themes. 
Perhaps significantly, it uses 'feminine' material, marked piano with slurs, occasional 
harmonics and is played using the softer timbre of the higher positions of the D string. 
By converting elements of the 'masculine' first theme into 'feminine' material, 
Bacewicz is maldng a point of challenging the movement's thematic hierarchy. 
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Ex. 126 Conc. 5, Mvt 14 b. 87 
17 MCI" mss* 
J-" 
AIA r- r- A 
Fkft 
clwkw in aI 
1.4 V1 t A 1 9 FiR, 9 0- -- 4' . 
com sord 
lbra In F 
4: 
12ý 
T-PXd 
-, 
10, 
--iI o I pp t 
A Mono mosse J-68 
sola vem 
viorm I w 
pizz 
Win U 4VP 
Vwb 
vwbmcllo 
The melody opens in the same way as much of this movement's thematic material, 
with a large ascending interval, in this case a minor ninth. The contour of the line is 
at first similar to theme 1b, moving down a step, up a minor third and then gradually 
downwards again. The rhythm and contour of the second half of the phrase, however, 
strongly resemble that of the second subject 
The solo-led passagework that follows draws on the syncopated rhythms 
associated with each of the previous themes. A short melodic gesture characterised 
by a rising series of intervals with a sustained top note emerges during the second 
phrase of the melody and is repeated several times in this 28-bar passage. It appears 
at least four times, at bb. 95,99,109 and 112, with a hint of it also at b. 102 (see Ex. 
127). 
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Ex. 127 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 95 (Solo Violin) 
95 
sob 
The passage continues with a strong rhythmic drive. At b. 101 the melodic line is 
accompanied by a fragmentary rising scale in the bass, G-Ab-Bb, with additional oi'f- 
beat serniquavers to give it a motoric punch (see Ex. 128). 
Ex. 128 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 101 (Reduction) 
Sob Win 
The meno mosso section closes with a fairly faithful quotation of the second subject 
material. 
Apiu mosso follows at b. 115 (see Ex. 129). The material is familiar both its 
melodic contour and presentation are reminiscent of theme la, but the move to 6/8 
changes the character of the writing dramatically. A new level of interaction between 
the solo and orchestm] instruments can be seen at this point: from bb. 1] 6 to 119 and 
123 to 124, quavers in the woodwind fill in gaps in the solo violin line. A short 
section of concertante writing follows at b. 125. The accompaniment alternates quite 
abruptly between the oboe, horns, violins and violas and the flutes, oboe, clarinet, 
trumpets, trombones, tuba, violins and cellos. 
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Ex. 129 Cone. 5, Mvt 1, b. 115 
RAO 
Ckind in % 
SOb ViDin 
Win I 
ViDFn 11 
viDiff 
Vii)br«lb 
D"le BUS 
f 
The exchange between the two groups works to build the tension and dynamic, 
leading into yet more contrasting material at b. 136 (see Ex. 130). 
Ex. 130 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 136 
Hom im F 
Sob ViAll 
Vi(Ykx=lb 
Doublo Ban 
Marked molto espressivo, the solo violin presents the descending sernitone figure 
from b. 17 with augmentation and a change of pitch. The alternation of the chromatic 
quaver-line with a stable pitch is, as previously at b. 63, a clearly Stravinskyan 
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technique. Two-note motives in the accompaniment emphasise, in the bass, the 
descending minor third, and above it, the ascending major third. 
It is difficult to say with certainty where the development section begins: 
developmental writing can be seen to infiltrate the passagework following the first 
statement of both of the main themes, blurring the usual distinction between the two 
sections. This indicates the lesser extent to which some of the fonnal distinctions of 
the classical concerto, at least, wield influence on Bacewicz in this work. If an 
attempt were to be made to identify the beginning of the development section, b. 143 
would be a likely suggestion. In any case, a new section is clearly announced here by 
a loud 'tutti' chord and a clear statement of the initial thematic material (b. 142), at 
the original pitch withiust slight changes made to its rhythm (see Ex. 131). 
Ex. 131 Cone. 5, Mvt 1, b. 143 (Reduction) 
. 1.1-1 
SOb VIDIn 
This indicates a serendipitous approach to the marldng out of fonnal structures and 
heralds Bacewicz's new independence from tradition. Yet, this clear punctuation is 
followed by more ambiguity. The second part of theme lb is presented, much altered; 
the writing then departs quite rapidly from that of the exposition until the appearance 
of a large-scale tutti at b. 154, which draws quite heavily on carlier material. For 
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instance, the descending semitone figure from b. 17 appears, more brieflY, at bb. 154, 
then at b. 156 the violin and viola lines present a combination of melodic ideas (see 
Ex. 132). 
Ex. 132 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 156 
A ý,. 
.- 
It- a IV N 
IW! 
-j a- .--- 
-; ap- i #Uf 
161 
p LY 
iv 6-393 
%ýd=täd 1- - L-- ==mm= 
- 
The intervallic structure of the three upbeat quavers matches the series of rising 
intervals from b. 95, and leads directly into material, echoing b. 67 which 
amalgamates the rhythmic structure of the second subject theme with the mclodic 
structure of the countermelody from b. 6. The orchestral violins also introduce an 
almost-direct quotation of the dotted-rhythm figure, together with the accompanying 
lines from b. 56, now transposed up a 5th (or down a 4th) (b. 162). 11cre, in a novel 
sleight of hand, the orchestral violins are elevated to the role of soloist; at b. 167, for 
instance, there is a clear reference to the solo violin line at b. 63 (Ex. 10), itself related 
to the rising sernitone figure at b. 17 (see Ex. 133). Indicating the complexity of 
relationships at work here, this is combined with a reworking of the countermelody 
from b. 6 in the horns. 
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Ex. 133 Cone. 5, Mvt L b. 167 
a tempo 
167 
flum in F 
7h. i. 
f--- 
sob Vi)kk 
Vorm H 
VX)la 
VIDIonDelb 
DXklo lkss 
The violins continue to replace the soloist in the following piu mosso section. 
The rhythmic structure of their melodic line is drawn from the passagework following 
the second subject theme (b. 54) (see Ex. 134). 
Ex. 134 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 172 (Violin 1) 
VIDlin I 
The accompaniment is characterised. by a particularly full string sound, created 
by much divisi writing. 'Me accompanying material features the descending 
chromatic serniquavers een previously at b. 48. 
The solo instrument returns shortly afterwards at b. 184 with an extended, 
written-out, cadenza, whose opening phrase unusuafly combines both parts of the first 
theme. This 'vertical compression' may be compared with Bacewicz's piling up of 
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thematic materials at the end of the first orchestral tutti, where it anticipated the 
introduction of the solo instrument (see Ex. 135). 
Ex. 135 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 184 
Moderato J-72 UA 184 
A 
sob violia 
R-or - VIP - p MP amekm7mio 
Much of the cadenza, as is traditional, bears the influence of previous material. Few 
direct quotations appear, however; reference is usually made to just a short pattern of 
intervals or a characteristic rhythm. The contour of the beginning of theme la forms 
the basis of the first few phrases; what follows is a display of the most basic features 
of much of the previous writing: minor and major thirds, chromatic scales and slurred 
semiquaver couplets. The molto sonore indication, originally associated with the 
second subject theme, unsurprisingly, accompanies other references to it (see Ey- 
136), while, at the grandioso, the rising series of intervals matches those from b. 95p 
again resting on a sustained top note. 
Ex. 136 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 184 
A Sostcmito 
SOb V]Dha F 
v qvý #- 
-op. 44 *- -t* 
-, 
" - 
molto sonore ; -ý --==-p ==- 
As soon as the cadenza is over at b. 187, the second subject appears (at b. 191), 
offering, for the first time, an exact repetition, which lasts until b. 197, with an almost 
identical accompaniment This conflicts with tradition, for the second subject is 
normally 'restored' to the tonic, having been introduced, in the exposition, in a related 
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key; presentation in this way reinforces the notion that it is the second subject that 
prevails. 
The pressing question for the listener, now that the second subject material has 
appeared in such a faithful rendition, is exactly where the recapitulation has bcgun. 
Wherever it was, it was surely an ambiguous moment, not least because of Bacewicz' 
predeliction for combination and variation of thematic material, but also because of 
her whimsical treatment of formal elements: indeed, one of two locations which 
contend for title of 'beginning of the recaptitulation' is the beginning of the cadenza 
itself 163 The two possible points of return to the first subject are at b. 141 and 183; 
the proportions of the movement, and comparison of the material which follows 
immediately after the two moments, suggest that the latter is more convincing. This 
simply serves to underline Bacewicz's unconventional, and subversive, attitude to 
sonata form. 164 
The next few bars are drawn from the passage at b. 64 although direct 
repetition now ceases (b. 198-200). The counternielody from b. 6 reappears at b. 203, 
its contours suggested by the upper woodwind and solo violin parts, while a 
syncopated accompanying figure is provided by the strings. 
The following meno mosso section (b. 207) sees a return of the theme from b. 
87 transposed up a fifth. The twelve-bar melodic line is a direct copy of its original 
statement, with a similar yet not identical accompaniment, now with the addition of a 
two-bar descending ostinato figure, C#-D-C#-G#. The rising intervals at b. 226 
163 That the first subject returns ambiguously, whereas the second is clearly delineated, is not a 
new approach, Mozart, for instance, having indulged in this same manouevre in the D major sonata (k. 
284). 
164 It should be noted that this is an attitude shared, in particular, by women composers in the 
20th century, from Chaminade to Ustvolskaya. 
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match those introduced at b. 95 although the rhythmic structure of the line and its 
resolution is changed (see Ex 137). 
Ex. 137 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 226 (Violin 1) 
mf poco accekrando e arse 226 Std A 
AV 44- OL 
VaDrn i 
The minor third incorporated into this rendition becomes a feature of the next few 
bars (bb. 228-232) (see Ex. 138). 
Ex. 138 Cone. 5, Mvt 1, b. 228 (Reduction) 
Apiu mosso section in 6/8 time (b. 233) draws on material from the second half of the 
b. 115 piu mosso (b. 125) (see Ex. 139). The writing here returns to the more 
homophonic textural composition of the movement's opening. At b. 241 the 
descending semitone figure from b. 17 appears in the oboe and string parts, leading 
into a new reference to theme la, marking the beginning of a coda. 
The distinctive intervallic structure of its first bar is reproduced quite 
expectedly in the key of the subdominant twice in the space of the next few bars (bb. 
245 and 252), but Che rest of the first subject is not offered (see Exx. 140 and 141). 
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Ex. 139 Conc. 5, Mvt 1, b. 233 
PlummsoJ-126 
Flute 
Oboe 
Clarind in M 
Bassoon 
Horn in F 
Tmmpd in C 
Violin I 
Violin u 
viola 
violoncello 
Double Bass 
Ex. 140 Cone. 5, Mvt L b. 245 (Solo Violin) 
245 
f cresc 
SO A 
vv 
A1 
.1 .11 E- 
sob viorn 
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Ex. 141 Cone. 5, Mvt 14 b. 252 (Solo Violin) 
sob VIDEft 
moho crese 
The movement closes with an exact repetition of bb. 120-124, with the distinctive G 
major arpeggio in the violin, of the passagework following the earlier 6/8 piu momo 
section, leading into a final statement of the concerto's opening bar, inevitably (even 
at this stage of Bacewicz's development) in the key of the tonic: the fundamental, 
zigzagging thematic gesture, chromatically rising and falling, is supported by aD bass 
note, and resolves, with a suitably dramatic flourish onto a unison G. 
Despite the presence of a number of the usual stylistic features, most notably in the 
construction of its main themes, this concerto movement does not fit the pattern of its 
predecessors. The level of thematic activity obscures the usual clarity of the formal 
structure to the extent that sectional boundaries are completely obscured. This does, 
however, give the movement a real sense of identity and cohesion without becoming 
repetitive due to the imaginative reworking of the material by the composer. 
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PARTFOUR 
Bacewicz's Musical Development 
Specific musical details revealed in the analysis of the violin concertos allow not only 
the identification of musical influences, but also changes in Bacewicz's own musical 
language. In order to discover the reasons for these changes, it is essential to look not 
only at the notes on the page, but also to consider extra-musical factors. The 
discussion is therefore organised in two parts; firstly a summary of the main trends 
revealed in previous chapters and then a consideration of the impact of Bacewicz's 
position as a woman composer on her writing, development and success. 
(a) A General Consideration of Bacewiez's Oeuvre 
The analytical study of the violin concertos reveals two basic patterns. Firstly, a 
number of aspects of the writing remain fairly constant within the series and could be 
considered the basis of Bacewicz! s personal style. Secondly, a number of gradual 
changes can be detected, representing a significant musical development. In the 
words of Malgorzatit Gqsiorowska, 
Bacewicz's music underwent a deep evolution over more than four 
decades of her compositional activity. It was surely a deeper evolution 
than that of Poland's leading Neo-classicists; Antoni Szalowski, Michal 
Spisak and even Aleksander Tansman. 165 
The extent of this development, however, has been contested by some musicologists. 
Adrian Thomas states that, 
165 Malgornta G4siorowska, Gra#na Bacewicz Days. Anniversary Conceris (Wamw, 
1999), 22. 
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... 
any assessment of Bacewiczs ceuvre has to recogize that her 
compositional aesthetic remained remarkably stable. Only the last 
period 
... 
is clearly defined through her attempts to square her 
established style with the avant-garde sounds and techniques that were 
beguiling so many of her younger colleagues. 166 
The composer's own thoughts on this issue were made very clear during an interview 
for Polish Radio in 1964: 
It seems to me, that for instance in my music, though I do not consider 
myself an innovator, one can notice a continuous line of development. 167 
The findings of the study support this view, suggesting a gradual development in a 
number of closely-related areas that reflect contemporary trends and the composer's 
search for an independent voice. The process of change can be seen to take place 
even within the series of seven works, often according to a pattern. 
Bacewicz tends to introduce new ideas in the central parts of concerto 
movements, for example' in the development section of a sonata form movement. 
These ideas may then be seen to progress to other parts of the movement and become 
an established part of her musical language. A principal aspect of Bacewicz's writing 
to undergo substantial change is her use of harmony, which can be seen to grow 
gradually more complex throughout the series of works. At first chromatic notes arc 
introduced in increasing numbers to the harmony and obscure key centres are 
explored. Simple clusters are often found in the accompanying lines, particularly in 
the development sections of the outer movements. As the series progresses, the key 
centre becomes more difficult to determine due to the presence of diminished seventh 
chords and the absence of the tonic. The level of dissonance rises steadilr, by the 
166 Thomasý Graipja Bacewicz Chamber atid Orchestral Music op. cit. 25. 167 Gratyna Bacewic2ý 'Bacewiez, Statement from an Interview for Polish Radio', op. cit. 
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seventh concerto it is common to see combinations of eight, nine or even ten different 
pitch classes. 
Bacewicz's use of texture and orchestration, similarly, changes enormously 
during the course of her career. The earliest concertos are almost entirely solo-led, 
providing little respite for the soloist during the long solo sections. The solo and tutti 
parts rarely interact, thus creating a far greater contrast between the solo and tutti 
sections. The solo sections are written on the scale of a chamber work and 
orchestrated in the manner of a Mozart concerto. It is extremely unusual for 
Bacewicz to make full use of the orchestral group; even the tuttis are usually scored 
for small groupings of instruments. The brass, section is used on the whole to create 
texture rather than provide force and the only percussion instruments to appear arc the 
timpani and xylophone. There is generally little interaction between the string and 
wind sections; the composer uses the two as contrasting groups. The texture builds up 
gradually throughout the first part of each movement, at no stage becoming cluttercd, 
with a return to the textural patterns of the opening section in the recapitulation. 
As the series progresses, abrupt changes in texture become commonplace. 
The solo sections continue to be solo4ed with only a skeletal accompaniment 
provided by the orchestra. During the development or central section, however, 
interactions between the different sections of the orchestra begin to develop, and a far 
greater number of musical lines are presented in combination. In later concertos less 
conventional combinations of instruments begin to form concertante groups which 
interact to create block textures. In these sections Bacewicz experiments with unusual 
timbral combinations, string effects and increasingly complex, layered textures. Some 
are so complex that all sense of rhythmic and melodic stability is lost, creating a 
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unique, but quite chaotic sound effect. The solo instrument, often included in the 
scoring of these sections, becomes a more integral part of the orchestral sound, 
balanced by the increased independence of each tutti part. These trends culminate in 
the seventh concerto, with extreme contrasts forming due to the increased size of the 
forces available and the movement of the concertante writing to all parts of the 
movement. These textural formations can even behave thematically, facilitating a 
move away from traditional melodic writing. Bacewicz characterises later concerto 
movements with individual intervals and short melodic patterns, often demonstmting 
the use of interval-filling. 
The changes outlined above reveal a significant transformation and affirm that some 
critics have understated the extent and significance of Bacewicz's musical 
development. 
Thomas refers to 'the customary division of Bacewicz's 'music into four periods 
(193244; 1945-54; 1955-60 and 1961-69)'. 168 He goes on to assert, however, that, 
[I]t is more accurate to regard Bacewicz's career as consisting of 
broad, closely-related spans of which the first (1932-44) is largely 
preparatory to the second (1945-59), with the third (1960-69) being a 
more distinct entity I- 
. 
169 
Maria Anna Harley (also known as Maja Trochimczyk) swnmarizes Bacewicz's 
development according to much the same timescale as Thomas: 
Bacewicz! s music underwent a discernible stylistic evolution from an 
early influence of Szymanowski and assimilation of French neo- 
classicism (Boulanger), to her own mature "neo-classical style" 
168 Thomas, Gra*w Bacewicz. 
- 
Chamber and Orchestral Music op. ca, 25. 
169 ibid, 25. 
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created in her second period, 1944-1958, permeated with folk- 
influences, and to a period of stylistic experimentation with sonorism, 
12-tone techniques, aleatoricism, collage and quotation that lasted 
until her death in 1969. 
The composer herself even made comment on the issue, appropriately enough in the 
final year of her career 
I divide my music into three periods 
- 
(1) youth 
- 
very experimental, (2) 
- 
inappropriately called here neo-classical and being really atonal, 
and (3) the period in which I'm still located. I arrived at this period by 
way of evolution (not revolution), through the Music for 5trings, 
Trumpets and Percussion, the 61h String Quartet (partly serialized), 
the 2nd Sonata for Violin Solo, and the Concerto for large symphony 
orchestra. 170 
Although these quotations offer differing opinions regarding the specific dates 
of the divisions, it is generally acknowledged that Bacewicz's musical language 
gradually moved away from her French neo-classicism roots, entering a folk-inspircd 
middle period before reaching a mature modem style. 
If Thomas' 'customary' divisions were to be adopted and related to the series 
of seven violin concerti, each time period would be represented, although the main 
bulk would fit into the middle period. Certainly the most abrupt change occurs 
between the sixth (1957) and seventh concertos (1965), coinciding with the move 
from the 'second' to 'third' period. The first five concertos, however, show such a 
gradual and consistent development that it is difficult to apply broad divisions. Any 
division is, perhaps, misleading. The trends outlined above develop steadily 
throughout Bacewicz's catalogue. In addition, a number of enduring features can be 
found. Often related to the composer's continuing neo-classical outlook, these could 
170 Gra23= Bacewic4 'A Draft Answer to an Unknown Questionnaire', Ruch Muzycviy, 
No. 7.1969. 
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be considered to form the basis of her personal voice, the most distinctive being her 
use of form and string writing. 
Bacewicz's enthusiasm for classical forms and genres remains throughout her 
career. She adopts sonata form for the vast majority of outer concerto movements, 
adhering to some conventions but ignoring others. A number of alternative patterns is 
established as a result, the most potent being her model for the presentation of 
thematic material. The internal organisation of these movements is governed by a 
concern for balance. This can be seen to operate on a number of levels, from the 
melodic design of the thematic material to the use of concertante writing. 
Bacewicz's highly-developed use of the string section also distinguishes her 
writing. The composer's deep understanding of the violin enables her to exploit the 
instrument to the full. Open strings, harmonics and fingerings are used throughout to 
facilitate position changes, provide emphasis, extend the range and create timbral 
diversity. The use of key centres corresponding to the open strings of stringed 
instruments in a large proportion of the concerto movements supports a particularly 
high incidence of these and places a natural emphasis on the tonic and dominant. The 
composer's use of the section as a whole is exceptionally complex and quite unique; 
her careful attention to detail and clever manipulation of timbre contribute to the 
creation of a hugely diverse and very colourful string sound. 
(b) Bacewiez's Music: Gendered Music? 
In order to gain a thorough understanding of all the factors affecting Bacewiczs 
development as a composer it is essential to consider the fact that she was operating as 
a woman in a male-dominated arena. 
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In the early 1980s Christine Battersby claimed that: 
A person brought up a woman can never occupy the same social or 
artistic space as one reared as a man. However superficially similar, 
her words, works and perceptions will never be the same as those of a 
man and are likely (whether she knows it or not) to have features in 
common with those of other women. 171 
The concept was not a new one. French feminists base much of their work in the 
field of literature on the assumption that a woman's voice differs from a man's as a 
result of fundamentally different sexualities. Battersby and others have broadened 
this discussion considerably, focusing more on the psychological differences resulting 
from the contrasting experiences of men and women living within a patriarchy. 172 
Bacewicz's family claims that the composer experienced very little direct 
discrimination; she was given sufficient opportunities to train, perform, compose and 
travel. It would be difficult to believe, however, that in Poland in the first half of the 
twentieth century every aspect of her musical career would have been identical to that 
of a man. The survival of her reputation is certainly one issue that requires discussion 
with regard to her gender. 
It is difficult to establish quite how these different experiences arc able to 
manifest themselves in a musical score. Absolute music, in particular, contains no 
narrative, giving few clues as to the underlying intentions of the composer. The study 
of context is fundamental, however, to the research of other musical traditions. 
Ethnomusicologists, for example, attempt to discover the ways in which pieces of 
171 Marcia J. Citron, Gemkr and the Musical Canon (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993), 159. Details of original source not disclosed. 
172 Solie defines patriarchy as 'a web of psycho-social relationships which institute a socially 
significant difference on the axis of sex which is so deeply located in our very sense of lived, sexual, 
identity that it appears to us as natural and unalterable. Ruth A. Solie, Musicolov andDifference. 
Gender and Sexuality in Music Scholarship (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 10. 
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music can express or reflect the culture that makes and uses them and thus the 
differences between and among those peoples. Citron asserts that such research 
methods should be extended to Western classical music. She claims that a composer 
'is embedded in particular cultural circumstances and assumptions, and these affect 
the ways a piece is written. "73 Many feminist musicologists consider their analytical 
approach can make allowances for such concerns. Elizabeth Wood, for example, 
suggests the following: 
If we think about meaning in music and how it is produced, about 
music as a socially constructed discourse whose meanings are 
, 
decipherable once we learn to interpret its rules and codes, we may 
find composers using music in special ways. In life, and in their 
narratives about life, composers may resort to music and musical 
procedures as a source of aflusions, metaphors, roles and techniques. 
They may also use music as a sound-form of narrative: as a way to tell 
truths about life, shape subjectivity, and make audible feelings that are 
essentially private, whose meanings words may only partially reveal. 
If we read together works of music and autobiographical texts, we in 
turn may use musical techniques and allusions to explicate texts, listen 
to life, and hear its secrets. 174 
'Rules and codes' of the kind mentioned by Wood were created by opera composers 
in the seventeenth century in an attempt to develop a musical serniotics of gender. a 
set of conventions for constructing 'masculinity' or 'femininity' in music. 
'Familiarity with this network of cultural associations permits us to recognize even in 
textiess music traditional signs. ' 175 Concert programmes have of course helped to 
perpetuate audiences' familiarity with this gestural vocabulary. McClary reports also 
that 'many aspects of the codes are strikingly resilient and have been transmitted in 
ways that are quite recognizable up to the present 
... 
because certain social attitudes 
173 Citron, op. ciL, 120. 174 S li 0 CiL, 0 e. P. 164. 
175 Solie, op. dt, 329. 
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concerning gender have remained relatively constant throughout that stretch of 
history'. 176 
One of the most sophisticated constructions of meaning in the sphere of 
absolute music governs the behaviour of themes in sonata-allegro form. In 1845, the 
theorist A. B. Marx posited that the first and second subjects in sonata form could be 
compared to the gendered characteristics of masculine and feminine. 177 
The second theme 
... 
serves as contrast to the first energetic 
statement, though dependent on and determined by it. It is of a more 
tender nature, fle3dbly rather than emphatically constructed 
- 
in a way 
the feminine as opposed to the preceding masculine. 178 
This suggestion has been taken up with considerable enthusiasm by critical 
musicologists including McClary. This is not without reason, as Citron has tmccd the 
appearance of references to the coding of sonata form themes in a number of texts 
dating through to the middle of the twentieth century. 179 
A gendered analysis of a typical sonata form movement on these terms is a 
tale of patriarchal authority, a plot played out regularly on the opem stage. Ile 
conventions of sonata form ensure that the 'masculine' theme will eventually triumph 
over the 'feminine' second theme. In the words of McClary, 'the masculine 
protagonist makes contact with but must eventually subjugate (domesticate or purge) 
the designated [feminine] Other in order for identity to be consolidated, for the sake 
of satisfactory narrative closure. "180 
176 McClary, op. cit, S. 
177A. B. Marx, Die Lehre von der Musikalischen KomlxWtion. Part3 (Leipzig, 1845). 
17'McClary, op. cit, 13. 
179Citron, op. dL, 13241. 
180 ibid, 14. 
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It is essential, therefore, that an analysis of a work in sonata form written after 
Marx's study should at least give consideration to the amlogy, as any composer's 
understanding of the form will have been infonned by the conscious (or unconscious) 
manipulation of these stereotypes by others. A woman composer, in particular, may 
be disposed to mount a challenge to such a formal scheme. It wouldý of course, not 
be unexpected for any twentieth-century composer to make alterations to the classical 
model; indeed, departure from the norm was expected even in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. The specific nature of the composer's opposition to any of the 
multitude of conventions, however, could be significant. 
Bacewicz always denied the existence of nan-ative and meaning in her instrumental 
music; she believed it to be autonomous and absolute. In an interview with Stefan 
Kisielewski in 1960, she said that 'music does not express any fcclings of ordinary 
life, it simply communicates itself and its own emotions'. 181 'This was, of course, a 
typical manifestation of the modernist aesthetic, but G4-siorowska also reports that 
'the ideal of "objective" art struck a common note here with the principles she bad 
been taught in her family home' and would of course have tied in with contemporary 
modernist beliefs. McClary attributes this common denial of significance and 
meaning to the patriarchal tradition: 
[o]ur academic disciplines tend 
... 
to avoid questions of signification 
altogether 
... 
This denial has a complex cultural history that reaches 
far beyond the domain of music theory and musicology. As feminist 
scholarship in every discipline is beginning to demonstrate, the 
tendency to deny the body and to identify with pure mind underlies 
virtually every aspect of patriarchal Western culture. 182 
'a' Malgorzata, G*iorowska, Gratyja Bacewicz DaYs-7 Amdversary Concerts (Warsaw-. 
Concert literature, 1999), 22. 
182 McClary, op. cit, 54. 
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It is unsurprising, therefore, that a woman composer might feel it particularly 
necessary to deny the existence of codes of significance. Yet this does not render 
them inoperative. 
The nature of Bacewicz's compositional output reveals a similar attitude. 
Bacewicz recalls that Boulanger once described the profession to which she was 
entering as an 'essentially masculine world of musical creation'. 193 It seems that 
Bacewicz was keen to enter this world and compete on the same tcn-ns as her male 
colleagues. According to Citron, women composers generally find it easy to 'identify 
with male mentors and colleagues, and with customs and traditions that grow out of 
the expectations and experiences of men'. The process can lead to what Judith 
Fetterley terms 'immasculation': taking on the viewpoint of men and identifying 
against women. 184 Boulanger herself, although always happy to promote the music of 
her sister, did little to promote the work of other woman composers known to her. 
The vast majority of Bacewicz's works are composed in standard forms, indicating an 
obvious willingness to tackle the more 'serious' genres. In contrast, many other 
women composers including Cdcile Chaminade and Maude Valerie Wrightý chosc to 
or were perhaps encouraged to avoid complex musical structures. '" Chaminade, for 
example, attempted only one piano sonata and was not prepared to present the results 
in public. 
Bacewicz's concertos draw predominantly on established forms, in particular 
sonata form. The composer's manipulation of the conventions of this form are 
183 B. Maciejewski, op. cM, 65. 
194 Citron, op. Cg, 156. 
185 Derek Hyde makes a study of such composers in his book, New Foutki Voices. Women in 
Nineteenth Century Wish Music. (Aldershot and Brookfield USA: Ashgate), 1998. 
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interesting, particularly as the themes are usually set up according to the gendcrcd 
stereotypes. The two themes are, in most cases, equal partners, and in most cases the 
first subject theme (theme A) fulfils its primary function and returns in the 
recapitulation, providing closure. In two of the movements of the concertos, 
however, this is not the case. In the first movements of the second and third 
concertos, the first subject theme is entirely absent from the recapitulation section; 
both close with a reference to the second subject theme (theme B). The balance of 
power is clearly upset and in this case, in Marxian terms, constitutes a victory for the 
'feminine' thematic material. Given Bacewicz's usual adherence to this particular 
convention, her decision to abandon the 'masculine' theme altogether in these works 
must be significant. 
The first subject material is also undermined on a number of occasions by the 
composer's introduction of additional thematic material. In the first movement of the 
second concerto, for example, Bacewicz compensates for the loss of theme A by 
introducing additional material. The first subject theme is a quite typical 'masculine' 
construction written in the key of A minor. Shortly afterwards, however, a second 
'masculine' theme is introduced in the relative major. The 'feminine second subject 
theme (theme B) does not appear until much later in the exposition in the tonic key. 
The choice of key further contributes to the demise of theme A; theme B effectively 
takes control of the patriarchal tonic, stripping the first theme of its basic function, 
providing closure. 
Bacewicis use of key undermines the classical roles of the themes on a 
number of occasions; a clear example can be found in the first movement of the first 
concerto. Here, the theme's bold statement of the tonic, A major, is immediately 
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undermined by a move to Bb for the usual repetition of the thematic material. Such 
an opening frees the remainder of the movement from any tonal constraints as the 
listener has no real sense of the tonic. The theme moves rapicHy through a number of 
key centres, reaching the key of Bb for the introduction of theme B at b. 65, thus 
confirming its identity as the dominant theme. By carefully manipulating a specific 
relationship between the first subject and another key centre, Bacewicz manages to 
establish a hierarchy which is in turn transferred to the two main themes. 
The dynamics of the relationship between the first and second subjects also 
change regularly due to the presence of two contrasting elements within a single 
theme. By incorporating 'feminine' material into theme A without omitting or 
downgrading the role of the 'feminine' second subject, the balance of the movement is 
considerably altered. 
Bacewicz clearly utilises a number of methods to undermine and control the 
'masculine' themes in a number of her concerto movements. The number of strategies 
developed and employed surely displays a determination to make a statement and 
challenge the accepted norms. It is difficult to ascertain whether Bacewicz launched 
this assault as a retaliation to the 'masculine' domination of the form, or as a means of 
adapting the well-used form for her purposes as a twentieth century neo-classicist. In 
the absence of the composees testimony, it is only possible, for the moment, to 
highlight this idiosyncratic behaviour. Only when linked to future studies of other 
women composers working under similar conditions can the extent of its relationship 
to gender be revealed. 
It could be useful, however, to compare Bacewiczs methods to those of her 
male contemporaries. The close links between the neo-classical works of Bacewicz 
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and Stravinsky would certainly support the investigation of other works. One of 
Stravinsky's first neo-classical works, Puldnella, for example, demonstrates a 
tremendous number of similar stylistic features. Puldnella is modelled on a baroque 
suite, using traditional forms such as a Gavotte and Variations (Mvt. VI) and Minuet 
(Mvt. 8). The harmonic language relies heavily on that of the original, though 
'distorted' by Stravinskian interjections and extra layers, with additional harmony 
using fourths and fifths, facilitated by an abundant use of open strings and harmonics. 
Traditional orchestral writing is juxtaposed against sections of concertante writing 
using Stravinsky's hallmark of novel orchestration. In relation to this work 
Stravinsky wrote: 
I have tried to arrive at an even dynamic in the juxtaposition of 
instrumental timbres which have similar sounding levels. A colour has 
value only by the relationship to other colours juxtaposed with it. A 
red has no value by itself, it acquires it only by its proximity to another 
red or a green, for example. 186 
Baroque/Classical devices and figurations appear throughout the work. These include 
repetitive accompanying figures (see fig. 62); scale-wise movement (flig. 32); 
imitation (fig. 44); sequences (fig. 32); string crossings (fig. 56) and pedal notes (fig. 
100). Bacewicz's early compositional style resembles every aspect of this apprpach. 
From this common aesthetic, the two composers moved in quite different 
directions. It is interesting, therefore, to look at Stravinsky's use of form and 
thematic material in a slightly later work in order to assess the significance of 
Bacewicz's developments in these areas. Stravinsky wrote far fewer sonata-form 
186 Mid, 113. 
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movements than Bacewicz, but models for the treatment of themes can still be found 
in the Symphony in Three Movements. 
The first movement of this work is not a conventional sonata-form movement, 
although broad areas of exposition and recapitulation can be identified. The first 
theme, introduced at the opening of the movement, returns only to announce its 
closure. It is highly 'masculine' in character, marked ff with accents and large, 
ascending intervals. Its limited role is offset by the omnipresent second theme, 
introduced at b. 21. This theme appears in a number of different guises (see for 
example figs. 34,38,53,97), but is always recognisable due to its melodic contour, 
the movement could almost be viewed as a set of variations with separate 
introduction and coda sections. The nature of the second subject material does not 
serve as a direct contrast to the opening theme: it is quiet, but is heavily accented, 
marked marcalo, and is built on a series of large intervals. Additional thematic 
material is introduced once at b. 26, returning towards the end of the movement at fig. 
88. Again, this is marked staccato and marcalo, with frequent accents. In this 
movement, there seems to be a complete absence of thematic material offering a 
stereotypically 'feminine' alternative to the highly 'masculine' opening theme. The 
third movement, again, is not a typical sonata form movement. The overfly 
'masculine' opening theme recurs only occasionally, and often in character only. it is 
marked fortissimo, and again, is heavily accented. A series of melodies are 
introduced creating occasional moments of contrast, but none reappear. There is 
certainly no strong second subject theme to offset the weighty opening theme. in this 
work, Stravinsky constructs highly "masculine' thematic material which is never 
challenged by an opposing theme. He rarely includes 'feminine' material, creating 
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contrast instead by sudden changes in texture and moves to concertante writing. Ile 
certainly is not working along the same lines as Bacewicz, who seems actively to be 
searching for ways to undermine 'masculine' material and assert the second subject 
theme. 
It is possible, therefore, that the two discussions contained within this chapter 
are interrelated. The development from Bacewicz's neo-classical roots to a more 
individual musical language may not only have been the result of outside influences 
and contemporary trends, but also a willingness as a mature composer to move away 
from traditional patriarchal models of compositiorL 
The study of the seven Violin Concertos has proven, without doubt, that Bacewicz's 
compositional style underwent a number of very definite changes over the course of 
her career. A number of the characteristics also associated with the music of 
Lutoslawski were assimilated quite naturally into her style, and certainly not pasted on 
at the last moment at the time of 'the thaw', the partial lowering of cultural barriers 
between Eastern and Western Europe. Although it is difficult to state with absolute 
certainty the extent of the impact of composers on each other's work, there can be no 
doubt that Bacewicz contributed vastly to the development of Polish music. Her work 
with texture, in particular, predates the interest in textural issues that characterises 
Lutoslawski's celebrated works of the 1960s. While Lutoslawski's musical language 
has been widely acknowledged as experimental and progressive, these traits arc rarely 
associated with the music of Bacewicz. It is surely time not only for a reassessment 
of her contribution to development of Polish music, but also for a renewed 
216 
appreciation of her music, in particular, the violin concerti, some of which rank 
among her greatest achievements. 
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Appcndix 
List of Works 
A number of catalogues of Bacewicz's works exist; those by Judith Rosen, Malgorzata 
Gqsiorowska, the Polish Music Centre, PWM and Wanda Bacewicz are the most 
extensive! This list of works brings together information from each as none seems to be 
comprehensive. As it is difficult to verify the information, each of their listings is 
included, but with the original source identified. Additional information is given 
wherever possible, with discrepancies between the above catalogues highlighted. Any 
details other than the name of work and date of composition, however, are drawn from 
just three sources: those of Malgorzata Gqsiorowska, the Polish Music Centre and PWM. 
1 Rosen, op. cht, Gqsiorowska, op. cir, Polish Music Centre. James Harley 
Ed., httpJ/www. usc. edu/depttpolish_musidWPUVbacewiczlb-wrks 
-f htinl, Copyright 1998-2003, accessed June 2005; Ed. ElIbieta Dziqbowska, Enejvlopedia ofMusie. 
PWAf, Biographical part, Vol. 1,4AB'supplement, Wanda Bacewicz, Gra, 5m BawWcz- Principal 
Worksý unpublished. 
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